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On 28 May 1997, the Secretary of the Army designated me to be the Army
Acquisition Executive. I look forward to serving with you, the acquisition
professionals, who are making such significant contributions to our Army.
My philosophy is to continue the efforts of the Honorable Gil Decker. The
course he charted will enable us to further improve our acquisition and
procurement processes and result in the acquisition of the most effective,
affordable, and supportable weapons and materiel for our soldiers.
I intend to mirror Gil Decker's management style of empowering
subordinates by delegating authority requisite to execute assigned
responsibilities. I will be available to provide assistance to any member of the
acquisition community, but request your support and consideration of my serving
concurrently as AAE and Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations, Logistics
& Environment). I will rely on the SARDA Deputy Assistant Secretaries to
perform many of the day-to-day acquisition and procurement functions. The AAE
delegations of authority in place during Gil Decker's tenure will continue for the
present.
As good stewards of the taxpayers' dollars, we must continue our efforts to
reform the acquisition process. Our soldiers deserve the best equipment we can
possibly field. Acquisition reform is key to accomplishing this vital mission and
will continue to be an Army Acquisition Executive priority.
I look forward to our continued success for our Army.

ROBERT M. WALKER
Army Acquisition Executive
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Army Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations are establishing new paradigms for rapid transitioning of technologies to meet the warfighter's critical military
needs.
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THE
INSIDE
STORY
ON
ARMY
ADVANCED
CONCEPT
TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATIONS
By Irena D. Szkrybalo
and Dr. A. Fenner Milton
Introduction
In the 1990-91 GulfWar, past investments

in Science and Technology (S&T) in the
areas of stealth, night vision devices and precision munitions resulted in a remarkably
brief and uccessful battle Witll great cost to
the aggressor_ A Department of Defense
COOo)-wide assessment performed at the
end of that war, however, identified serious
warfLghting defLciencies applicabl to the
po t-cold war environment. To address
ti,ese deficiencies, DOD formulated seven
S&T thrust areas of focu for development
of next generation advanced capabilities.
Tbese thrust areas were: Global Surveillance
and Communications; Precision Strike; Air
Superiority and Defense; Sea Control and
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Undersea Superiority; Advanced Land Combat; Syntlletic Environments; and Tedmology for Affordabillty. In 1994, DOD initiated
ti,e Advanced Concept Tecbnology Demonstration (ACfD) process as a way to more
rapidly tran ition techno!,ogy to tbe
warfighter tllrough the use of fieldable prototypes. Three Army &T demonstration activitie which had evolved from DOD S&T
thrust areas-Joint Precision Strike, Rapid
Force Project Initiative and Joint countermine-were among ti,e fust set of oOD-approved Acros (10 total) in FY95.

Background
TI,e Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSO) initiated ACTOs to permit the

warfighter to properly evaluate new technology for military effectiveness especially
in ca es where new doctrine and tactics,
techniques and procedures (TTPs) are
needed. ACfDs offer tbe opporrunity to
evaluate the suitability of these technologies
by providing a limited go-to-war capability
to an operational unit. ACTDs are often
large- cale demonstration program involving new but relatively mah.re tedlUology,
are approXimately two to tllree years in duration, and are usually sponsored by a commander-in·dlief (CINC) or ervice component. At the conclusion of the large·scale
demonstration, a residual or leave-behind ca·
pability is provided to troops for their experimentation and evaluation for an additional two-year evaluation period. During
nLis period, ti,eACTO program provid support for the novel equipment. At the end of
this evaluation period, a decision is made
wbether or not to proceed with acquisition,
based on results of nus assessment and, of
course, ultimately on prioritizatinn by the
Service. A product of tbe demonstration
could also be a better under tanding of
what is needed and improved specifications
for future acquisition programs.
In the Army S&T program, ACfDs have
hecome a cooperative venture between th.e
technolog.ist 'md the warfighter. The U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC) bas recently updated TRAnOC
Pam 7 I-xx with Section 8-7 wh.icb describes
the purpose and principal participant of
ACfDs and provides general guidance for
the nomination, coordination, approval, e.-.;e·
cution, and disposition of Army ACTos.
TRADOC also develops Future Operational
Capabilities (FOCs) that identify operational
needs upon whichACTDs can be based.

The Goal
The primary goal of an ACTO is to evaluate the military utility of new technology
and to develop the concept of operations
that is needed to make effective u e of tl1is
tecbnology. ACTO' are designed to provide
residuals that respond to a critical military
need identified by the warfighter. The residu:L1s incorporate technologies of sufficient
maturity sum that the new capability an
be delivered with low risk in a configuration
that can be used by an operational unit
within the timeframe of ti,e ACTD. afety
testing is included for novel systems that in·
corporate explosive materials. The residu:L1
period ensures that suitability issue (supportability, etc.) are addressed as part of the
program.
The Army's approacll to ACTOs is somewhat different from that of the other military department and DOD agende.. What
distinguishes tbe Army approach is the em·
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Figure 1.
phasis on systellHlf·sy terns integration in a
particular warfighting environment with extensive user involvement through the
TRADOC Battle Labs and CINe/field cOmmanders, As a combined land force, rhe
Army uses a myriad of individual platforms
and systems to carry our its mission effectively and efficiently. lnsertion of new technologies on the battlefield, rherefore, requires careful con ideration by the
warfighter of the impact of integrating new
capabilities with current systems/capabilities and the subsequent effect on doctrine
andTrPs.

TheAClDs
The ACfOs whicb the Army is currently
conducting or has recently completed are:
• Precision/Rapid Counter-Multiple
Rocket Launcher. Completed in October
1996, this ACTD addressed tbe problem
posed to .S. Forces Korea (USPK) by the
orth Korean 2400101 Multiple Rocket
Launchers. TheACfD demonstraled and left
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behind, a re idual , enhanced automation
between sensors and shooters that serves to
improve the commander's ability 10 call for
timely supporting fires from various sources
to include Army, Navy, Air Force and coalition force . The re idual capability is cur·
rently being evaluated by the 2nd Infantry
Division, USFK.
• Rapid Force Projection Initiative
(RFPI). ( ee Figure 1.) The objective of tbis
ACfD is to improve the effectiveness and
survivability of air deployed early entry
forces. In a brigade-sized live/virtual field experiment in 4Q FY98, RFPI will demonstrate
real-time targeting from forward sensors to
lightweight letllal standoff weapons systems
with tl,e capability to engage high value targets, including beavy armor, beyond traditional direct fire ranges. The ACfD bas a goal
of improving the survivability of a light force
attacked by a much larger heavy force. At
the conclusion of the demonstration, RFPI
residuals will be provided for a two-year period to the xvm Airborne Corps.

• Joint Counter mine_ This ACTD is
evaluating the capability to conduct carnless amphibious and ground force mine
countermeaure operations. In FY97, the
demonstration (Army lead) focuses On near
shore capabilities with emphasis on instride detection and neutralization of mine
and obstacles. 111 FY98, tl,e demonstration
(NavyIUSMC lead) will address technologies
for clandestine surveillance and reconnaissance. Early identification of minefield location and the disemination of that information to the relevant commanders is at the
heart of thi ACfD.
• Combat Identification. The goal of
this ACfD is to demonstrate an affotdable
system architecture that can enhance the
capability of our combat force to positively
identify friendly platforms during air-toground and ground-to-ground operations in
order to manmize combat effectivene and
to reduce fratricide due to misidentification.
Residual capability was prOvided to the Experimental Force for the U.S. Army Task
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Force XXI Advanced Warfighting Experiment in FY97. This brigade-sized force was
comprised of operational units from the 4th
Medl3n.ized lnfantry Division at Fort Hood,
TX. Residual sy:.-rems were also provided to
the Special Purpose .S. Marine Air Ground
Task Force (Experimental) for funber USMC
evaluation and to the Arizona Air National
Guard for U.S.Air Force experimentation.
• Joint Logistics_ Phase I of this ACfD,
also known as Logistic Anchor Desk (lAD),
prOVide operational u ers such a CINCs
and joint Task Force Commanders with increased capability to rapidly plan and execute more responsive and efficient logistics
support to military operations. The focus of
LAD i decision support tools with core
functionalities that include advanced data
dislribution and visuallzaLion techniques Lo
provide a common, relevant logistic picture. Integration of exis.ting logistics analysis models With knowledge-based tools provide powerful decision suppOrt to leaders.
This capability is a plus to the total asset visibility effort. Phase I of the ACTD, whIch
was Army lead, concluded in April 1997.
Pbase U lead will be the Defense Advanced
Research ProjeetsAgency.
• Tactical High Energy Laser (THEL).
This 0 D-directed demonstration is focused
on negating the Katyusha missile threat to
northern I rael. A memorandum of agreement for joint development of the THEL
demonstrator ha been signed by both
counlrie and represents the fdStest agreement of this type ever negotiated. Funding
for this program has been proVided to the
Army hy Congress.
• Rapid Terrain Visualization. This
ACTO will integrate and demonstrate capabilities to rapidly generate, disseminate, and
exploit high resolution digital terrain elevation and feature data sets. This will allow a
comprehen ive visualizatioo of the battlefield Lo support mission planning in crisis
force projection situati ns where the battlefield has not been previously mapped. The
ACTD will provide, as leave behinds, computer workstations and applications software to the XVlU Airborne Corp under cognizance of the U.S.Atlantic Command.
o Military Operations In An Urban
Terrain (MOUT). This ACTD has been
judged essential because urban terrain is a
very likely and difficult battlefield of the
21st century where much of our traditional
technology advantage may be rendered ineffective. Warfighter dismounted capabilities
and operational lTP for urban terrain are
critically in need of modernization. The
MOUT ACTO will meet thi deficiency by
providing soldiers and Marines thelTPs and
integrated tedlllologies such as advanced
communications, precise geolocation aod
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navigation, and sensors, along with upgrades
to oldier ystems, lethal and non-lethal
weapons/munitions, individual protection,
and mobility enhancements needed to effectively fight in urban terrain. Residuals
will be provided to CINC Special Operations Command in FYOO.

ACTO Candidates
The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
for Advanced Technology (DUSD(AT)) recently invited military departments and
ageocies to identify candidate for DOD
FY98 ACTDs. The selection process indude review and recommendation by the
DOD Advanced Technology Breakfast Club
and the joint Requirements OversighL
Council QROC) for final prioritization and
approval by DUSD(AT). In the Army,
TRADOC Battle Labs and combat developers, in conjunction with a materiel developer, identify Future Operational Capabilities which address a critical rnilita.ry need
and technology coocepts which could
bring a solution ro that need. TIle CINC/user
sponsor support is enlisted duriog ACTD
concept development or during the ACfD
approval process. The materiel developers
identify Army Budget Category 6.3 resources which could be applied to a
demonstration of the concept.

Review And Approval
The ACTD proposal is reviewed and approved by the Deputy Commanding General,
HQ TRADOC, the Deputy Assistant Secretary
of theArmy for Research 3Ild Technology, and
the Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations 3Ild Plans - Force Developmcol. After a
proposal is approved as an ArmyACTO candida.te, any remaining funding shortfalls are resourced from within the Army &T budget
and/or requested from OSD. TI,e D D(AT)
has agreed to provide up to 20 percent of
total ACfD program costs for residual support or system integration activities.
As an Army ACTO candidate, the proposal
must compete with odler Service and DOD
agency proposals which are initially reviewed and prioritized by the mililar)' department 3Ild DOD agencies, reviewed by
tJle DUSD(AT) and joint staffs, theJROC,and
the ACTO Breakfast Club which is comprised of Service S&T executives and user
representatives and chaired by the
DUSD(A1). Final selection j reviewed and
prioritized hy the Vice Chairman, joint
Chiefs of Staff, and decision for final approval is made by the DUSD(A1). Review
and approval for a new ACTD is a challenging and arduous process that requires articulation of a critical military need and a mature technological solution to that need
whIch is affordable.

FY 98 Candidates
Army FY98 ACfD candidates submitted
to DUSD(A1) that are currently undergoing
the DOD ACTO selectioo proce are:
o Theater Precision Strike Operations (TPSO). This ACfD will provide the
joint Force Land Component Commander
(JFLCC) an enhanced capability to conduct
theater counterfires and other operations
throughout hIs area of re ponsibility acro
the entire Koreao peninsula tllrough a joint
sen or-to- hooter solution including: jOint
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnai sance; rapid targeting; shared situational
awareness; enhanced command and control; and responsive weapons delivery. The
ACTO will leave behind an enhanced capability for the jFLCC to forecast, plan and execute operations and more fully integrate
coalition forces. Technologies LO be explored in. these areas will include wide area
seosors, enhanced artillery radar, acoustic
sensors, smart/precision mULli.tlons, longrange indirect fire ,expanded interoperability Witll Army Tactical Command and Control and Global Command and Cootrol
Systems, data links, automated correlation
and platform cro s cueing and interaction
with coalition partners. TPSO will seek ro
integrate these tedmologies as a solution
for precision strike problems impacting the
Commander-ln-Chief, United ations Comm3lld (CINC C). The capabilities demonstrated in the ACTO will be applicable to
multiple theaters worldwide.
• line-Oi-Sight Anti-Tank (LOSAn.
The recent reconfiguration of the LOSAT
Weapon System for use on the High Mobility Multipurpo e
heeled Vehicle
(HMMWV) provides an affordable early
entry air droppable sy tern with lethality to
overmatch current and projected armor
threats, active prorection systems and other
hardened high-value targers. The velociry of
the kinetic energy mis Ue will provide a ign.ificant increase in lethality, reduced exp0sure timelines, 3Ild rapid rate of fire at engagement ranges beyond the effective range
of tank main gun . A limited residual capability will be fielded in FY03-o4.
• Aerostat. This ACTD will address a lowrisk, cost-effective solution to elevated surveillance and fire control to COlLOter the
rapidly emerging cruise missile threat
which may include low-altitude threat
masked by terrain from ground based sensors. In upport of the wide-area Land Attack Cmi e Missile Defen e concept, this
ACTO is considering various architectures
to provide over-the-horizon engagement capabiUty for U.S. Army, Navy and Air Force
w apon systems, expand the battlefield
comm3llder' capability to support broadarea defense against land attack cruise mi
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lies, and provide combat identification of
potential targets.
Although the brief descriptions above
provide a general overview of the goals and
objective of Army ACfDs, they do not fully
communicate the challenges associated with
conducting this dynamie process for rapid
transition of new technologies into the
hands of the warfighter. A more detailed description of the RFPI ACfD Operational and
Organizational concept provides a bener understanding and appreciation of the degree
of tl,e operational complexity involved in integrating current and advanced capabilities
into an ACfD system-of-systems scenario.

RFPI ACTO HUNTERS
101 SI AIR ASSAULT
DIVISION
FY 99 ORGANIC
HUNTERS
SCOUTHELO
RESIDUALS:
5 SETS HAND EMPLACED
... 3 SPARES

2 SETS AIR OAOPPABLE

+

RFPI Description
Early entry forces are usually built around
light infantry taSk forces. The elements have
inherent strategic mobility but are vulnerable to heavy, armored forces. The RFPI
ACfD was designed to address the vulnerability of early entry forces to armored overrun and indirect fire during the early days of
a deployment and before folJow-on forces
can be brought into the area of operations.
pecifically, the demonstration seeks to expand battlespace, increase early entry force
survivability, letbaJity, target acquisition, and
control of battie tempo againsl heavy armor
In ranges out to 60 km beyond the forward
edge of the battlefield.
The demonstrated solution to the problem Is the humer-standoff killer concept
whicll focuses on extending close combat
battlespace beyond direct fire range so that
a potential armored force can be defe:lted
before it can engage in a close battle, To extend the battlespace, RFPI uses forward deployed sensors at the edge of the battJespace with digilal command, control,
communications, computers and intelligence (elf) systems linked to non-line-ofsight fires for increased situational aware·
ness, decreased sensor-to-shooter timelines,
and significantly increased effectiveness and
efficiency in long-range acquisition and engagements, The RFPI systems are designed
to be airlanded and sling loaded. The Enhanced Fiber Optic Guided Missile
(EFOGM) will be airdroppable also.
The systems planned for use in the 1998
field exercise and for ti,e two-ye:u residual
period with the exercise force are comprised of hunters (forward sensors) (See Figure 2), battle command (ell), and standoff
kiUers (weapons/munitions) which are cur·
rent systems, and residualsJleave behinds,
Advanced concepts will be evaluated in separate tests and in simulation. The forward
sensors provide ituational awareness and
targeting information. The information is
sent through the tactical wide area network
back 10 the tactical operations center
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Figure 2.
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RFPI C41 RESIDUALS

which provides information about the
ACTD proce s and on individual ongoing
military department/agencyACTOs. In addition, the Office of the DUSO(AT) publishes a
quarterly newsletter, Aero Times, copie of
which can be obtained by caUing Mary
DeAngelis at (703)695-8044.

Conclusion

Figure 4.
(TOC). The TOC assigns fire through fire
control systems to the standoff kiUers (See
Figure 3) for specific targets. The combination of RFPI capabilities, cued by advanced
eosors through responsive integrated digitaJ <:41 (See Figure 4), achieves a system-Qfsystems synergy that dramatically multiplies
the capability of a lift-constrained early
entry force.
An important residual capability of the
RFPI ACTD is EFOGM, a highly lethal,
HMMWV-ba ed precision trike teleope~
ated missile which wili give light forces the
ability to engage and destroy threat armored
combat vebicle ,stationary and moving helicopters, and odler high-value targets out to
15 kilometer. urvivability can be achieved
by firing from defilade_ TI,e EFOGM system

As with any
new initiative,
ACTDs are covering
uncharted ground
in establishing
new paradigms
for the rapid transition
of technology
to the warfighter.
6
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consists of a gunner's station/launch platform, tacti.cal missile, and a fiber optic data
Iink_ Tbe data link affords the gunner the
ability to guide the missile to the target
using both a Global Positioning Systembased inertial measurement unit and manual
procedures and prOVides a large footprint
useful against moving targets. The gunner
views the target via a pasSive infrared seeker
on the missile linked to the gunner's video
console. In December 1996, the Chief of
taff of the Army issued a dedsion memorandum stating that an EFOGM company
will be formed at Fon Bragg as an xvm Airborne Corps asset.
An ACfD becomes a candidate for acquisition after the military utility of the capability is demonstrated. A trd.l1sition strategy is
developed during the planning for the
ACTD. If a signiflcant level of transition
preparation is needed, the Army partidpates
with OSD in an ACfD Transition Integrated
Product Team (TIYl). The purpose of the
TWt is to ensure that the neces ary preparations are made dUring the formulation and
execution of an ACTD to allow effective
transition into the next phase with a quality
product and without 10 s of momentum.
The decision to proceed into acquisition
will be based on the assessment of military
utility, Senilce priorities and available resources.
Since their initiation in 1995,ACTDs have
generated a gooe) deal of material, to include
a nunlber o~ articles devoted to the ACTO
process in i"my RD&A magaZine.
DU D(AT) has respoosibility for ACTO oversight in DOD and has established a web site
at http://www.acq.osd.mil/at/actd.html

As with any new initiative, ACTOs are
covering unchaned ground in establi 'hing
new paradigms for the rapid transition of
technology to the warflghter. To wotk on an
ACTO is not an easy task, but it has proven
to be dla1lenging and e.'(citing as voiced by
COL Paul Wolfgramm, Director, Joint Predsion Strike Office, and Emily Vandiver, Technology Program Manager for RFPI, in the accompanying "Speaking Out" article on page
7 of this issue. The powerful impact of a
successful ACTD on the warfighter was
made evident in a recent message received
in DOD from CINCUNC/CFC at the completion of the PIR CMRLACTD in Korea in October 1996- CINCUNC/CFC praised the
conduct and resuLts of the PIR CMRL ACTO
for its "great assistance in resolving a tough
pan of the fight" in the ClNC' theater. In
d,e Army, ACTOs represent a dynamic and
flexible new way of dOing business. They
provide an opponunity to achieve acceleration of mature tedlDologies and integration
of advanced capabilities in system-of-systems linkages on the battlefield to meet the
warflghter's critical military needs.

IRENA D. SZKRYBALO is the
Deputy Di'rector for Technology for
Missiles, Aviation and Precision
Strike, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and AcqUisition
(OASAOWA)). Sbe balds a B.S. deg1'ee in aeronautical engineering
from Wayne State University in Detroit, MI, and an M.S. in science
and technology commercialization
from the University of Texas at
Austin.
DR. A. FENNER MiLTON is the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Research
and
Technology,
OASA(RDA). He holds a Ph.D. in
applied pbysics from Harvard University.
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SPEAKING OUT

What Impact Are
Advanced Co~cept Technology
Demonstrations
Having On Your .Mission?
Dr. A. Fenner Milton
Deputy Assistant Secretary Of
The Army (Research and
Technology)
The Pentagon
Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstrations (ACTDs) have
had a large and very positive impact on the Army S&T program.
For FY98, approved ACTDs constitute 37 percent of tbe Army's Advanced Development (6.3) budget
and have made a tremendou difference in the way the Army
does business largely becau e of the residual (leave behind)
aspect of the program.The mo t important impact has been
to provide an opportunity to deal with new technology in a
sy tem-of-systems context early in the technology development cycle. The residuals are usually provided in sufficient
quantity to do operational-style field testing, often with an
opposing force to obtain realistic evaluations. System-of·
systems issues invariably involve the development of new
concepts of operations/tactics, techniques and procedures
(ITPs) and require the allocation of significant military user
(TRADOC/CINC) resources to resolve.
In an ACfD, the e scarce resources are allocated to the program because of the realization by everyone involved that
new equipment will actually be left with an operational unit
and they must be in a po i!ion to use it effectively. Thus,
ACTDs have encouraged a true user/developer partnership.
The fact that the immediate customer (CINC/U er ponsor)
fights in a joint environment has also made it easier to moti·
vate joint Service system-of-system efforts and many ACID
are joint. The chart below identifies characteristics of technology appropriate for an ACTO.
In many cases, the residuals themselves, though limited in
quantity, can provide a niche capability important to the
warfighter, but in many Army ACTDs, the residuals have not
been the only product. ACIDs have been focused on obtaining a new capability not just on a particular technology and
to that end advanced concepts evaluated through simulatiOn
and off line technical testing have been included as part of
the overall program. These concepts are often not mature
enough to be included as residuals but may form part of the
long-term solution. In that way the information gained from
theACTD is used to guide future technology development efforts as well as acquisition decisions.
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A new technology is particularly appropriate for an ACTO if
one or more of the following conditions apply:
• The technology is very promising but
- new and unconventional concepts of operation or tactics,
techniques and procedures will be needed to make it
work
- a large scale field experiment with multiple systems
(including in some cases a free play opposing force) is
needed to truly assess military utility
• A limited quantity of affordable residuals can fill an urgent
military need
• Significant value added can be obtained through joint
service experimentation

ACTDs are used to guide future technology development
efforts as well as acquisition decisions.

LTG John E. Miller
Deputy Commanding General
U.S. Army Training And Doctrine
Command Fort Monroe, VA
GEN Dennis J. Reimer, Chief of Staff of
the Army (CSA), in the US.Army Training and Docb"ine Command (TRADOC)
Black Book 3-Requirements Determination, charged the Commanding Gen-

eral of TRADOC to approve all Army
warfighting requirements and to establish procedures to determine and document requirements. GEN Reimer stated,"Our goal is to speed up
the requirements determination proces while at the same time
improving its product."
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations (AcrDs), like
Army warfighting experiments and battle lab experiments, have
substantial potential as one means to meet the CSA's goal.
ACTDs permit experimentation and refinement of requirements
across the entire range of Doctrine, Training, Leadership Development, Organizations, Materiel, and oldiers (DTLOMS) within
the joint environment. History teaches that change in technol·
ogy requires consideration of change across all the DTLOMS domains. It's important to note the word "concept" within Adv,mced Concept Technology Demonstrations. As an example,
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experimentation with new technology requires development
and experimentation with alternative tactics, techniques, and
procedures (rTF). lnsights derived from experimentation may
require new doctrine or changes to field manuals. The same insights may well impact organizational TO&E structure , programs of instruction, military occupational specialties, and provide for refinements to mission needs statements and
operational requirements documents.
ACfDs, like Army warfighting experiments and battie lab experinlents, conduct tbe experimental process via ;1II integrated
teamwork construct that combine tbe combat development,
the user, tbe materiel development, and tbe test and evaluation
communities. To tbis end, an Army ACfD process has recently
been published witbin TRADOC Pamphlet 71-9, The Requirements Determination Guide.
ACTDs provide an excellent opportunity to accelerate the
fielding of important new capabilities. A hallmark characteristic
of ACTDs is tbe residual capability left with the spon oring
warfighting CINe. Additionally, successful ACTDs can compete
within the Army's Warfighting Rapid Acquisition Program to accelerate initial acquisitions beyond tile ACfD re idual capability.
Properly selected and structured ACTDs are excellent tools
within tbe requirements determination business and offer great
potential to fulfill tbe CSA's goals of speeding up the process and
inlproving the product.
Emily Vandiver
Technology Program Manager
Rapid Force Projection Initiative ACID
Huntsville, AI..
The objective of the RFPI ACTO is to
improve the capabilities of early entry
forces. As tbe RFPl ACTO Technology
Manager, my mission is to oversee RFPI
technology development activities, integrate tbe RFPI elements with organic assets, and deliver tbe resulting System of
Systems to my TRADOC operational
counterpart. ACTDs require a close
user/developer relationship from the beginning of the program
dlrough tile residual period. This blending of operational concepts and mature technologies will support early assessment of
military utility for potential transition into a treamlined acquisition process. Working with tile user, XVlll ABN Corps, and the
user representative, TRADOC, has given me a. unique opportunity to better understand the operational requirements of earLy
entry units.
The RFPI ACTD large- cale field experiment,--4-Q FY98, will
provide developers a mechanism for rapid feedback from participating soldiers concerning the application of RFPI technologies
in an operational environment. ACfDs include a two-year residtllll period that offers the user opportUilities to furdler refine operatiOlml requirement. RFPI provides a limited quantity of mature sensors and weapon systems with sufficient C2 and digital
nre control capabilities configured into operationally significant
sets for early entry scenarios. At RFPI, we are achieving our mission to provide advanced technologies to our ultimate customer,
tbe oldier.
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COL Paul E. Wolfgramm
Director
Joint Precision Strike
Demonstration Project Office
Fort Belvoir, VA
ACTDs have provided the Joint Precision Strike Demonstration (lPSD) Project
Office tbe flexibility to use new program
approaches. Our primary function bas become tbat of managing Army-assigned
ACTDs. Witb two ongoing ACTDs, Precision/Rapid Counter-Muitiple Rocket Launcher (CMRL) and Rapid Terrain Visualization (RTV), and a tbird one,TIleater Precision Strike Operations (I'PSO), proposed for FY98, we have acquired some unique
experience and have applied it to refine tbe way we do bu iness.
One of Our objectives bas been to improve the process for leveraging and integrating mature technology and transitioning supportable, enhanced or new products to tbe warfighters. The method
tllat has worked best for JP D is me building block approach. Its
value is in providing the user an enhanced capability at me earlie t
time, whiie reducing risk in complex programs. TIle concept reo
quire a strong tearning approach between the demonstration manager, operational manager, the user, and upporting project manager and laboratories in all phases of the program. It is based on
streamlined technique ,SUdl as rapid prototyping or skunk work ,
to integrate and test AerD products, with the introduction of those
initial productS to the user organization during an early exercise or
demonstratioo. The initial products provide an enhanced Or new capability; but may only be a 65 percent solution. lncremental improvements are then added and demoostated annually, achieving full
operational capability over a two- to three-year period.
Fielding AerD p.roducts early provides feedback on features that
are then improved prior to the next demonstration, enables the concurrent development of tactics, teclullques and procedures, and permits tbe user to take advantage of an improved operational C'~pabiJjty
at the earliest OppOrtunity. TItis approach for ACTDs, coupled with a
sound plan for training, sustainment and transition, has proven to be
an extremely effective medlod for supporting the warfighters.
COL Sammy L Coffman
Deputy Director, Depth and
Sifnultaneous Attack Battle :Lab
Fort Sill, OK
Our recent participation in the
Counter MUltiple Rocket Launchet
ACID was very enlightening. First, it
was an excellent opportUility to exami.ne doctrine, training, and materieJ re-

quirement in an enhanced simulated
environment, coupled with soldiers operating tactical equipment and prototypes of new technologies.
As we looked at how we do business today locating and defeating enemy systems, tbe ACfD provided a robust tool for future
requirements determination that has not been available in the
past. Secondly, the requirement to provide "leave behind" capabilities to a warfighting CINC required that we work through
training, continuity, and interoperability issues for an operational
system. TIle lessons learned by soldier working in a "leave behind" system provide an opportunity to refine tbese systems
prior to making a final acquisition decision.
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One of the highest honors the Assislant
Secretary of the Army for Research, Devel·
opmem and Acquisition can bestow on
members of the engineering and cientific
community is the Department of the Army
Re eareb and Development Achievement
(RDA) Award. 111is prestigious award recognizes outstanding achievements or leadership by Army engineers and scientists in research and development that have resulted
in improved U.S. Army capabilities and contributed to the nation's welf.lre.
Each year, every major Army R&D command nominates individuals or small teams
who have conducted outstanding R&D effofts during the previous year to be considered for this honor. Evaluation of the nominations is conducted by an RDA Evaluation
Committee, composed of highly qualified
members of the Army science and teclmology community and headed by the Director
for Re earch and Laboratory Management.
Nominations are evaluated on overall quality, technical merit, importance to the Army
and contribution to the national interest.
For nomination representing the combined
efforts of a team, the contribution of each
individual is also evaluated. Those nominations which represent truly outstanding
achievements by the inclividuaJs conducting
or leading the R&D effort receive the
award.
The 1996 RDA Evaluation Committee elected 50 Army scientists and engineers to
receive RDA awards for work conducted in
1995. Through their efforts in conducting
high quality, relevant R&D research and engineering projects deSigned to enhance the
capabilities of our soldiers and the systems
they use on future battlefields, these scienti ts and engineers have brought great
credit to themselves, the Army, and their respective commands and organizations.
Below, grouped by command and organization, are the nanles of the award winners
and the subject areas in which they distinguished themselves. Each individual will receive an official letter of commendation and
an award plaque.

u.s. ARMY MATERIEL
COMMAND
u.s, Army Research Laboratory
Melanie Will Cole, Weiyu Han and Dr.
Ketlrwlh jotles were recognized for outstand-

ing research efforts leading to improved reliability for gallium arsenide/aluminum-galliUln arsenide heterojunction bipolar
transistors (HBTs). HBTs are of immense importance to future Army sy terns which rely
on microwave and cligitaJ electronics. In this
project, the indi\~duals utilized their expertise to develop a new contact technology
that will greatly increase the lifetime of
HBTs, improve the current-voltage characteristics of HBT devices, and reduce variation in
parameters from device to device.
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ARMY HONORS
50 ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS
WITH
R&D ACHIEVEMENT
AWARDS
By Dr. Marilyn M. Freeman
Dr. T. Richard jow and 01: jiatl Pi'lg
Zhetlg received awards for achievements in

the development of high-power electrochemical capaCitors for 'burst' communications and vehicle applications. These researchers developed a new form of metal
oxide composite electrode material with a
specific capacitance at least two times
higher than the highest value reported for
any other capacitive-type electrode material. Tests of a prototype capacitor revealed
that the energy density and power density
of the new device were extremely high.
Through this effort, Jow and Zheng have
made significant contributions to the development of the type of high energy electrochemical capacitors which are being SOUgIlt
for application in high pulse wireless communications systems and the next generation hybrid vellicles.
Dr. Tristan J Tayag and 0" David M.
Mackie were recognized for ignificant effons resulting in advances in waveguide

bearnsplitter technology. 11,ese individuals
devised and demonstrated a technique for
implementing Talbot effect beamspliners in
diverse waveguide material systems. 11,e devices fabricated using this technique exhibited notable improvements over otiler splitter teclmiques in splitter unifOnnity, insertion
loss and polarization cro stalk. Both tl,e
Army and conmlerciaJ firms are interested in
applying this new technology for improved
optical control of phased arl"oly antennas and
for lithium niobate waveguide devices.
DaVid M. Hull received the award for conducting a demonstration of electrostatic sensing technology. Hull conceived and implemented an analytical and experimental
program that established the scientific basis
which will allow the Army to adequately consider electrostatic fuzing concepts, design-effective elecrostatic sensors and evaluate their
expected performance. This achievement
will have significant impact on the arma-

ments community by offering the potential
to utilize extremely simple, low-<:ost, lowpower, mechanically mgged, sensor for future munitions fuzing applications.
Dr. Lallg-Mam' Chang was awarded for
innovative ignition systems for Army cannon
weapons. Chang devised and demonstrated
new ignition systems for both the I55-nun
Crusader Cannon and an upgraded version
of the 120-mm Tank Gun. Use of these new
ignition systems will allow both cannons to
deliver maximum performance with greater
safety for the crew.
Dr. jubaraj Sahu, Charles j. NielUbicz
and Karen R. Heavey received awards fOt
tileir outstanding work which led to the development and application of time-dependent navier-stokes computational capability
for multibodies in relative motion. ThroUgIl
the research efforts of these individuals, the
Army now has the capability to more accurately predict the effects of aerodynamic in·
rerferences for multibody problems of the
type encountered in the de ign and evaluation of multibody projectiles.
U.£A~ryA"~m~tRes~~~
Deve/Qpm~t and

Erzgineerlllg

Cellter
Dr. Rao Surapaneni and Brian E.C Tra·
vel's were awarded for development of a

new more powerful explosive, 1,3,3 trilli·
torazetidine (TNAZ). These individllals developed a new high yield, low polluting synthetic route for syntheSiZing TNAZ whieb is
a very powerful melt·castable explosive.
This synthetic process uses no halogenated
solvent and ignificantly reduces the amount
of waste generated during synthesis.
Dr. Ernest L Baker, Gerard E Voorhis and
joseph Orosz were recognized for significant
achievements in research on highly ductile
molybdenum for anti-armor warheads.
Through the efforts of these researchers, a
new technology for processing a molybde-
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num liner for shaped charges was very
rapidly developed. In addition, they demonstrated that, with this liner; there is a significant increa e in ductility of the shaped
charge jet. 111is finding will enable the development of a new family of shaped charge
warheads with enhanced performance.
Dr. Tung-Ho Cben and Dr. Edward
Hochberg received recognition for developing a state-of-the-art analytical scheme for
prinJer composition quality control applications. The effons of tI,ese individuals included development of several new analytical methodologie and the integration of
these inLD an efficient analytical scheme
which reduced the total elapsed time for analyzing a specific prinler composition in
production at an Army ammunition plant
from three days tn a few hours. The
method, which eJinlinates the need to handle ti,e extremely sensitive dry prinJer and
minlmizes the use of highly corrosive adds
currently required for compositional analysis, will also result in improved laboratory
safety and reduced adver e environmental
impacts.
01: SUlyana,.ayana Bulusu was recognized for discovery of a generic reaction
cnmmon to :ill cyclic nitramines including
RDX and HMX: Formulation of a Nitros·
amine with initial cleavage followed by refomlation of tile nitramine nitrogen-nitrogen bond. Bulusu obtained, in extraordinary
detail, tile reaction patllways, bond-breaking
steps, rate-controlling processes and catalytic species involved in the decomposition
of nitramine propellants. His efforts will be
extremely valuable to the Army for molecular engineering of fucure, more efficient advanced explosives and propellants.
Dr. Sabrina L Lee received an award for
research on residnal tress and texture technique for materials characterization. Texture causes directional properties in materials which often affeCts their performance
under conditions of stress. lee developed
inlproved methodologies, procedures and
techniques for characterizing the tre and
texture of materials using X-ray diffraction
and applied these to the study of resIdual
stress in weapon system components, texcured refractory bore coating and semi-conductor thin film devices. Lee's work will enable tile Army to design and produce more
reliahle, more durable weapon systems in
the future.
Dr. Shih C. Chu received recognition for
development of a more rational nonlinear approach to lighter armament design. Qlu devised an effective incremental nonlinear tilermopJastic tIleory for analyzing and designing
modem weapon struetura.l components. Utilization of this theoty will result in the capability to design lighter weapon systemS with
not only a definite increase in mobility and
deployabiliry of light forces, but also a reduction of manufacturing and transportation
costs.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
FOR 1996
~~

Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development and Acquisition)

u.s_ AMtry Aviation Research,
Development and Engineering
Center
Dr. Roger Strawn was awarded for developing new computational metllods for the
prediction and analyses of helicopter rotor
noi e. Strawn devised and executed areeard1 program in acou tics that included
algorithm development, validation, computer implementation and audio-visual
analysis of helicopter noise. This effon establi hed a strong scientific ba is for using
high-perfomlaOce computing capabiliry to
effect inlprovements in design of military
and dviJian helicopters.
Dr. Earl Dl/que, Susan Altboff Gorton
and Dr. jobn D. Berry were recognized for
outstanding acllievemenrs in tile field of advanced interactional aerodynamics. 11,ese
individuals devi ed and implemented an innovative methodology to rotorcraft research
incorporating interdisciplinary and virtual
testing concepts. The resultant c.~pability to
better understand and predict aerodynamic
phenomena of rotorcraft before a new platform is flown will save tile Army a great deal
of time and cost.

u.s. Anrry Commu1lications a1ul
Ekctronics Research, Development
and Engi1leeri1lg Center
Dr. John A. Kosinski received the award
for discovering a breakthrough in understanding tile fundamental nature of acceleration sensitivity in phase coherent signal
sources. This breakthrough will have a wide

effect on Army electronic systems. The results of this progranl are applicable not only
to bulk acoustic wave, urface acoustic
wave and surface transverse wave resonator , but also to novel microwave/millimeter microwave monolithic integrated
circuit compatible tI1in film resonator currently under development. Program which
have been Or are expected to be inlpacted
are the Army Advanced Threat Radar Janlmer, Longbow Missile, and Patriot PAG-3 Upgrade. A number of Air Force and Navy progranJS will also benefit.
jim Galanis, Almon Gillette and Carl
Klatsky were awarded for their efforts
which led to asynchronou transfer mode
(ATM) technology insertion into tactical
communications systems. These individuals
developed ilie reqUired enhancements to
commercial ATM switching, mobile subscriber equipment architeerures and global
broadcast sateilite systems to permit Army
and joint commander to acces resources
on ilie terrestrial ATM nelwork. As a result
of tIleir efforts, it was demonstmted that it is
possible to have dynamic exchange of information in split base operations through multimedia video teleconferencing. This
acllievement will have a Igniflcant impact
on ilie Army's future bartlefield communications requirements.

u.s. Antry Edgewood Research,
Developme1lt arId E1lgineering
Center
Dr. James O. jensen was recognized for
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theoretical predictions of spectra of chemical and biological agents in fluorescence
and infrared absorption. Jenson's accomplishment was to develop new and improved models of theoretical chemistry for
spectral predictions of biological and chemical agent compounds, e sential for calculating the fluorescence and infrared absorption of very complex molecular species.
This project gave the Army a capabiliry to
provide spectra of chemical and biological
agents using advanced computational chemiStry rather d,an by hazardous, expensive experimental testing.
Dr.Mark LG.Altbollse, StevenJKolo(lzey

and Dr. William M. Lagna were awarded for
their individual efforts towatd warfighter
survivability enhancement: development
and transition of the joint Service lightweight standoff chemical ageot detector
sy tern. The contribution of these individuals significantly advanced the state of the art
in open-path Fourier transform infrared detector technology. The specific device developed is capable of detecting nerve and
blister agents while the soldier i on the
move at distances up to five kilometers. The
results of their work will be used to improve urvivabiliry on the battlefield by affording automated wide-area early alarm in
the event of chemical attack.

u.s. Arnry Missile Research,
Devewprrnmt alut Engilleerlng
Center
Dr. Jonathan P Dowling received the
award for work on a new mathematical
method for modeling electromagnetic wave
emission and propagation in photonic bandgap materials_ Dowling's study of photonJc
band edge effects led to several new optoelectronic device applications, such as the
band-edge laser, the nonlinear band-edge optical limiter, the non-linear optical diode, and
the band-edge delay line.

U.S. Antry Natick Research,
Devewpnumt and E11gi1reerlllg
ee1ller
Marlin Katz and Dr. Donald Rivin were
recognized for their efforts to develop lightweight, stretchable chemical protective fabric. U ing their individual scientific and engineering expertise, Katz and Rivin
developed a family of fabrics which significantly reduces heat stress on and allows
freer movement of tbe individual soldier
garbed in protective dothing. One version
of this new fabric may be used to line the
gloves of firefighters.
Dr. Masato Nakasblma and Brian S. Kimball were awarded for study and characterization of the nonlinear optical effects in metallo-meso-tetrabenzporphyrin molecuJes.
Increased understanding and accurate measurement of the behavior of nonlinear optical materials are vital to development of tunable laser eye protection for the soldier. The
individual effort of the awardees resulted in
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development of new noniinear materials
widl significantly improved performance
which has been applied to tunable laser protective eye wear.
Dr.Joseph A. Akkara received the award
for deVelopment of multifunctional materials by enzyme-based technology for surYlvabiliry and sustainabiliry. Polymer material
are used in a wide variery of Army applications and the cost of high qualiry, pecialpurpose polymer materials is often high.
Akkara demonstrated that synthesis and
modifications of polymer materials by en·
zyme-catalyzed reactions is feasible, prdctic,t1 and cost-effective when compared to ti,e
standard synthesis processes involving inorganic metal cataly t . Applications for ti,e
novel materials which can be produced
with enzyme-based technology include laser
eye protective gear, fire resistant and retardant fabrics or coatings, rechargeable batteries, photoresist materials, and moi ture/oxygen resistant protective food packages.

u.s. AntI)' Ta1Jk Autmllolive
Research, Development a1Jd
E"gineerlllg Cetlter
Dr. Frallcts B. Hoogterp and Mikell K.
Eiler were awarded for their individual ef-

forts in active suspension researdl for offroad vehicles. The individual researchers
evaluated commerciaJ active suspension systems and identified special needs for offroad suspension control. TIley also developed a computer·aided design software
package to assist in evaluation of control algorithms, designed a mathematical model of
the active suspension of an off-road vehicle,
and designed a variery of active suspension
controUers. Their research resulted in a controller design which is predicted to enahle
an Army off-road vehide to achieve an in·
crease in cross-country speed of 50 percent.

ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

ployed sensor for subsurface explosives detection. TIlls sensor was developed for use
as a rapid site screening tool to characterize
soils which have been contaminated by explo ives. The scientific innovation and engineering kills which the awardees applied
to this project resulted in the Army's new
capabiliry to perform d,aracterization of explosive-contaminated soils in situ, thereby
decreasing the time and cost required for remediation of contaminmed sites.
Jeny Miller, Evelyn Taro and Dr. Mark JJ.
Zappi were awarded for their individual
achievements while developing a plOcess to
use peroxone oxidation for treating explosives-comarninated groundwaters. The peroxone process has been demonstrated to
have many advantages over more traditional
treatment processes. The tedmology developed through the achievement of the recipients has been adopted by the U.. Army
Environmental Center and applied by several Corps of Engineer Di triclS. The benefit
to the Army lies in the increased treatment
effectiveness at a greatly reduced cost.

ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH
AND MATERIEL COMMAND
U.S_ Army Research Institute of
EtIViro1zme11tal Medicine
LTC Ronald L. Shippee received the
award for identifying deficiencies in immune function of soldiers under various adverse/stress conditions. Shippee conducted
a series of comprehensive studies USing
physiological indicators of stress, nutritional
status and task performance measures to determine the immune system response to
physically and mentally stressful environments. This achievement may lead to a
methodology for reducing the soldier's susceptibiliry to irtfections in the field.

u.s. Antry Cold RegiotlS Research
alld Engit,eerlllg Laboratory
Dr. Donald G.Albert was awarded for development of physical theories associated
with acoustic and seismic propagation in
cold regions. Previous theories and model
addres ed transmission of signal over unfrozen ground and did not indude the effects of frost or snow which can dominate
the acoustic and seismic propagation of signals received by military sen ors used to detect, classify and track ground targets. TIlls
work will significantly improve the Army's
capabiliry 10 build smart weapons with the
abiliry to maintain reliabiliry even in harsh
winter environments.

u.s. ArnlY Waterways Experlme1lt
Station

DR. MARILYN M. FREEMAN received her Ph.D. in materials science and engineering al The University of Texas at Austin in 1996.
She is an employee oflhe u.s. Army
Research Laboratory, Weapons and
Materials Technology. Freeman is
on a developmenla.l assignmenl in
the Office of the Director for Research and Laboratory Management, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research,
Development and Acquisition).

Dr. Ernesto R. Cespedes, Dr. William M.
Davis and Jeff F. Powell received awards for

development of a cone penetrometer-de-
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WORLD-CLASS
RESEARCH
AND
DEVELOPMENT
By Dr. Joseph F. Soukup
and Bruce Braun
Introduction
The U.. Army intends to conduct worldclass research to help maintain its superiority in land warfare_ But what does "worldclass· re earch mean, especially for
organizations witbin the Army? To answer
this question for one Army organization, the
ationalll.esearch Council, through it
Board on Army Science and Teclmology, reo
cently completed a report for the atick Research, Development and Engineering en·
ter (RDEC). That report, which defines the
characteri tic of a world-class research, de·
velopment, and engineering (RD&E) organi·
zation, was intended to assist the atick
RDEC in achieving its vision of being a
world-elass RD&E team. But, the value of
the report doesn't stop with Natick. The report, especially it 25 characteri tics and
100 metri s for world-dass performance,
contains valuable guidance for Army organizations other than the atick RDEC.
In the word of the committee of experts
that wrote tbe report, "These concepts,
characteristic , and metries sbould be considered by the Army or out ide reviewers
for use in assessing other Army RD&E organizations." The committee went on to say
that "Army RD&E organizations should consider using these concepts, characteristics,
and metrics for self-evaluation."
What about re earch and development
organizations outside the Army, or even in
the priV'dte sector' The committee recommended that the concepts be considered by
RD&E organizations in general, both for assessments and self-eva1uation . ( izable disemination of the report suggests that al
least some RD&E organizations are taking
this recommendation to heart.) However,
the committee offered the following caveat.
·Some tailoring of the characteristics and
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metrics will probably be needed to suit specffic organization ,be they In ide or outside
the Department of Defense."
Highlights of the report, publisbed in
eptember 1996 by the National Ac.1demy
Press, are summarized in thi article.

and industry re earch and development
centers. Nevertheless, the committee found
tbat research and development centers that
are considered world·C)as· bare similar,
measurable characteristics.

Background And Approach

R&D

The atick RDEC is an element of the _So
Army Soldier ystems Command, which is a
major subordinate command of the Army Ma·
teriel Command. The tedmical director of
the Natick RDEC requested the assistance of
the Nadonal ResearcIl Council in shaping Ihe
RDEC' future role and direction. TI,e Board
on Army Science and Technology's Natick
Standing Committee was asked to: define and
Identify the major components of worldclass research, development and engineer·
ing; and determine measurable qualitative
and quantitative characteristic (and associ·
ated metrics) that must be mel in order for
an Army RDE to declare itself world-class.
The characteristics and metri s were to be
used later by the committee for an assessment of the arick RDEC. The results of this
assessment are scheduled to be reponed in
september 1997.
The committee recognized that the
phrd e ·world-class" is Widely used and has
different meanings for different people. Although prOViding a general definition of
"world-clas "i relatively easy, defining the
term for a research and development organization, particularly an Army RDEC, i more
difficult. The committee attempted to develop a defUlition that takes into account
the Army's mis ion and the RDEC' role in
fulfilling that mission.
An Army RD&E organization has unique
features (e.g., it exists pein ipally to serve
the Army) tim di tinguish it from academic

To define world-class researcll and development (R&D), the committee drew on mao
terial from general discussions with repre·
entative of Industry, academia, and
government. The committee also examined
relevant literature and four examples of
Widely respected organizations (i.e., Motorola, Milliken & Company, Intel, and
FedEx).
T1Je committee determined thal. a too/tdclass R&D orgrmlzalion is one that is recognized by peers alld competitors as among
the best tn the field 011 an illlemalio/wl
scale, at least in sr.rueral key attributes_
The committee ob erved that world-clas
R&D organ.iza.tions maintain performance
by creating and sustaining certain critical
competitive advantages (e.g., a stralegic
focus On unique competencies of the organization). The e competitive advantages
result from excellence in five key attributes,
which 'tre often called pillars. The pillars
are: custOmer focus; resources and capabillties; strategic vision; value creation; and
quality focus. These pillars are founded, In
turn, on a demonstr:lted commitment to
achieving worJd-elass perfofITl.mce.
Figure I depicts the major components
of a world-class R&D organizadon, which
are demonstrated commitment, the five pillar , and the competitive advantages. Of
these, the committee believed that the
base-a demonstrated commitment-is the
most important. Witl,Our it, aspirdtions to
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Demonstrated Commitment
Figure 1.
Relationship Of The Components Of World-Class R&D Organizations.
This figure shows the relationship of the components that the committee judged
to be mandatory considerations for a world-class R&D organization; It is not
meant to convey organizational structure. The central components were considered by the committee to be absolute, rigid supports for world-class performance and, therefore, were deliberately portrayed as pillars. Portrayal of these
components as pillars clearly does not preclude their implementation through a
flexible, open, productive, and supportive organizational structure. In fact, the
metrics for assessing the strength of each pillar reflect the committee's understanding and validation of an organizational structure that achieves the worldclass objective. (Reprinted with permission from World-Class Research and
Development. Copyright 1996 by the National Academy of Sciences. Courtesy
of the National Academy Press, Washington, DC.)
achieve world-class performance wiU be
doomed.

World-Class Army RD&E
The uniqueness of an Army RD&E organization makes it difficult to find similar peer
and competitive organizations on which to
base performance comparisons. TIlerefore,
a definition of a world-dass Army RD&E organization must also recognize the unique
aspecl.'; of an organization's vi ion, mission,
and stf'dtegy.
POl' example, the Natick RDEC mission,
which flows from its vision of becoming a
world-cla s organization, is to:
• Maximize the soldier's survivability, sustainability, mobility, combat effectiveness
and quality of life through the research, de-
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velopment,and engineering of items such as
f'dtions, clothing, shelters and airdrop .sys·
tem;
• Provide the necessary research, devel·
opment, and engineering to integrme several combat-essential elements (e.g. sun~v
ability, sustainability, and mobility) into the
soldier system; and
• Perform similar, related functions for
other Department of Defense Service and
federal agencies (e.g., be the center of excellence for food science and redmology).
The atick RDEC strategy includes developing highly-skilled personnel, acquiring
quality equipment and facilities, and establishing consistent and stable funding. However, this stf'dtegy-and ultimately the vision-are necessarily influenced by the

current environment, which includes
shrinking budgets and levels of personnel.
Taking the factors listed above I"to account, tbe committee determined tbat a
wOI'ld-class Army RD&E organization Is
one tbat excels In several attribl4tes by
matching core competencies to lis mission,
thereby fulfilling tbe needs of sotdiers as
well as, 0" better than, slmilm' organizations anywhere In the world.
To adlieve and maintain world-cla s per·
formance, an organization must identify and
develop the necessary core competencies.
Por an Army RD&E organization, these include the ability to move quickly from developing to fielding new, applied tedmologies. The technological capability must
encourage continued development of new,
superior products.
The committee believed thar the pillars
of a world-dass R&D organization (see Pig·
ure I) provide the most convenient means
of articulating tbe prominent aspects of
world-class performance. The five pillars are
also applicable to Army RD&E organizations.The pillars are described below.
• Customer focus is the ability to identify,
anticipate, and respond to customer needs,
both now and in the future. The focus is on
internal customers as weU as external customers.
• Resources and capabilities are the assets and talents with which the organization
creates value for the cu tomer.
• Strategic vision is a mental view of the
type of Organization that senior-level management would like the enterprise to become.
This vision must be communicated ind.elibty
to au personnel and translated into key elements that will make the vision a reality.
• Value creation is the ability to produce
or increase benefits perceived by customers
so tbey feel they are getting more value than
they expected or previously received.
• Quality focus is tile ability to continue
striving for higher quality. The commitment
to quality often results in breakthroughs.

Characteristics
The characteri tics of a world-class
RD&E organization are derived from the five
pillars. The committee judged that 25 characteristics are most relevant to an Army
RD&E organization. These characteristics
are discussed below according to ti,e pillar
under which they laU.

Customer Focus Pillar
The characteristics oj tbls plllar are customer sallsfactlon, clIstomer Involvement,
and market diversification. Both types of
customers (e.g., internal product development teams and soldiers external to the
RD&E organization) can be surveyed to ascertain how atisfied tbey are witil tile technological solutions and products delivered.
Customer involvement in setting prograDl
objectives and foUowing progress can also
be evaluated. Although an Army RDEC must
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focus on the primary markets it serves,
some market diversification is proper for
any RD&E organization. Indeed, in the private sector world-dass RD&E organizations
eek to exploit fuUy the results of their research and product development. The extent of market diversification by Army
ROEeS can be determined; but diversification must also be considered carefully because Army RDECs exist primarily to support their Army missions and rely on
government funding, which is usuallyaudll}rized only to sarisfy specific needs. Satisfaction, involvement, and the nature of market
diversification indicate how well an RDEC is
connected with and focused on the longterm and short-term needs of cu tamers.

Resources And capabilities Pillar
The cbaractlJl'isttcs of tbts pfllm' ate tbe
quality of personnel; It/cll/ties and infrastn/crute; budget,· RD&E capabilities, skills,
and taletlls; use of exte,.,tal "esow'a!s; important tecbnologies; Inf01mation tecbnology; and organizational climate. Internal
and external reviews (e.g., by management
of the RD&E organization or by higher headquarters) can be conducted to assess the or·
ganization's re Ources and capabilities.
The e review may include analyses of the
Core technical programs, evaluations of employee morale and the research climate, and
assessments of the ability to reach" make
versus buy" decisions. TIle quality and quantity of the human, physic.1.l, and finandal resources and core capabilities of the RD&E
organization indicate the ability and power
to ac1lieve world-da s results. A positive or·
ganizational c1imare usually correlates with
high productivity.
Strategic Vision Pillar
Tbe cbaracteristics of this pillar are
alignment of vision and mission, anticipatory strategic plannillg, stakehoide" buy·
in, (/TId leadel·sbip. Internal and external
(e.g., peer) reviews can determine if the
strategic vision of the RD&E organization
and the missioo are aligned and whelher anticipatory strategic planning is sufficient to
develop future Army and joint Service products rapidly. To assess takeholder buy-in,
the stakeholders must first be identified. Assessments of strategic vi ion should include
the organizational leadership to ensure that
the organization's vision is understood by
staff and stakeholders alike. The quality of
the strategic vision will give a. reading of the
endUring capability of the organization to
plan and ac1lieve world-dass resnlts.

Value Creation Pillar
Tbe characteristics of rhis pillar are a
pmper portfolio, product performance,
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cycle time arid "esponsiveness, alld tbe
value of work tn pmgt'ess. Value creation is
often a perception based on a comparison of
previous products (or lack thereof) with current products. Reviews of the breadth of effort (I.e., the portfolio) and other characteristic are important for making a meaningful
a ses ment. Reviews can be conducted
using both internal and external evaluations.
The extent to which the RD&E organization
produces outstandlng, meaningful results reflects the impact of lhe organization.

I

Quality Focus Pillar
Tbe cbal'tu;lerislics of tbis pillal' mY! tbe
capacity for brealztbrougbs, continuous
improvement, commitmenr to quality,
stl'uctured processes, a leanling e'lVimllme1lt; and the ql,u/lity of researcb. The ca·
padry for cientific and engineering breakthroughs can be assessed, in part, by
reviewiog past performance (e.g., how
many breakthroughs have already occurred). Continuous improvement and
structured proce e (I.e., rhe ability to
work in a disciplined and organized fashion)
can be assessed by reviewing processes and
results. The commitment to quality mu t be
assessed at aU levels, from topmost management down. Reviews can determ.ine the
ability of the staff and the organization as a
whole to learn and use knOWledge to
achieve outstanding results. Finally, research
quality can be assessed by expert review.
Measurement of all these characteri tics
can give an overall assessment of the focus
on quality in anArmy RD&E organization.

.

Metrics To Measure The
Characteristics
Metric can be developed to measure various aspects of input, processes, Output, and
outcomes in the pa t, present, and future.
Using the wrong metrics may limit performance or lead to inappropriate results. For
an RD&E organization, the mettics should
fo ter improvemeot and be related to the vision and mission.
With these factors in mind, dle committee developed a set of metcics that can be
u ed as part of an assessment of the atick
RDEe. Beyond measuring the extent to
which the ROEe e;d1.ibits world-dass perfor·
mance, tbe metries can also be helpful for
self·evaloation or for evaluations of otb.er
RD&E organizations by higher-level Army
commands.
To describe adequarely the many facets
of RD&E petformaoce, the committee
chose metrics with qualitative de Criptors
for four levels of performance. These levels
are poor, adequate, good, and excellent. The
committee believed that a predominance of
excellent performance is oeces ary for an
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(Reprinted with permission from World-Class Research and Development. Copyright
1996 by the National Academy of Sciences. Courtesy of the National Academy Press,
Washington, DC.)
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organization to be deemed world<lass. The
committee also considered the concept of
best in class, which is tbe level of performance beyond excellent. This level is not
included in tbe metrics because descriptors
would apply to unique situations.
Although not contained in this article,
the 100 metrics (i.e., 25 characteristics,
witb four metries each) are tabulated in Tables 4- I through 4-5 according to tbe characteristics to which tbey belong. They are
sorted by pillar (e.g., there are 12 metrics
for the customer focus pillar, four for each
of the three characteristics). As essment results can be summariZed in Table 4-6 (also
not included in this article) or in a spider diagram, such as that shown in Figure 2 of
this article. Tables 4-1 through 4-6 appear in
tbe NRC report. UInited copies of this report are available from tbe National Academy Press,Box 285,2101 Constitution Ave.,
N.W., Washington, DC 20055, or by calling:
(800)624-6242 or, in tbe Washington metropolltan area, (202)334-3313.
It should be noted tbat the committee
implicitly gave equal weight to all five pillars. Under some circumstances, it may be
appropriate to assign greater weight to one
pillar or another. Other adaptions (e.g., for
self-assessment) could also be considered.
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Conclusions And
Recommendations
Among the committee's many concluions and recommendations, the follOWing
are some which are higblighted here for emphasis.
o The phrase "world<lass" is widely used
to describe products and services. This
phrAse, however, can reasonahly mean different things to different people. Therefore,
if the phrase "world<1ass" is to be useful as a
vision, it mu t be defined, taUored, and characteriZed in detail.
o Efforts to reach or maintain world-class
performance require the demonstrated
commitment of tbe full chain of command,
from topmost management to the lowest
level.
o Good or excellent performance for
each of tbe 25 characteristics, and excellent
overall performance for all five pillar , are
believed to be necessary for an organiZation
to be judged world-dass.
o The concept of a world<lass organization should be used prinCipally as an internal focusing mechanism for achieVing excellence rather than as an external
mechanism for advertising the virtues of an
organization.

DR. JOSEPH F. SOUKUP is a group
Senior Vice President at Science Applications International Corporation and Chair of the National
Academy of Sciences' Natick Standing Commiltee. He holds a PhD. in
pharmacology and physiology from
Duke Ulziversity and seroed as vice
lead expert for the committee's
Biotechnology and Biochemistry
Technology Group of the National
Research Council's study, Strategic
Technologies (or the Army of the
Twenty First Century, STAR 21.
BRUCE A. BRA UN is the Director
of the Board on Army Science and
Technology at the National Academy of Sciences. He holds a bachelor's degree from Purdue University
and three master's degrees in management, administration, and military strategy. He is also a retired
Army officer with 27 years ofseroice.
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Looking Back. ..

LESSONS
LEARNED
FROM
THE
ADVA CED
CONCEPTS
AND
TECHNOLOGY II
PROGRAM
By MAJ Larry D.
Hollingsworth
Introduction
The Army Advanced Concepts and Technology (ACT m program solicits innovative
mature and maturing technologies through
an annual Broad Agency Announcement
(BAA). Solicited concepts address U.S.Army
Training and Doctrine Command
(TRAOOC) pressing requlrements as identified by BAA topic developed by the
TRAnOC Battle u.bs and Combat Development Centers. In response to these topics,
contractors submit specific two-page con-cepts which, if ultimately elected in the
proposal stage, may be demonstrated within
a year of contract award with a budget not
exceedlng $1.5 million each.
Tbe selected year-long projects are
awarded contract through the Army Research, Development and Engineering Centers and labs within the Army Materiel Command, the Army Corps of Engineers, tbe
ArnlY Medical Research and Materiel Command, and the Army Research Institute.
These organiZations provide not only technical evaluations of concepr and proposal ,
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but also contract administration and technical monitoring of each executed project. In
addition to making the final selection of
awarded project , the TllADO Battle Labs
provide the contractors with the required
Government Furnished Equipment and assets needed to demonstrate tbe respective
projects. Battle Lab Demonstration Manager coordinate the activities of tbe contractor and the materiel developer team on
each of the ACT D projects.
Managing an ACT II contract exposes the
project officers to the entire acquisition
process ill a very sbort period of time, and
allows them to work daily with cost, schedule and contract performance. However, the
hon duration offer' little rebound opponunity to adjust for schedule del.ly and unexpected budget challenges.
As tbe Senior Project Officer forWARLAB
XXI and a member of Battle Command Battle Lab, I managed the development of a
21st century prototype advanced learning
environment at the Command and General
Staff CoUege (CGSC). The primary goal of

WARLAB XXI was 10 apply commercial offthe-shelf information and battlefield visualization technology to the military decisionmaking process (MDMP) to determine
potential efficiencies over the manual
proce currently taugbt at CGSe. The project included a myriad of diverse tasks. The ,
WARLAB was designed to allow Army educators and leaders a capability to quickly work
through the time-consuming but essential
tep of mission analysis and course of action development and focus 00 wargaming
and rehearsal. AdditionaUy, the application
of visualization technology allows students
to see the battl.efield and ask the right qoestions in a conrroUed classroom setting, Otllenvise experienced only in the field.
The project consi ted of two pbases.
Phase I included tile design and constroction of an aerual classroom facility in BeU
Hall at Fort Leavenwonh. The classroom required an automation configuration that aCcommodated bom a local imerllal network
and a fiber optic feed for connectivity outside the coUege. Phase II concentrated on
MDMP developmental software integr:tted
into me Maneuver Control Sy tem/phoenix
and a prototype vi ualization tool called
Mission PI.1Oning and Rehearsal Trailling System (both projects were also developed
through ACT m. During tl,e contract, two
performance demonstration were conducted: an interim demonstration in late October 96 and the final contract close-out
demonstration in February 97. The diverse
nature and complexity of W.ARl.Al3 preented nnmerous challenges and learning
opportunities. The fo.llowing is a list of
WARLAB Ie ons leaITled that one can apply
to almosr any ACT U program.
• LESSON 1. Make tbe tt.ftial itwesttIIent atld preparefor tile Pre-proposal
C01iferetlce. The Pre-Proposal Conference
(pPC) is tbe best opportunIty to articulate
ti,e government's desired deliverables prior \
to contract award. Each TRADO battlelab
briefs their topics to industry. BAA topiCS
are developed from high priority .future Operational Capabilities (FOCS). Well-prepared
briefs and discus ions facilitate this step in
the evaluation process. Take the time to
wargame what will be briefed and the plan
to deliver topicS at tI1e PPC. II topics are too
broad they will not communicate the intent
to address a particular FOe.
Take the time to do a tI1oIOugh review of
both tbe offerors' concept papers and, eventually, their proposals. Let the research, development and engineering center technical
staff lead the review process to ensure technical feasibility. luvestigate each proposal to
ensure it addresses a Battle Lab FOC and
docs not duplicate other ongoing efforts. If
a contractor's deliverable requires signifi- •

I
cant upport from a developmental prod·
uct, ensure the product is mature enough to
adequately upport the contract. Don't rely
on unproven developmental technology as
a aitical component of the program. Delermine the desired performance requirements
of that component and then investigate
proven alternatives.
• LESSON 2. DeJ'ille performallce expecttUim.s em'ly ill the process alld develop at, exec,dioll pla'L ACf n contracting officer and technical representatives
may delay t:h.is aitical step. The short duration demand a strategy be mapped and specific performance objectives be defined
within the fir t month. Contract modifications can occur. However, f.ti.Iure to develop
objectives and establisb milestones early
will force playing catch-up dUring the exe·
cution phase of the contract. Bring the con·
lract team together immediately. Include
the prime contractor, any su!>-contr.lctors,
the procurement contracting officer (PeO),
the contracting officer's technical represen·
tative (COTR), the Battle llIb demonstration
manager and an active representative from
tile user community. The strategy houJd address how the contractor is expected to
demon trate the deliverables at the end of
tlle contract. At the first meeting, ensure review of the contra t modification process
with tlle prime contractor, the COTR and
the PCD. Contract modifications may occur,
and a clear under tanding of the procedures
early on will aUeviate potential problems
later in the contract. Clearly define how
progress and performance will be documented. Database development, bardware
configuration and software integration details are often missed because of Limjted
time and resources.
11lere are several ways to showcase contractOr deliverables. We deVeloped a tactical scenario modeled after the CGSC core
tactics course C320, "Corps and Division
Combat Operations' that simulated receipt
of a Corps oper'.ltions plan and the execution of the MDMP to develop a division
order: Whatever platform is chosen, ensure
the scenario upports what is ho cased.
Be cautious about interim demonstrations.
The display of a panial or incomplete capability may hinder or negate user support.
Define the roles and respon ibiliti for all
tlle players_ As much as possible include tlle
user community. They will playa key role in
user-internee design for botll hardware and
software.
• LESSON 3. Plan/or a reaUstk budget Desired budget expenditures should
fo u on hardware and software development. However, support costs sum as travel
and performance reviews are often under
budgeted. In most cases tlle contractor's facility is eparate from the project officer's
location. Wtth WARiJ\B, the classroom facility was located at Fort Leavenworth and tlle
two contractor locations were in RaleighDurham, C, and Manassas, VA. The geo-
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graphic chaUenge forces the development of
alternative procedures that closely monitor
contract progress. The few thousand doUars
speOl on travel to the contractor's facility
will more than make up for the cbaUenges
created from lack of prograDl upervision.
Use caution when planning for .interim reviews. They are time-<:onsuming and expensive. TIle plan developed in February may
not adequately support need in October.
AdditionaUy, formal progress reviews take
away from tlle momentum of tile prograDl.
As a general rule, plan for one formal interim
review in September or October, and a fmal
program demonstration at the end of tile
contract in late February or early March. Use
your travel budget to frequently visit the
contractor's facility instead of providing high
overhead formal productions.
Our experience on t:h.is project suggests
that most conrractor cost accounting practice include a delay in reporting; thus, it is
aitical to incorporate an informal system for
at least bi-weekly cost updates from the contractor program manager. Frequent informal
cost reviews may identify unexpected budget alternatives tllat would otherwise go unnoticed. Clearly defme a logical stopping
point that aUows for a tllOrough progranl
and funding review to provide a detailed
c1ose-out report 10 the cUSlOmer.
• LESSON 4. Develop a program review strategy. It is critical for the contractOt to under tand the implied tasks associated with the statement of work. The initial
kickoff meeting will only identify high-level
goals and objectives. What is critical to the
success of the contract is for the contractor
to possess tlle requisite operational insights
that allow him to continue work in the absence of the user or the government's project officer. The project officer wiU have to
make an assessment of the contraClOr team
early on to determine what degree of management oversight is appropriate.
Plan a contractor site visit immediately
after contract award to gain an appreciation
for tlle contractor's facility, tedmical capabilities and limitation ,and their military inight into the project. The short duration of
ACf n programs doe not aUow for long
lead-time discovery learning. Plan for
weekly performance updates. As WARiJ\B
progressed we realized the need for weekly
teleconferences to discu s software development, user interface issues and overall
program starus. Try to keep discussions informal and include ti,e ted1J1ical staff. We
regularly used tile file transport protocol
ire to tmnsfer software updates from the
contractor sites to the WARLAB. Video-teleconferencing and teleconferencing are botll
adequate alternatives to traveling. The submission of timely budget reports is critical.
Again, becau e of time constraints, it I
necessary 10 keep do e track of engineering labor bours and travel expenses. WIthout exception, the budget or spending plan
will be modified, eitller to apply additional

labor hours on a successfullask, or to divert
resources from an unnecessary task. Understand wbat tile contract aUows and don't
hesitate to change direction to pursue success in a particular area. Contractors are
sometimes hesitant 10 exercise the flexibility needed to make tlle program a success.
Remember that the project leader's goal i
to act in tlle best interest of the progtanl.
• LESSON 5. Gover"mellt Ftt,.,.islJed
Eqllipmettt (GFE) cOllf/guratio'L ACf n
programs lIsuaUy require some level of GFE
10 compensate tlle progr= spending cap. A
robust GFE package provides lever.lge that
otllerwise would require development dollars spent for hardware and software. TI,e
concern for GFE use is to ensure differing
hardware systems are configurable and that
software and operating systems are compatible. Further, ensure aU required GFE software source code is government controUed
and available to tlle contractor immediately
after award. Identify the configuration manager at the kickoff meeting and determine
exactly what the GFE requirements are and
the integration challenges associated with
that GFE. FinaUy, ensure tllat the configuration mmager stays abreast of and documents
aU software changes and update throughout
the contract.

Summary
ACr U contract provide Battle llIbs and
other TRADOC organizations a valuable opporruruty to confirm or deny the application of industry technology towards Army
FOC requirements. TI,e ACf n experience
provides future progrnm managers an excellent opportunity to manage tlle acquisition
Iriad: cost, chedule and performance.
WARIAB was an extremely uccessfuJ contmcl. TI,e educational and tr'J.in.ing innovation discovered certainly define tlle academic focus into the 21 t century. These few
Ie ons learned only scratm the urface in
describing the valuable education tbeACf IJ
expetience prOVides. J hope my lessons
learned a ist you a you manage your ACf
II contract.

MAl LARRY HOWNGSWORlli is
a senior project officer at the Battle
Command Battle Lab at Fort
Leavenworth, KS, responsible for
WARLAB XXI. He holds an M.B.A.
in contracts and acquisition management from the University of
Dallas. He is a graduale of the
Command and General Staff College and is a member of the Army
Acquisition Corps.
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EMBEDDING
SENSORS
IN WEAPON

SYSTEMS
TO PREDICT

FAILURE
New Opportunities
For Program Managers
And Logisticians
By Emmanuel J. Nidhiry
and Dr. Gary L. Anderson
Introduction
The Army's procurement appropriation is
the lowest in 50 years. Consequently, the
Army is forced to keep older systems weU
past their expected Ufe. This means a larger
expenditure in Operation and Maintenance
(O&M) funds. However, our O&M outlays
are also being reduced to an unprecedented
level.
Potential ways to mitigate the problems
assoCiated with this predicament can be
found in the recent advances of sensor technologies. Of particular interest is the Depacement of Defense (OOD)-sponsored microelectro-mechanical systems (MEMS) research
effort The MEMS effort is accompli bing the
monolithic merger of sensors, actuators and
microprocessors to build closed-loop feedback components for gathering and processing information, deciding on a course of action and conrrolling the outcomes. These
sensor devices can be embedded in equi~
ment to predict and isolate failure with
higher levels of confidence, thereby, reduc·
ing the manpower and resources associated
with diagnostic and repair.

Army Research Office Efforts
U.S. Army Materiel Command's (AMC's)
Army Research Office (ARO) is leading
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Army efforts 10 develop sensors to detect
fuilures in structures and systems. On-going
efforts to enhance and optimize available
sensor technologies towards this goal are:
• Health Monitoring of Planetary
Geartrain Damage Using Piezo-electric
Sensors. This effort will develop piezoelectric sensnrs and methods to identify
damage in helicopter planetary gear tmin
crnnsmlssion systems. These sensors will
prOVide input to a neural network algorithm
that includes rotation, geartrain casing tempernture, and mechanical strain data_ Dam·
age to be detecled indudes chipped gear
teeth, crncked gears, worn bushings, dirty lubricants, and faulty hearJngs. In helicopters,
the gear train sy tem is in the critical path 10
the rotor head and rotor blade _ Since it
must operate reliably during long period of
tiIile, reaI-tinte health moniloring can help
to improve the reliability by detecting faults
and alerting pilots to rake appropriate ac·
tion. An on-line health monitoring sy lem
can maximize the tinte between inspection
intervals. Prototypes of these sensors suit·
able for field use are expecled to be available in three years.
• Fiber Optic Sensors for Smart
Structures. The objective of this effort is to
develop a fiber Optic sensOr that prOVides

information regarding the srructural health
of laminated composite srructures used in
helicopters and land vehicles. In addition,
an embedded metal coated fiber optical sensor will be developed for impact and overload damage, temperature and internal
strain state measurements. The e sensors
are being developed to accommodate low
velodty impact events and imultaneously
measure temperature and strain. They can
detect internal structural damage that cannot be detected under visual inspection or
with surface mounted strnin gages. Prototypes of these sensors suilable for field use
are expected to be available in two years.
• Controlled Vibratory Response of
Damage in Composite Structures. The
objective of this effort is to develop piezoe1ectric-based sensors for real-tinte monitoring of the manufacturing curing process and
quality control of compo ite structures and
for diagnosing damage in composite structures while in ervice. The sensor detects
cllanges in the propagation charncteristics
of waves impinging upon and reflected
from damaged area of the structure. These
sensors will be used to monitor in-situ the
curing process during the manufacture of
laminated composite structures, avoiding
external mechanical testing and leading to
faster and less costly curing processe of
components that will maintain their structural integrity. These sensors can also be
used to detect impact load and impact dam·
age in laminated composites while in ervice, identifying the location and extent of
the damage Applications of these sensors
are foreseen in the curing and quality concrol of missile casings. PrototypeS of these
senSOrs suitable for fleld use are expected to
be available in three years.
• Cross-Over Monitoring of a Traversing Bridge. The objective of thi ef·
fort is 10 develop a new class of distributed
wire sensors to monitor the cro ing-over
operntions over the span of a full-scale traversing bridge during controlled field tests.
These sensors will be used to determine
the lransver e deflections and twist over
the bridge span and to monilor the instanta·
neOus and spatial distribution of the
strains over the entire span. They can be
easily embedded in new structures or
bonded to existing structures and Can be
manufactured very easUy from shape memory alloy or constantan wires in a form
which is very similar to strain gages. They
will be, in effect, long train gages. Hence,
all the existing and famllia.r strain gage
Wheatstone bridges can be used to process
its signal. Therefore, these senSOrs can be
easily used in both military and civilian
bridges. They can be easily made in various
forms and shapes. Prototypes of these sen-
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sors suitable for field use are expected to be
available in one year.
• Impedance-Based Qualitative
Health Monitoring. The objective of this
effort I to develop a health monitoring
technique that would provide structures,
through highly integrated actuators/sensors,
with the ability to monitor themselves and
provide a warning when damage is initiated.
Bonded piezo-electric sensors combined
with an impedance ba ed technique that
will detect changes in the dynamics response resulting from a damage will q ualitalively identify structural anomalies. This
technique might be applied to a wide variety of complex structures, such as light aircraft, rotorcraft, bridge joints, piping systems
and precision gears, to detect a large array of
types of damage (cracks, loose connections,
corrosion, debonds, etc.). It should be capable of sensing damage at a very early stage,
when it can be repaired easily and cheaply.
Prototypes of these sensor suitable for field
use are expected to be availabLe in rwo
years.
• MEMS-Basoo Smart Gas Turbine Engines. This program is focused on the development of highly integrated and distributed
sensor/actuator arrays, using MEM technology, for application to gas turbine engines.
Pressure and temperature sensor arrays, and
micro-valve control actuator arrays are being
developed. Technology for fabricating these
arrays in high temperature materiais, such as
silicon carbide, is also being developed. In
addition to the basic sensor/actuator systems, the research program is also studying
optimal methods for communication and
control among large, dispersed arrays and integration of the array control with the total
system controUer. Prototypes of these sensors uitable for fieLd use are expected to be
available in three years.
• Application of MEMS Technology
to Intelligent Turbine Engines. Under
this effort, passive array sensors are being
deVeloped for application to gas turbine engines. Specific applications being addressed
include ultimate pressure sensors, crack sensors and blade position or strain sensors.
Micromachining materials/technologies are
being developed for fabrication of MEMS device capable of withstanding high temperature, high pressure and high vibration environments. Prototypes of these sensors
suitable for field use are expected to be
available in three years.

Embedding Sensors In
Legacy Systems
The benefits of embedding sensors for
progoostic and diagnOStics purposes are
weU recognized by Army weapon systems
developers. Ln fact, newer Army weapon
systems such as the Cru ader and Comanche wiD be heavily populated with this
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Conclusion

The benefits of
embedding sensors
for prognostics and
diagnostics purposes
are well recognized
by Army weapon
systems developers.
In fact, newer Army
weapon systems
such as the Crusader
and Comanche will be
heavily populated
with this kind of
sensor.

kind of sensor. However, for legacy sy tems,
many of which are unlikely to have readily
available deSign data, the foUowing questions must be answered before any embedded sensor is undertaken:
• What kind of system parameters must
be monitored?
• What kind of sensors hould be used?
• Where do we place the sensors?
• What is the mlnlmum number of seosors necessary?
• What are the costs vs. benefits and/or
return on investments associated with embedding the sensors?
Advances in real-time data acqui ition
and processing combined with the availability of low-cost microprocessors with
large on-board memory make it possible for
the development of software-based analySiS
tools to determine the location of tests (or
sensors) and to isolate problems to a pattiCular fault. The Diagnostic Analysis and Repair TooL et (DARTS) i an example of a
tool developed by AMC's prognostics/diagnostics technology base effort. DARTS allows accurate diagnosis of faults 0 that expensive tests can be significantly reduced
or eliminated. A prototype of DARTS has
been embedded to demonstrate automatic
and rapid diagno tic with the ellmination
of costly test program sets and external test
equipment. With additional information
(parts reliability, parts degradation data, fall·
ure modes data, etc.) integrated with
DARTS, a prognostics/diagnostics health
monitoring capability can be implemented.

TI,e technology exists to embed sensors
in weapon systems for predicting failure.
The challenge is to identify opportunities
and resources to insert this technology into
systems. Initiatives such asAMC's Operation
and Support Cost Reduction COSCR) program are providing seed money for these
types of efforts. The recent expansion of
DOD's Dual-Use Program to include OSCR
initiatives is encouraging and a clear indication of the high leveL interest and commitment for efforts such as these. In addition, a
DOD program, caUed Commercial Operations and Support Savings Initiative, seeks
industry partnership and investment for efforrs to reduce weapon system O&M costs.
Finally, the acquisitlon and logi tics communities, working together, must identify
which ystems will provide the Army the
maximum returns on its investment.

EMMANUEL j. NIDHIRY is a staff
engineer with the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Stafffor Research,
Development and Acquisition,
Headquarters, AMG, Alexandria,
VA. He has a degree in electical engineering from the Kerala University, india, and an M.B.A. from the
Fairleigh Dickinson University. He
is a member of the Army Acquisition Corps.
DR. GARY L. ANDERSON is a Research Scientist with ARO, Research
Triangle Park, NC. He has M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees in applied mathematicsfrom the Iowa State University.
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Bosnia. ..

MINES:
REAL
PROBLEMS,
REAL
SOLUTIONS
The Army Countermine Ta k Force
(ACTF) prOvided new countermine too!
and technology in suppan of U.S. soliliers
in Bo rna. GEN Ronald H. Griffith,Vice Chief
of Staff of the Army \V A), appointed MG
Roy Beauchamp, Deputy ewef of Staff for
Research, Development and Acquisition,
U.. Army Materiel Command, and MG Clair
F. GiU, Commander, Army Engineer Center,
as co-cbairs of the task force established in
February 1996. Wbile the fo u was on
hon·term needs for Bosnia, the VCSA also
charged the task force to build a solid foundation to re olve tbe Army' longer term
countermine problems.
Working with priorities established by
the field commanders in Bosnia, the ACTF
established an integrated product team
(IPT) to address short·term coumermine
needs. In adilition, ACTF solicited industry
and academia for new ideas. The immeiliate

Figure 1.
A HMMWV severely damaged by a mine. Crew received
only minor injuries due to the vehicle's mine protection
features.

By Richard Weaver
and Cyndi Gay
response equipment included remote controlled tanks, trucks, and small vehicles
(mini-flails), equipped with counterm.ine attachments.
SpeciaUy deSigned armor kits were provided for High Mobility Multi-Purpose
Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWVs), trucks, buU·
dozers, and M113s. Improved mine probes,
body armor suits and blast protective boot
have increased protection for individual soldiers involved in countermine operations.
(see Figure 1.)
The ACTF also evaluated and te ted se"eral new systems. Not aU areas in Bosnia are
suitable fOt heavy tanks. Con equently,

Bradley Fighting Vehicles are u d in cenain
areas. TIle ACTF tested lightweight surface
mine plows and mine rollers for the
Bradley. TIle ACTF procured and fielded 17
lightweight roUer and 17 plow kits to Europe for use in Bo nia. (see Figure 2.)
imiJarly, the ACTF tested specially d.e·
signed, mine-re istant, wheeled vehicle .
These vehicles are designed to protect crew
members from blast effects during an encounter with an anti-vehicle mine. After extensive testing, five vehicles were procured
fOr Bo nia, although they were later divened to U.S. forces serving in another theatre, such as the outb Aflcan RG-31 Mine
Resistant Vellide shown in See Figure 3.
Our solilier need better mine detecting
equipment. TheACTF conducted extensive
testing of emerging mine detection equipment. Based on contra tor demonstrations,
ACTF selected two different multi-sensor

Figure 2.
Left, an expandable roller fitted to the Bradley Fighting Vehicle; and right, a lightweight surface mine plOW.
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Figure 3.
South African RG-31 Mine Resistant Vehicle.
handheld mine detector prototypes. Two
contractors each built five prototype detectors that combined metal detection and
ground penetrating radar sensors.
Soldiers tested these prototypes at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, in December
1996. Test results are encouraging and the
prototype detectors will be offered for potential use in Bosnia. (See Figure 4.)
U$. Forces in Bosnia need to accurately
and rapidly track mine and minefield locatioos. In accordance with the Dayton Peace
Accord, the former warring faction proVided
'".'st amounts of hand-drawn minefield Jocalion sheet to peace-keeping forces. The
data sheets consisted of thousands of
sketches with various scales and in different
languages. Implementation Forces (!FOR)
established a Mine Actioo Ceoter (MAC) to
deal with the mine incidents and minefield
data problems. Initially, the data had to be
manoally tracked and posted.
Working widl personnel in the MAC, the
ACTF sponsored work leading to the design,
development and delivery of a Personal
Computer (pC}based minefield data system
ro Bosnia. The system consists of IBM
ThinkPad computers with softwate on a
Compact Disk Read Only Memory (CD
ROM) containing minefield data. (See Figure
5.) This part of the system is the Digital Map
Reconnaissance y tern (OMRS). l1le software allows soldiers to pull up ntinefield information and di play minefield locations
on an apprOXimately scaled map background. Printers are provided to allow the
data to be printed and distributed. Seven
DMRS units have been provided to Bosnia.
At the Mine Action Center, the database
will be connected to a multi-spectral image
processor (MSIP) work tation. ( ee Figure
6.) The MSlP is a powerful computer coupled with a large plotter which can print
l<rrge scale color maps and overlay informa-
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Figure 4.
Soldier testing
handheld
mine detector
prototype
at
Aberdeen
Proving
Ground.

FigureS.
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Produces CD·ROM's with
minefield data.
MF Database

•

Manipulates and updates data
on CD-ROM..

• Prints maps, overlays, and
data records..

•

Scans new minefield data
sheets.

Figure 6.

Beyond
the immediate

successes
in Bosnia,
the Army Countermine
Task Force
brought
to the surface
emerging
technologies
and capabilities
that
show
promIse
of meeting
the Army's
future
countermine
needs.
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tion. The M IP workstation di plays higb
resolution imagery and produces, 3-0 color
imagery maps, plastic minefield map over·
lays, and color coded minefields on paper
maps. The MSIP will permit the MAC to im·
port imagery, foreign maps, and data from
various sources and to print on·site military
maps based on new information. Revised
map products can then be proVided to
NATO or Army Central Production Facilities
for reproduction. At the lime this article
was written the MSIP for the MAC wa'
scheduled to arrive in theatre in April 1997.
The MAC is also equipped With a CD
writer that can produce new CD with [be
latest minefield infonnatio n. The updated
CDs can then be prOVided to units with
DMRS equipment. Further improvements
to this Mine Field Database System are
under evaluation. A digital canlera and laser
rangefinder coupled to a Global Positioning
System are being considered. Tlus package,
termed a Digital ReconnaIssance ystem,
would permit accurate surveying of minefield locations that couid be automat.ically
fed to a database at a headquarters location.
Fielding new couotermine equipment
and capabilities to Bosnia presents many logistical challenge . The logistics element of
the ACTF tailnred existing processes and
procedures to meet supportability require·
ments while st.ill maintaining tinlely fielding
of equipment to meet the operational requ.irements of soldiers in Bosnia.
By adapting procedures outlined in Army
Regulation 700-142, theAcrF Logistics team
used concept.s and terminology familiar to
all the commands involved. Memorandums
of notification were proVided to all commands along with tailored materiel fielding
plan and materiel fielding agreements.

Teamwork among the developing, fielding,
and ga.ining commands i essential. lbis
team approach. aUowed the fielding to proceed with all parts of the chain of command
fully involved and committed.
The ACfF moved qUickly to meet the urgent operational needs of Army force in
Bosnia. Mudl of the equipment provided will
uitimately be placed in contingency stocks so
that the Army is better prepared for future
countermine opera.tions. Beyond the imme·
diate successes in Bosnia, the ACfF brought
to the surfuce emerging technologies and capabilities that bow promise of meeting the
Army's furore countermine needs.

RICHARD WEAVER is Chief ofthe
Mine Neu.tralization Branch at the
US. Army Communications-Elect/'onies Command's Night Vision
and Electronic Sensors Directorate
at Fort Belvoir, VA. He served as a
principal on the Army Countermine Task Force Integrated Product Team. He holds a B.A. degree
in chemistryfrom Bucknell University and an M.S. degree in system
managementfrom the University of
Sou.them California.
CYNDI GAY is an analyst with
Camber Corporation in Springfield,
VA, and directly supports the Army
Countermine Task Force.
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ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE ENABLERS
Making Technology Work For The Soldier
FOREWORD

By CW3 Dave Slaughter

By MG Roy E, Beauchamp
Tbere is a lendency to tbink of leclmol·
ogy in terms of exollc weapoll systems
wbicb prol'ide new capabilities on tbe bat·
tlefield. ~ bave seen tbe results in our
tanks and bifantJY jlgbllng vebicles and
ill our missiles and aircraft. Bllt lecbno/~
ogy Is also im/JOrtanl in olher dimensIons.
IfIUb a smaller A 1'111)' and Jewel' dollars to
;pend on eitber modemlzation or mabllemalice of our equipmenl fleets, we bave to
fInd lIew ways to make mainlentmce so{,
diers more pmdl/.cU!Je. IVe bave 10 make
technology work for soldiers in our motol'
pools, supply rooms atlli orderly rooms, if
U'e are going 10 mo.Timize our capability
wi/b a smaller A rill)' Tbts article showcases s011le important tecbnologles Ibat
/XIII dramatically improve operations in
ow' motor pools alld malmelrtmce sbops.
Tbls article is about making tecbllOlogy
work for soldiers-soldiers for whom e!JeJy
day is a big!) Illtensity e!Jenr as tbey WOrk
to ensure our equipment is ready to go to
tbe range, NTC ..or to war. The Combined
AI'IIIS uppart Command Is working tVltb
tbe Ttmk-Automotive Reseat'Cb and Deuelo/mlellt Cenler 011 some excitillg tecbnolcr
gies tbat can mal.>e tbar job a little easier
atlll a lot more efficient {ill{[ effective,
Many people, at many different agencies
are working on concepts to move the Army
maintainer into the 21st century. To help iIlustmte some of the concepts tbe Combined
Arms upport Command is working on, we
have decided to demonstmte our concepts
using tbe daily routine of two motor
sergeants. One motor sergeant bas the advanwge of technology in his maintenance
shop and the other is doing business the
same old way. Both motor sergeants begin
work at the same time and have the same
equipment densities and assets to support
their maintenance mission. Their day begins
at 7:30 a.m. and both have to condUCI Ihe
Army Oil Analysis Progmrn (AOAP) sanlpling
on one platoon's compliment of vehicles.
Both plan on accomplishing this during dIe
morning command maimenance period.
Samples must be accomplished today, because both units are deploying to the field
tomorrow. Command maintenance is going
well and Motor ergeant Burden is in the
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process of dispensingAOAP bottles and rubing to conduct sample. Motor ergeant
Goodday walks to tbe tool room to retrieve
his portable unit level oil analyzer (PULOA),
o be can walk down the vebicle line ro
cnnduct his samples. (See Figure I.)
Motor ergeant Goodday completes aU
his samples and downloads his data from his
reader to his computer to conduct a com·
parative analysis from pre,~ous samples. He
discovers one vehicle widl a slightly elevated copper content, so he elirects the en·
gine oil to be changed and makes a note to
resample after four hour of use, once he's
at tbe field sile.
ote that Motor Sergeant
Goodday did not change the oil filter, be·
cause he's using life--Tune Oil Filters (LOF);
all that's reqUired i to purge the exterior
housing of contaminants. (See Figure 2.)
Meanwhile, Motor Sergeant Burden has
collected aU his sample botdes, except for
one, so he has his clerk genemle paper work
for lab submission. However, two sample
component serial numbers do not match
with serial numbers on ample bottles. He
will personally verify the component serial
numbers after lunch. Hopefully, the last sample will be in by then. Motor Sergeant Burden also remembers that he's still waiting
on the lab to provide results from two resamples last week. He makes a mental note

to check on them. Both motor sergeants
begin to review this morning's command

mainten;Olce results. Motor Sergeant Good·
day downloads data from the Digital Data
and Prognostics (DDAP) device which is located on every vehicle, wbile MOlor
ergeant Burden attempts to organize his in·
spection results in bumper number sequence, so he can begin to review and prioritize maintenance problems. (See Figure 3.)
Motor Sergeant Goodday has down·
loaded his data to his computer and learns
that one ,'ehide has a power loss of 10 percent on an engine (cylinder four) and another vehicle has low fuel pressure. Mean·
while, Motor Sergeant Burden discovers he's
missing two inspection sheets, can't read
one, because of oil stains and not sure "bout
two more, because the bumper number
could be either a four or a nine. Motor
Sergeant Goodday verifies both problems
and eli.rects the fuel pump to be replaced in
one vehicle and an injector to be replaced
in the otber vehicle. Meanwhile, Motor
sergeant Burden figures he'll start reviewing
inspection results after lunch, once all the
remaining inspection results get turned in.
MOlor Sergeant Burden is just alerted to a
couple of problems; the battalion logistics
and maintenance (5-4) shop just dropped
their 3kw genetator out of tbe back of their
truck and it feU on top of their 1.5kw generator: Now the s-4 is without a source of
power for their TOe. MOlOr Sergeant Goodday does not have thi problem; all his
HMM\VV's are eqUipped with the FAS-C, a

Figure 1.
The Portable Unit Level Oil analysis (PULOA) is a
concept that will provide continuous and instantaneous oil analysis replacing present laboratory methods based on scheduled time or interval. PULOA
technology is a portable unit that provides units the
ability to continually monitor oil health and will alert
the maintainer to immediate contamination. The primary advantage of PULGA over current laboratory
methods is its ability to continually monitor oil health
providing analysis at any time. Too often, compo·
nents fail because of the time involved between samples or re-samples. PULOA will give us the ability to
have portable oil analysis allowing us the opportunity
to stop using equipment as soon as a problem is indicated; reducing rebuild costs. With this increased
ability, we will be able to identify component deficien·
cies immediately; opposed to the current method of
identification using laboratory sampling.
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Figure 2.
The Ufe- Time Oil Filter (LOF) is a
replacement concept for traditional canister or spin-on oil filters. The manufacturer can make an adapterplate for the
installation of this filter on any equi[r
men/. Filters have the ability to filter
contamination down to the 10-micron
level. The goals of LOF are: Pn"mary filten"ng of oil in engines, transmissions
and hydraulic systems; Reduction in
time and effort expended replacing oil filters; and Elimination of costs associated
with replacing and stocking oil filters and
reduction of hazardous waste. LOFs are
a canister-based filter that use centrifugal force and normal engine pressures
to keep the inner filter free of contamination. The outer portion of the canister
collecls and isolates waste for each discharge and disposal of contaminated
material.

Figure 4.

Figure 3.
Digital Data and Prognostics (DDAP) will provide
commanders and logisticians, at all levels, immediate real-time readiness,
ammunition and fuel status.
All maintenance and logistical requirements will
become planned and
scheduled. DDAP is a digital memory unit that continually collects and processes real-time engine,
fuel and ammunition diagnostic and consumption
data. Additionally, DDAP is
capable of analyzing diagnostic data and formulating prognostic advice. Data is read
using interactive software to PC, CTS-3 or SPORT via RS-232 cable. Future developments will provide for the transfer of data to in-vehicle communication systems (CSS
Applique) DDAP is designed to recognize established engine operating parameters and
identify and record operator errors in start-up and shut-down procedures. DDAP can analyze collected data and establish trends for future prognostic capabilities. Besides its diagnostic capability, DDAP is capable of tracking and analyzing fuel and ammunition consumption data and forwarding status through the logistic pipeline. DDAP will provide commanders confidence in their actual (real-time) readiness and operational status.

combination flywheel, alternator and
starter. It produces both AC and DC power.
Plus, he h'lsn't changed a battery in a
HMMWV sin e installing the F1ywheel,A1ternator and tarter - Combination (pAS-C), because be has all of the power be needs, both
AC and DC, where and when he needs it.
(see Figure 4.)
Motor Sergeanl Burden just learned thaI
the Commander's HMMWV starter burned
up and the battalion operation officer's (So
3) HMMWV's batteries are dead again and
the generator i n't charging. Motor Sergeant
Burden recalls, that's the third starter this
month for the commander's vehicle, and the
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second generator and fourth set of batterie
for the S-3's vehicle in less tban three
months. Again, because Motor ergeant
Goodday's HMMWV j equipped with the
FAS-C, he won't have this problem. Motor
ergeant Burden receive a caU from his
commander asking why two vehicle are
being beld at the clivision roadside inspection site-one for mi ing a dispatch and
the other has a major deficiency. Motor
sergeant Goodday has PM Minder installed
on all his vehicles, so he's alerted to these
problems before a vehicle can depart the
motor pool area. PM Minder will track aU
maintenance operational activity plus pro-

The Flywheel, Alternator and Starter Combination ( FAS-C) is a combination
flywheel, alternator and starter concept
that will replace all three components with
one. Moreover, the alternator will produce
multiple sources of power; 24 volts to
operate the equipment and 110 or 220
volts to operate auxiliary or attached
equipment; such as, computers, GPSs,
air compressors or welders, etc. FAS-C
can produce 20 kw of AC voltage and
simultaneously produce 500 plus
amperes of 24 DC voltage. FAS-C can
generate power on the move or in a stationary location. FAS-C will eliminate the
need for alternators and starters and the
continuous changing of batteries; thus,
reducing the enormous 0&5 cost we
experience now. FA5-C is capable of
charging lead acid, NiCad or NiMH batteries. FAS-C technology can be applied to
any equipment in the Army's inventory;
initially the application of this technology
will be tested in command and maintenance vehicles (HMMWV configuration).
Furthermore, FA5-C will eliminate our
dependency on small inefficient power
generators and A PUs.

vide diagnostics for all equipment with electronic data bus bars. (see Figure 5.)
Both Motor sergeants ger a call from the
G4 shop. They want to conduct a 100 percent inventory of general mecbanic ' tool
boxes for units deploying to ihe field.
Motor ergeant Burden is forced to stop
work on the commander' vehicle and several others, so mecban.lcs can get their tool
boxes laid out for inspection. Motor
sergeant Goodday bas all his tool boxe and
tool sets equipped with the tool identification and inventory (1l&l) sy tern, using Balluff Bis C 103-<l2-A embedded sensors (see
Figure 6), so his inventory can be accomplished using a hand-held eosor scanner.
The scanner result are updated and
recorded in his ULlS-G computer.
A tbe day comes to a clo e, Motor
Sergeant Goodday lake a tour of the motor
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Figure 5.
PM Minder is a programmable radio frequency-based ordnance
maintenance enabler, that offers automatic preventive maintenance data collection using a combination of monitors, vehicle
tags, readers and software. The PM Minder is a digital memory
processing unit that interfaces and communicates using radio
frequency technology. The unit weighs one pound and is
approximatety 5 inches X 4 inches and 2 inches deep. It is
equipped with a 30-day back-up battery, but normally runs off
vehicle power. PM Minder will provide an efficient method to
monitor operator level maintenance operations and activities.
PM Minder can be programmed to record and report vehicle
operational data, dispatch information and load data information.
PM Minder should accomplish the following: Capture and report
operator Preventive Maintenance Checks and services data and
capture and report vehicle identification data; communicate
vehicle information data using a "smart pate" via wireless connectivity. Furthermore, PM Minder will interface with diagnostic/prognoslic computers and J series data bus bars, effectively
communicating and interfacing with Standard Maintenance
System (SMS) hardware and software.
pool, is satisfied that his equipmenr is ready
for deplo)'lIleDt in the morning and departs
for lhe day. Lunch never came for Motor
Sergeant Burden and he is still waiting for
one more oU sample, the starter stiU needs
to be put in lhe commander's HMMWV and
two vehicles need to be picked up at lhe division road ide inspection site. Plus, the 54
is wilhom a generator, command maintenance results need to be reviewed and the
tool inventory still needs to be completed.
Some of the maintenance aerions described above are not typical maintenance
actions performed in a mOlOr pool environment. However, they were used to iUusLrate
the enablers. The scenario format was used
to demonstrate the effectiveness of maintenance enablers and the positive effects they
will have towards the maintenance mission,
regardle of level. The enablers described
above are active concepts at the Combined
Arms Support Command, Directorate of
Combat Developments· Ordnance, Mainte·
nance Division, Fort Lee, VA. All are real
technologies available today through com·
mercia.! industry. Pending funding approval,
Concept EvaJuation Progmill (CEP) testing
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Figure 6.

Tool Identification and Inventory is a concept programmable
identification tagging system for inventorying of tools.
Embedded sensors are smaller than the average fingertip and
are resistant to grease, coolants and dirt. Plus, they are shock
and vibration resistant. They hold 256 bytes of information and
are re-programmable up to 500,000 times. Coding software is
Windows-based and can be operated on any PC. The processor unit to link data from computer to tag interfaces using RS·
232 protocols. Readers and scanners are small hand-held
devices that interpret tag data and download information to the
processor and computer. The purpose of using programmable
tags for tool identification is the elimination of wasted man-hours
by commanders and supervisors inventorying and accounting
for tools; thus, eliminating paper inventories-saving countless
man-hours and providing an avenue for error-free inventories
and total accountability of tools. Accountability can be accomplished on demand, merely by waving a scanner. The cost
associated with wasted man-hours will pay to implement this
program.

will begin third quarter of FY 97. Com·

ments Or questions regarding this article
should be directed 10 the Combined Arms
Support Command, Directorate of Combat
Developments-Ordnance, Maintenance Division at commercial (804)734-0595, DSN
687-0595, or email: slaughtd@lee·
dns l.army. mil.
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GLOBAL
TECHNICAL
DATA
SUPPORT
TO THE

21 ST CENTURY MILITARY
By Henry N. Younger
and Earl W. Barrett
Introduction
•

Technical data is tbe foundation of the
Army' warfigbting arsenal. From the time a
threat is identified and an Army system i
fielded to counter the threat, technical data
describe tbe system requirements. prototype/production designs and logistics support tool . This technical data fuels the business processe
that maintain the
operational readiness of our sold.iers from
tbe motor pools to the fUght lines, from industry manufacturers through military depots. Our global inveutory of materiel is
supported by million of records of technical data that must be accurate and available
on demand anytime. anywhere in the world.

parts buys. Decrease in procurement funding, increases in inter-Service. industry, and
international weapon sy tern support, and
field-level uses for data beyond traditional
technical manuals, have emphasized the
need to further improve the acce ibility to
this data. Functional areas requiring thi improved access are shown in Figure I.

Automation Managers
Under the direction of MG Roy E.
Beauchamp, Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development and Acquisition,Army
Materiel Command (AMC), the EDM Office
is carrying out AM charter responSibilities
to "exercise control over the design, development, acquisition, testing, installation, and

•

I

Background

support of all hardware and software in-

ystem manager make difficult business
decisions early in the weapon sy tem development/acquisition process on allocation of
resources. deciding what leveJ of technical
data to buy, considering the logi tics upport concept selected. Wise managers have
utilized a percentage of precious research
and development fund to buy technIcal
data to lower the cost and increase the effectiveness of the Operations and Support
(0&5) phase of their weapon system. To a
varying degree. the military agencies
charged with the O&S mission have been
able to capitalize on this investment, using
Engineering Data Management ystems
(EDMS) tools such as the Army's Technical
Data/Configuration Management System
(TO/CMS). and Digital Storage and Retrieval
Engineering Data System (OSRED ) to make
accurate and timely major item and spare

cate. retrieve, reproduce, and distribute
approved engineering drawings and associated data."
AMC has al a designated the U.S. Army
Missile Command (MlCOM) a the lead
command responsible for the Integrated
Data Environment (IDE). Within M1COM,
the Lead AMC Integration ystem Office
(LAISO) has been dmrged with the responsibility for development nf a strategic plan
for data integration across systems, establishment of an infrastructure for demon tration, testing, training, and, whenever possible, accelerated deployment of emerging
systems/capabiHtie . The LAJSO supports
designated business process managers who
are responsible for prOViding coordinated
functional area guidance on system requirements to the appropriate program man-
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tended to receive, convert, store, manage, 10--

agers, and reporting back to their areas the
system development and fielding status.
The EDMS Office, working with LAJ 0,
other Army, Joint Service, industry and international partners. will leverage the valne
of technical data support to military opera·
tions into the 21 t century_ This support
will come from the IDE, either in the form
of modern replacements for legacy EDMS
tools, or as new tool that wiU assist the
spectrum of technical data u ers in improving weapon system supportability.

':

•

What Is The Integrated Data
Environment?
The IDE concept is a philosopby and
methodology which ensures that data, in a
digital format with a high degree of quality,
is available to all users. The program improves upon the functional applications and
technical data already being exploited by
personnel responsible for the weapon system 0&5 phase and extends those capabilities for personnel on the weapon sy tem acquisition Integrated Producr Teams (IPTs).
The emphasis of the new technical data systems, foUowing the Continuous Acquisition
and Life-Cycie Support (CALS) philosophy.
is the digitization of data in tandard formats, to enable worldwide electronic retrieval and haring of that data. This access
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Automation Initiatives
umerous Department of Defense,
Army, and AMC legacy and emerging au·
tomation systems have been proven to provide critical support to the technical data
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support mission. The managers of EDMS applications, including legacy applications
where feasible and permitted by policy, are
re ponding to requests for user friendly interfaces by upgrades to accommodate
worldwide web acce . The worldwide web
interfaces should increase the availabiliry
and usage of data resident on their systems,
which also drives the need for the higher capacity application servers and networks
being acquired by IDE. The descriptions
below provide a quick look at the scope of
capabilities available:
Configuration Management (eM) System. The Army relies on the TD/CMS, in use
at the various major subordinate commands,
to maintain accurate weapon system CM
data, induding tracking change release data
until drawing revisions incorporate approved de ign changes. The TO/CMS is a target for replacement by either a DOD or
Army st:.~ndard CM system, The EDMS Office, working with MrCOM and LAlSO personnel, is evaluating commercial off-the-shelf
applications against Army requirements.
Even in the age of acquisition reform, clo ely
tracking the configuration can payoff by
identifying the potential for performance
specification replacement of military specification caJ!outs, and providing the ability to
tailor out ozone depleting chemicals and
hazardous material. An automated interfuce
to the repository S}'stem (either DSREDS Or
Joint Engineering Data Management information Control System (JEDr.nCS)) allows
as embly of accurate technical data packages for competitive procurements.
Repository System. The JEDMlCS is a
avy-led program to implement a DOD standard technical data repo itory, replacing
three Service unique systems, It will support the acquisition/engineering, materiel
management, and depot maintenance business areas by providing the following functions:
• Repository for eJeclrollicalJy captured
engineering drawing and related tech.nical

Engineering Data Management Systems
are
Mission Critical Army Resources

ACQUISITION
ENGINEERING
& TECHNICAL
DATA

Figure 1,

- Integrated Data Environment -

data;

• Storage of Native Computer Aided
Drafting and Design formats;
• Automated management and distribution of engineering drawings and technical
data; and

• Application Program Interface to external systems,
Remote users include front-line maintenance petsonnel who have pioneered nlethods to improve weapon system readiness by
augmenting their technical manuals with
immediate access to detailed design data.
Using this data in consultations with depot
e.ngineers, they are frequently able to overcome the unU uaJ repair problem to retllnl
systems to operational status days sooner,
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Tools That Allow the Technicalm
Community to Use JEDMICS •

Drafting

JEDMICS
Data Banker

Drawing
Review

CAE
Electronic
Design
MIg
CAM
Tech. Orders
other

Figure 3.
The ]EDMI
is the critical "data bank"
component of IDE providing the functions
shown in Figure 3.With the inputs and controls sbown,JEDMICS also delivers the benefits which are illustrated in Figure 4. The
jEDMICS bas already been fielded to five
Army depots and succes fuUy replaced
OSRED at Rock (sland Arsenal. It Is undergoing Initial Operational Capability testing
at five more Army ites and will be fielded to
23 joint Service locations. The program includes a technology refresh program to improve capabilities and prolong the system
lifecycJe.
Technical Data Locator Syslem. The Military Engineering Data As et Locator System
(MEDALS), managed by the Defense logistics ervice Center, Battle Creek, "'II, will be
the master index for locating data stored on
any of the 34 jEDMICS ites, until the Global
Data M.1nagement System j fielded.
Compact Disk Engineering Data Exchange (CDEX) Project. The CDEX project
linked to jEDMICS will be the first to offer a
CD production capability. This feature is expected to be in d. mand by traditional llsers
of technical data ets, 'uch as Army spare
parts buy teams, foreJgn military sales customers, the Defense Logistia; Agency Centers, and front-line weapon system maintainerS. Anyone with a Compact Disk-Read Only
Memory (CD-ROM)-equipped personal computer (PC) can enjoy the benefits of carrying several thousand aperture card equiva-
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leots On One CD, with a built-in image
viewer and index of aU resident images.
]EDMICS Tool Set. The EDMS Office is
managing the development and fielding of
both user access (DOIs and system level tools
which augment the functionality of ]EDMICS witbln an organization's busines
process. (see Figure 5.) U er access tools in·
clude PCJEDMIC /XJEDMICS, ImageR,
and lodexR which aUow local and remote
users direct access to]EDMI
for viewing,
importing/exporting data, and local manage-

ment of exported data from ajEDMICS site.
ystem-Ievel tools include GALS I to C4 converter, bulk importing of standard raSter and
native vector file types to ]EDMICS, CDEX
index file editors and utilities, and a world·
wide web interface to ]EDMICS Data. TIlese
products and a technical support help desk
will be provided free of charge to government user and are considered part of the
jEDMICS baseline.
Security. To ensure the data security, integrity and availability in the face of sophis-

JEDMICS BENEFITS
CONTROLS
REGULATIONS & STANDARDS
BUSINESS PROCESS
TECHNICAL PROCEDURES

INPUTS

NEW ORAWINGS ~

DATA ON DEMANO

REDUCED CYCLE
TIME FOR USERS
REDUCED COST FOR
LEGACY ORAWINGS . . . . .
REPOSITORIES & USERS
& DATA
' - , . -. .. . , - _.........~ RETIREMENT OF LEGACY

OUTPUTS

& DATA

SYSTEMS
JEDMICS USERS
JECMICS OWNERS
HARDWARE I SOFTWARE SUITE

RESOURCES
Figure 4.
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JEDMICS Tool Set.
ticated, often subtle. system auacks, the
EDMS Office is working various proof-ofconcept projects under the Land Informa·
tion Warfare initiative designed to safeguard
both networks and systems.

Measuring Success
The CDEX project will have demonstrated a 350 percent return on investment
by the end of the first year of operations on
media costs alone and also reduced the haz·
ardous waste production inherent to the
aperture card process. The jEDMICS, by
Virtue of scanners capable of digitizing data
that previously required apenure cards, has
placed thousands of pieces of data immedi·
arelyaccessible. The inStant access to engi-

tary Advantage from Repository Technology
(SMARl) to addre the overall plan to bring
technical data management into the 21 st
century. The SMART project is being coordinated with Digitized Battlefield and Force
XXI initiatives and is :timed at fielding a virtual repository, integrating contractor and
government databases. This integration will
make the storage location tranSparent to the
end users. The Global Data Management
System will be a component of thi architec-

ture.

Conclusion
The legacy and future investment in tedlnical data can offer a return on investment,
not only to the traditional users increasing
~U1)'

neering data, such as conlputer flwnericaUy

competition on spare parts buys. but to

controlled machining tapes, is being explored by organiC repair/rebuild facilities to
produce"parts on demand" for the soldier in
the field.

Future Plans

and all technical data users around tbe
globe supporting Army readiness. For the
military of today, and for the 21st ccnn.ry,
the return on accurate, shared technical
data can be shown in improved weapon system readiness :Uld mission accomplishmel1l.

Bringing technical data uppon into the
21st century is full of challenges. Acquisition reform initiatives are sweeping the
DOD and, in many cases, are changing tech·
nical data as we know it. The move to performance specifications to improve competition, facilit.1te use of commercial items, and
minimize development provides new paradigms for providing detailed su tainmem information to rhe Army community. Technology changes induding the Internet and the
Worldwide Web will continue to provide opportunities we didn't thitlk possible otlly
months ago. The Army is participating in
concept exploration for the Strategic Mill-

HENRY N. YOUNGER is responsible fm' the Engineering Data Management Systems (EDMS) OfJi:ce at
the U.S. Army Missile Command,
Redstone Arsenal, AL. He serves as
the overall manager of hardware
and software intendedfor the management of approved engineering
draWings and associated data for
the Army. Younger also serves as
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HUMRAAM:
MICOM'S

AIR DEFENSE INITIATIVE
FOR THE USMC
Today's Technology for Tomorrow's Threat
By Ron Hulsey,
Dr. Eugene E. Paro,
and Emily Vandiver
Introduction
The Army Missile Command (MICOM)
has developed an innovative concept to enhance the operational capability of the U. .
Marine Corps' (USMC) Short Range Air Defense (SHORAD) units. At the hean of the
concept is the High Mobility Multipurpose
Wheeled Vehicle mounted Advanced
Medium Range Air-to-Air Mi sUe (RUMRAAM). The idea utilizes the High Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV)
as a launch platform for the Air Force/Navy's
highly effective Advanced MedJuOl Range
Air-To-Air Missile (AMRAAM). HUMRAAM is
an excellent candJdate for insenion into the
USMC's Expeditionary Air Defense ystem
(£ADS) which reflects the Navy's warfighting doctrine of Operational Maneuver From
The Sea (OMFTS).

Backgl"ound
Norway developed the surface-launched
AMRAAM for air defense applications and is

FIRING POSITION

in the process of fielding the Norwegian Advanced urface ro Air Mis He ystem
(NASAMS), The NASAMS latmcher carries a
six missile load and fire the mis 'iles from
canisters, TIle launcher is not suited to the
high reansportability and mobility requirements of the USMC. MlCOM has been working with ground.launched A.MRAAM ince
February 1994, when the HAWKlA.MRA.AM
(HAMR) concept was initiated. For HAMR,
AMRAAM is a high·firepower complementary missile. The successful integration of
AMRAAM and HAWK was ucce sfully
demonstrated at SAFEAllt 95 in August of
1995 at Fort Greely, A.K. MICOM investigated several other launch platforms for in·
tegration into a HORAD's application before selecting the HUMRAAM.
HUMRAAM wa developed at MICOM
and is a joint effort between the Army
(MlCOM), the Air Force (AMRAAM Joint ysterns Program Office at Eglin AFB, FL), and
industry (Hughes Mi sile Systenls Company,
Kongsberg of Norway, and Raytheon).

TRAVELILOAD POSITION

Figure 1.
HUMRAAM launcher in travel and firing positions.
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The Concept
HUMRAAM's design philosophy is simple-Take advantage of A.MRA.AM's active
seeker capabilities and sophisticated ignal
and data processing in order to keep the
launcher design the e ence of implicity.
To date, the Air Force and avy have in·
vested more than . I I billion in the development and production of the missile. HUMRAAM leverages heavily off of thi
investment. For instance, AMRAAM's active
seeker, lock-on·after·launch, and command
inertial guidance capabilities allow the misile to fly toward a target's position witiJout
requiring accurate pointing. This eliminate
the need for any complex electro-mechanical system to provide launcher sleWing. The
launcher does include a simple drive motor
to elevate the launch rails to a fixed elevation for firing, but the launcher does not
slew in azirnutiJ. (See Figure I.) Even with
no launcher pointing, AMRAAM's sophisticated guidance still proVides an extremely
wide engagement zone.
Other design guidelines were considered
as well Co t was con idered an independent variable and was a prinlary driver in
the development of HUMRAAM. on-developmentaJ items were identified and an open
architecture design was implemented in
order to enable future upgrades. The
launcher must integrate direclly with the
Marine Corps' EADS and Olu t operate
within existing force structure consrraints.
The launcher, shown fully-loaded in figure 2, is designed to fit in a HM 1WV
(MI097 A2 Heavy) and consists of relatively
few elements. The major functional element of the HUMRAAM launcher are
shown in Figure 3. The five AMRAAM ntisile are fteed from launch rails taken directly from existing fighter aircraft inventories. They are completely compatible with
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fighter aircraft, and can be utilized to fire
AMRAAM, as weU as the AIM-9 Sidewinder
farnlly. A lower cost USMC specific rail is
being investigated and trade srudies will be
conducted. Thi rail would not contain
some of the aircraft specific features.
The rails are at"L'lched to a launch tructure wh.icb is the only developmental item
on the launcher. Missile interface equipment i included to prOVide direct l.inkage to
tbe missile for both prelaunch and midcour e mode. A land navigation sy tern wiil
also be utilized to provide launcher position
and attirude informatlon_ A remote terminal
unit (RTIJ) and Single Channel Ground and
Airborne Systems (SINCGARS) radio are required for command, control, and communications. An on-board power converter is
planned which will preclude the need for a
separate generator- Projected hardware cost
for the HUMRAAM (less missiles) is $559K.
If existing assets (vehicle, RTU, and radio)
could be utilized, the hardware cost is projected at $429K.

USMC Warfighting
Philosophy
The avy's warfighting doctrine is now
driven by the OMFTS concept for tbe projection of naval power ashore. OMFTS will
utilize techniques such as sea-based logistics, sea-based fire support, and ea-based
tactical and operational movement. Thus,
landing forces wiU move directly from their
ship to their objective , without the need
for large logistic tails. This concept reinforce tbe need for lightweight, highly mobile systems.
The USMC's EADS is composed of modular, <Ii tribllted components either sharing a
common air picture or operating autonomou Iy. The air picture is prOVided by
tbe USMC ground-based data link (GBDL).

Figure 2.
Fully-loaded HUMRAAM launcher.

HUMRAAM Hardware

The autonomous air picture is provided by

the SMC continuous wave acquiSition
radar (CWAR). Common air picture sources
include the CWAR and also the Navy's Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC)
communication network.

Potential USMC Architectures
HUMRAAM would insert and function in
USMC forces in much the same way
Avenger does today. HUMRAAM's flexibility
would lend itself to several force constructs, such as:
• For the USMC Utton'1/Expeditionary
Warfare Level One, the HUMRAAM launcher,
with no dedicated sensor, could be inserted
ashore and be netted, via GBDL to the CEC
network. This network will integrate naval
surface and air sensors and provide engagement instructions from AEGIS cruisers to
launchers ashore.
• At Level Two, a CWAR-based sensor ac-
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Figure 3.
HUMRAAM launcher major functional elements.
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quisition section is brought ashore, providing a second source for air picrure informa.
tion and providing the USMC with an autonomous tire unit capabiliry.
• At Level Three, USMC HAWK assets,
along with the n>5-59 (V3) radar and landbased CEC are brought ashore. Level Three
ptovide a robust air defense capabiliry
from Iactical ballistic mis iles (TBM ) to
Cruise Mis i1es (CM) and Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV').
At each level, the HUMRAAM plugs into
e:xi ting BM/C3I architectures and utilizes
existing combat identification capabilities.

{

Integration/Testing Activities
The initial AMRAAM firing from
HUMRAAM were ballistic shots at EglinAFB,
in August 1996. (See Figure 4.) These hot
successfully verified the safe separation of
the missile from the launch platform, as well
as blast effects on the launch platform and
adjoining missiles. SOftware for the RTU is
being developed by the industry team and
will be available to support several events
dUring FY 97.
Integration of HUMRAAM, via GBDL, into
the Navy's CEC net is scheduled to take
place at Dam Neck, VA, during late July
1997. This will be the first opportunJry for
integration into CEC and will be utilized to
verify the system configuration and a sess
system readin.ess prior to participation in future events.
HUMRAAM Is participating at the September 1997 AU Services Combat Identification Evaluation Team (ASCIE1) exercise at
Gulfport, MS, and Camp Shelby, MS. At
Camp Shelby the exercise will emphaSize
the way today's USMC's SHORADs fight. At
GUlfport, HUMRAAM will once again net
with CEC for final verification prior to misHe fsring at Eglin APB. ASCIET participation will allow the USMC tn evaluate
HUMRAAM in a field exercise enVironment.
The first intercept of targets with an
AMRAAM fired from the HUMRAAM
launcher is scheduled in September 1997 at
Eglin AFB's te t range. Two shots are
planned, one with a CWAR cue, a in the
USMC UttorJl/Expeditionary Warfare Level
Two employment, and the second shot with
a CEC cue, such as a Level One employment.

Figure 4.
HUMRAAM ballistic test firing at Eglin Air Force Base, FL.

aU four military Services aJ]d affords the opportunity to provide warflghters with a
greatly enhanced capabiliry ill an eJo.'trcmely
efficient and cost effective manner. The
USMC will continue to work with MlCOM
through the planned testing activities during 1997.

RON HULSEY is an electronics
engineer in MICOM's Research, Development and Engineering Center's System Simulation and Development Directorate at Redstone
Arsenal, AI. He holds a B.S. degree
in matbematics from Jacksonville
State University and an M.S. degree
in statisticsfrom Virginia Tech.
DR. EUGENE E. PARO is the di-

rector 0/ MICOM's Weapon Systems
Management Directorate at Redstone Arsenal, AI. He is a graduate
0/ the u.s. Naval Academy, holds
an M.S. degree in management
from tbe U.S. Naval Post Graduate
School, and a doctorate in business
administration from Nova University.
EMILY VANDIVER is the MJCOM
Research, Development and Engineering Center's Technology Manager 0/ the Rapid Force PrOjection
Initiative (RFPI) Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration
(ACID). She holds a degree in electrical engineering from the University ofAlabama in Huntsville.

Conclusion
MICOM has developed the HUMRAAM
concept as a highly effective force multiplier for the USMC' EADS and has conducted the initial te ting. HUMRAAM meets
tenets dictating acquisition streamlinlng for
today' force. It maxJmJze u e of non-<levelopmemal items and is a clear example of
horizontal technology integration. It is a developmental effort with high lnte.rest from
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LINKING SIMULATIONS
TO IMPROVE
EXERCISE TRAINING SUPPORT
The Army family of simulations is a loose
confederation of software products that
provide training to soldiers and units from
squad to theater level. Unfortunately, not all
simulation models talk to each other, and
not all provide seamless integration of training at dIfferent levels. The current simulations are scheduled to be replaced by Warrior Simulation 2000 (WARSIM 2000), but
that will not be fielded until 2003.
The challenge, then, in a resource-<:onstrained environment is to develop a simulation exercise driver that will proVide a robust exercise for CS/CSS Corps level
brigade and battalions. Linking BBS with
the Variable Intensity Computerized Training System (VICTORS) i.n a "swivel-chair"
mode is an interim solution until WARSIM
2000 is fielded.
Until then, we must adapt the current
simulation models to fit the training audIence because acquisition of De
imuJation
models is too expen ive. Adapting current
simulations is not always e:tS}' or satisfactory
to tlle training audience. For example, dle
U. .Army Reserve (USAR) is composed primarily of combat support (CS) and combat
service support (CSS) units tllat operate in
support of corps and theater level require·
ments. The e USAR units are usually not col·
located widl their higher headquarters and
m'lny are only assigned to a higher head·
quarters upon mobilization.
The Army's primary sinlulation traIner for
CS/CSS units is the Combat Service Support
Training Simulation System (CSSTSS) devel·
oped by the Combat service Support Com·
mand, Fort Lee,VA.. CSSTSS has been used to
drive major logistics exercises such as
LOGEX and FPLEX (Logistics Exercise and
Forward Projection Logistics Exercise) and
has been Unked to confederation exercises
like Prairie Warrior through an aggregate
level simulation protocol. CSSTS is a very
detailed logistics exercise driver, but since
the Army runs it on only two IBM comput·
ers (National Simulation Center (NSC), Fort
Leavenworth, KS, and Fort Lee, VA), it is not
readily available to USAR units for weekend
training and it is difficult to coordinate
USAR unit driJl schedules for enough units
to make CSSTSS cost effective for the USAR.
USAR exercise division (DIV(EX)) battIe
projection groups (BPG) have been fielded
with the Brigade/Battallon Battle Simulation
(BBS) and also have the capability to con·
duct limited Corps Battle Simulation exercises. Both simulations were developed to
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By COL Ronald S.
Mangum (USAR)
exercise combat arms maneuver units, and

both offer only limited exercise upport for
CS/CSS units.
VICTORS was developed by SC to traIn
any type of military unit from squad
through corps. It is run on any MS-DOS per.
sonal computer (PC), and lets the user custom build a database to reptic."Ite any exerci ed unit and its equipment. When the
database is built, operating conditions, supplies and locations are entered into the PC,
and VICTORS produces :, stochastic (ran·
dom) result that causes the exercised unit to
react. In a sense,VICTORS is ju t a highly sophi ticated pair of dice.
While BBS primarily replicates combat
arms maneuver units and equipment, VIC·
TORS can replicate almost any type of
eqUipment, unit or unit activity (Figure I).
The 8;th Div (Ex) has developed a linkage
between BBS and VICTORS (BBS-V) that provides a robust CS/CSS exercise. We call it a
"swivel-<:hair" exercise linkage because the

simulations are not linked electronically;
rather VICTORS is run concurrently in support of BBS. We have validated this concept
with corps combat heavy engineer battal·
ions and hospital units, and are continuing
to develop exercises with other types of
CS/CSS units.
Before a BBS·V exercise, the exercised
unit's table of organization and equipment
is first built in BBS. A VICTORS equipment
database is then built to replicate equipment organic to the unit that is not repli·
cated by BBS. When the unit is given a mission, its staff decides what equipment is
needed to accompli h the mIs ion, break
the mission into its component tasks and
computes the time required to accomplish
each task. If the task require the use of
equipment that is not in BBS, such as an asphalt plant used rry engineers in horizontal
construction, tbat portion of the mission is
passed to VICTORS. To this point, our use of
VICTORS is irnilar to any simulation software "workaround." The difficulty with
most manual or parallel computer
workarounds, however, is that the using unit
often forgets that the workaround is being
used, and completes the simulation mission
eitller without the wOrkaround olution, or

85th DIVISION (EXERCISE)
BATTLE PROJECTION CENTER

ENGINEER CORPS COMBAT HEAVY SIMULATION
ENGINEER MISSIONS INCLUDE

MOBILITY
COUNTER MOBILITY
SURVIVABILITY
ROAD/RUNWAY REPAIR
BLDG CONSTRUCTION
TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY

BBS CAN REPLICATE

MOBILITY
COUNTER MOBILITY
SURVIVABILITY

Figure 1.
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worse yet, uses workaround information
that conrradl<:ts other imulation data.
To prevent a disconnect between tbe
imulation and the workaround, our solution is to build an "icon" in BBS that emulates the movement of the asphalt plant (Figure 2). The unit loads the icoo OotO a BBS
replicated prinle mover, and moves it on the
BB creen to its appropriate location before the mission is handed off to the
VIcrORS operator. TIle BB movement is in
"real time; and tracks the expenditure of
fuel and the maintenance status of the
plant's prime mover. The icon is labeled 'asphalt nero so that the unit at the BBS worktation knows what is on the screen. When
the icon reaches its work location, the BBS
keyboard operator' ivel hi chair" to
hand off the play to VIcrORS. The VlcrORS
PC operatOr is given data as to the location
and talUS of the asphalt plant, as well as the
planned time it wiU take to complete the
mis ion. VIcrORS then "operates" the asphalt plant.
At the end of each VIcrORS game tum
(u ually one hour), V1crORS produces the
results of asphalt plant operations on its
printer. That information includes the consumption of expendables, output and equipment failures. The information is 'swivelchaired' back to the unit at the BB
workstation, which evaluates the data, and
passes it on to its higher headquarters as appropriate. When VlcrORS data indicates
that the mission is complete, the unit at the
BBS workstation re-loads the 'asphalt xfer'
leon on its prime mover and moves it in BBS
to a new location.
The benefit of Utis type of linkage is that
the unit at the BBS workstation gets Ule BBS
time/space planning benefit of moving the
equipment while maintaining visual account·
ability for it. Some VlcrORS effects, however. uch as operator wounds, must be disabled since VIcrORS will produce personnel

injuries that will not be tracked in BBS and
would confuse the BBS imulation players if
relayed from VlcroRS. In this way VlcrORS
upplements BBS in a complementary fushion and does not run the risk of contradicting
BBS by running paraUeI exercise play.
We have va1ldated the BBS-V concept for
engineer and hospital units, and we are con·
tinuing to validate the concept for other
types of CS/CS units. In maintenance exer·
cises, for example, BBS replicates the recovery of damaged equipment reasonably weU,
but it magicall)' repairs the equipment once
the equipment reache a repair facility.
linking BBS to VlcrORS, on the other hand,
we can replicate the actions necessary in
the maintenance hop to repair the equipment, while appropriately consuming repair
parts, tools and other expendables. Simi·
Iarly, BBS does an exceUent job of modeling
wounded soldiers On the battlefield by forcing units to evacuate soldiers to appropriate
medical facilities, and taking the appropriate
length of time to repair the wound and let
the patients convalesce. It does not, how.
ever, deal with the functions of running a
hospital. V1crORS can model the oldier'
wounds, Ule necessary medical equipment
and supplies. the surgeon and the operating
room, thereby prOViding an appropriate exercise to train a medical unit in its wartinte
mission.
The only drawback which we have experienced using this linkage is the naming of
various functions in VlcrORS. For example,
when we use VlcrORS to replicate operat·
ing on a patient,VlcrORS does not deal with
the medical casualty in medical terms. instead the BB medical casualty which
VlCroRS replicates is hanrUed by V1crORS
as an engineer mission and equipment.
Using this concept, VICTORS can model
nearly any type of activiry as long as the data
base builder has a reference for the time
frames involved and the rates of consump-
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tion of uppLie. But, since the VIcrORS
printout will identify re ult .in engineer
terms, the VIcrORS operator must have a
key wWch identifies the engineer terms on
the printed V1CTORS report as medical
items, e.g. fuel consumption equals blood
use. Either the VlcroRS operator or the BBS
operators must then translate the V1crORS
resuits into BBS language. If we had access
to the ouree code for VlcrORS, we could
create modules with appropriate name
which would be less confusing to the exercise player .
One other caution must be used.
VIcrORS is an Army-developed software
system. Many computer "hackers" can write
software programs to replicate U.S. Army
tactics and equipment. Using anything
other than an approved Army system runs
the risk of "rogue" programs, the parameters
of which are known only to the software de·
veloper. The purpose of using computer
simulation i to train to the Army standard
and, as a result, only approved Army programs should be used. VlcrORS is such an
Army program. It is widely available, and
has been developed to the Army standard.
Unfortunately, funding has been cut for further development of V1crORS, but the versions which are currently in use proVide the
support currenUy needed. Additional development of VICTORS for specific CS/CSS
modules would clearly be an enhancement
to the suggestions in this article.
In conclusion, it is clearly better either to
develop a seamless computer interface between simulations, or to modify software to
model all necessary exercise sitnations. That
is expen ive and time-consuming, and not
likely to happen soon in the current resOurce·constrained environment. Work-

arounds will COntinue to be necessary, but
creatively linking simulations like BBS and
VICTORS, as supporting simulations, can
provide an interim solution until major new
simulation systems, such as WARSlM 2000,
are fielded.

COL RO ALD S. MANGUM
(USAR) commands the Battle Projection Group, 1st Brigade (Battle
Command taff Training), 85th
Division (Exercise) at Fort heridan, IL. He received his B.A. in history from Northwestern University,
and his juris Doctor from Northwestern University School of Law.
Mangum is a managing partner of
a health care law fir'm, Mangum,
Smietanka & johnson, in Chicago.
He is a graduate of the Anny Command and General Staff College
and the Army W'ar College.
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THERMAL
MANAGEMENT
OF

THE
CRUSADER
XM297E2
ARTILLERY
CANNON
By MAJ Scott Campbell
and Jeffrey W, Haas
Crusader, the Army's next generation selfpropeUed howitzer, is expected to achieve
an unprecedented level of perfonnance in
tenus of range, rate, and duration of fire. Present operational requirements are for 10 to
12 rounds per minute for three to five minutes and up to five rounds per minute sustained. Range is expected to exceed 40 km.
Excessive barrel tempemrures present a
major obstacle in acllieving such high sustained rates of fire. The increase in capability brought about by fully automated loading and enhanced resupply wiJl, without
doubt, exceed thermal Umits of conven·
tional cannons. The effective manageolent
of thennal is ues related to the armament
r will be of critical importance for Crusader
and future artiUery systems.

Gun Thermal Limits
When temperatures in the gun chamber
exceed 350 degrees Fahrenheit, the gun may
become unsafe to fire. At such elevated lempemtures, premature ignition of the propellant or "cook-off" is ,m imminent pOSSibility.
Cook-off, should it occur before corrective
action is taken by the crew, could result in
undetennined ballistics, damage to the gun
and, in the worst case, crew injury or death.
AI temperatures above 450 degree Fahrenheit, there is a high likelihood of the charge
igniting immediately upon loading. Jf this
should occur before the breech can be
closed, the results would be cata trophic.
Closely related to cook-off, yet often overlooked, is projectile exudation. A projecille
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which has been allowed to sit in a hot chanlber for any length of time may result in the
high explosive melting and "exuding" from
the projectile. Jf an attempt is made to ftre,
the re ult could be a premature inbore detonation of the projecille.
Furthermore, il has long been noted that
in rApid fire weapons, tbe wear rate near the
origin of rifling incrC<tSes dramaticaJJy. The
mecllattism of cannon wear is complicated
and not fully understood. However, elevated
bore temperatures due to extended, high
rates of fire is a major factor.
The above issues bave been of concero
in past and presenr arillJery system as weU.
For future systems such as Crusader, effective thermal management of the armament
will be crucial.

Operational Capabillty-the
XM297E2 Cannon
Based on haJji tic and thermal codes developed spccificaUy to supporr Crusader,
the thermal limits of the cannon (i.e., propellent cook-of!) were regularly and routinely exceeded for typical Crusader battlefield day scenarios. Cook-off limits were
reached sometimes as early as the second or
third mis ion of the day.
In response to the challenge of meeting
Crusader operational requirements, thc
155mm XM297E2 Advanced ArtiJlery Cannon was designed by Benet Laboratories, a
part of the .. Army Armanlent Research,
Development and Engineering Center
(ARDEC), located at Watervliet Arsenal_ NY.

Developed specificaJJy for Crusader, the cannon features an Integral Midwall Cooled
(IMC) barrel. The 1MC portion of the
XM297E2 Cannon consist· of a series of
coolant channels extending axially through
the midwall of the barrel for approximately
the first third of its lengtJl. In operation, a
glycol and waler coolant mixture is continuously circulated through the channels. Surplus heat is dissipated by means of a rAdiator. The cannon is expected to meet ,til
Crusadcr requircments without exceeding
thermal limits.
Surprisingly, the incorporation of cooling
channcls in a critical region of the cannon
does not result in an unacceptable loss of
strength of fatigue life. To date, over 1,300
rounds havc been flJ'ed on XM297E2 canoons-6O percent of these being top zone
charges. Thbe fatigue life is expected to e<ceed wear life by a factor of at 1= two.
The impact a midwall cooled cannon
would have on the opemtional capability of
ti,C Crusader system is enormous. In battlefield operations, a conventional monoblock
tube would necd to severely curb its missions in rate of fire and !lumber of rounds
fired as the day progressed. Eventually, tbe
cannon would become too hot to deploy
safely and would need to cool for a period
of scvcraJ hours before it would be fully operational. An actively cooled cannon, such
as the XM297E2, would retain fuU opcrational capability throughout the day.
The increase in fire capability by actively
cooling the chamber region, will undoubt-
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edly result in overheating at the muzzle.
Most gun steels begin to 10 e strength above
600 degrees Fahrenheit. As temperature increa e, there is a danger that the autofretuge-the pre-stre s built into the tubewill begin to relieve itself, resulting in loss of
strength and bore closure. Other issues related to elevated muzzle temperarures are
thermal expansion of the bore resulting in
projectile instability and decreased muzzle
velocity, increa ed thermal droop, muzzle
wear, loss of accuracy, and increased thermal
signarure. The conclusion from all this is

that thermal management must involve the
entire cannon, including the muzzle.
To maint,tin optimum performance, muzzle cooling will be featured On the
XM297E2 cannon and is, at present, undergoing testing. Coolant exiting the lMC portion of the cannon is conducted the full
length of the barrel by a cooling sleeve ending just beh.ind the muzzle brake. As an
added benefit, active cooling at the muzzle
should proVide a significant degree of thermal tability obViating the need for co t1y
muzzle reference systems.

Conclusions
The requirements of modern self-propeiled artiUery systems, such as Crusader,
with high sustained rates of fire will place
severe t11ermal burdens on the armament.
Witll pre ent emphasis on greater range and
firepower, this trend is e.-'cpected to continue (
into the next centurl' with systems of even
greater performance. Moreover, the increase in capability in ammunition resupply
coupled with fully auramated loading will,
undoubtedly, want to be fully exploited by
commanders and their crew. Thermal limits
of conventional cannons severely impede
the full use of these capabilities.
Active armament cooling, sucb as the
XM297E2 <:<mnon, represents an effective
and practical solution to this problem commensurate with improvements in ammunition handling and fire control.

MAJ SCOTT CAMPBELL is a
member of tbe Army Acquisition
Corps, and previously served as the
Development Product Officer fa 7tbe XM297 Cannon. He has an
M.B.A. from York College of Pennsylvania and is currently attending
tbe Army Command and Staff College.
JEFFREY W HAAS is a mechanical engineer witb tbe U.S. Army Armament Researcb, Development
and Engineering Center located at
Benet Laboratories. He balds B.S.
and M.S. deg7'ees in mechanical
engineering from Clarkson University and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute respectively.
,

The XM297 Cannon undergoing testing at YUMA Proving Ground. The cannon,
shown here mounted on a M109 testbed vehicle, features mid-wall cooling of
the barrel as well as a laser ignition system and an integral perforated muzzle
brake.
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Introduction
An individual MIAI or MIA2 tank is
likely to encounter any number of battlefield situations and real-world conditions
during a combat operation. 111at is why the
technical testing dODe at the Tank Warfare
Range Complex at the Aberdeen Test Center
at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, uses a
method of calibration that encompasse the
full spectrum of variables a tank may encounter. This calibratioD method precisely
measures tIle "jump" or difference (error) of
the projectile's actual point of impact from
the expected point of impact.

Background
Experts in the armor community have
been debating for years about the best way
to calibrate or "zero" tank fife control system . 11lree primary ways offer varying degrees of cost and accuracy: individual zero,
tube zero and neet zero.
"Individual zero" means that, prior to battle, tI,e tank crew locate a target about
1,200 meters distant, boresights the gun
with the prinlary and auxiliary sights, fires
three zeroing rounds, estimates Ihe center
of impact of those iliree rounds, adjusts the
sights to the center of impact and fires two
final round . U the two final rounds hit near
the aid point, the tank is zeroed. if nOI, the
crew must repeat the procedure. 11lis is not
only time-consuming and expensive, but it
raises some important questions. Doe a
tank crew on the battle line have time for
this? Will the weather (rain or snow) distort
the zero determined on a clear day? Will firing the zeroing rounds give away your position? How many tanks need to be zeroed?
How often is often enough, especially with
ch,mging weather conditions or extended
operations? Prior to M1Al production, each
U.S. tank was "individually zeroed."
Another method, called "tube zero; is less
expensive and has been popular with the
German arolY: 11lis method requires range
firing every gun tube with every type of ammunition. Following the ftring (using a standard procedure), the zero numbers are
stamped on tIle gun tube. These zero numbers stay wilh each gun tube for its life, regardless of the tank being used.
"Fleet zero" has several cost and readiness advantages and is the current practice
used by me Army. 11lis approach requires
firing a S,tmpling of tanks, gUll tubes and ammunition lots using a mixture of real-world
battlefield variable , such as ammunition
type and lot, lemperaulre, gun lUbe lot and
age, vebicle, rurret offsel, cant and pitch.
This method results in a calibration number,
or ·zero" for the entire fleel of MIAI and
MIA2 tanks for each type of 3DlDlunition.
This systematic approach adjusls the calibration fa tors as production continues for
tanks, gun tubes and ammunition. "Fleet
zero" uses far less ammunition resulting in
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ABMMSFLEET
Strict Quality Control
Is The Key To The Process
By David C. Zupko
tremendous COSI savings for the Army. It
provides a specific calibration number for
eacll type of ammunition while taking into
con lderation a vast array of real-world conditions.

Quality Is The Key
Using instrumentation on the range and
on the tank, the highly skilled Tank Warfare
Test Team al Aberdeen Tesl Center performs
periodic lesl firings 10 set tIle sights cOllsistendy for the entire Abrams fIeet.
"Erroneous calibration numbers could
ruin a lanker's day; said Rita A. Koerner, mechanical engineer and Team Leader of tbe
Tank Warfare Cell alATe.
Her most critical duty is proViding strict
quality control for the massive amounts of
lesl data generated for all tests including the
"fleel zero" tests. She graduated from
Drexel University in 1988 with bigh honors
before COming 10 work alATe.
Koerner assures quality on-Ihe-spnl
thanks to a quick, compuleriZed calculation
of "jump" along wilh observalions from the
lank crew and instrumentation operators.
Typically, widlin five minutes of firing a lest
round, the impacts are video scored al four
discrele ranges. The velocity radar, throughsight camera and gun-lUbe camera, transmil
data to the computer for the aUlomatic calculation of the error,
Koerner checks the myriad of inputs,
looking for hardware problems of human
error before firing another round. Her overighl of operator logs ensures consislenl

documentation of lesl groups as a critical
back-up to the hours of live video-scoring
dala.
111e Tank Warfare Complex I a popular
stop on dle AT demonstration tour where
Koerner briefs visllors and show the "fleet
zero" process firsthand.

Conclusion
ATe's "fleel zero" fire control tesls of dle
Abrams fleel mean big cost and ammwtition
savings for the Army. More imporlantly,
though, ATe' calibration numbers mean
mat tank crews go inlO battle with a high
probability of a fir t-round hie.

DAVID C. ZUPKO is an engineer
in the Advanced Concepts Division
at the Aberdeen Test Center. He
holds a B.S degree in mechanical
engineeringfrom the New jersey Inslitute of Technology. Zupko is a
membel" of the AI·my acquisition
workforce.
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CONSTRUCTION VEH CLE
NAVIGATION AND AUTOMATION
By Jeffrey Walker
Introduction

With
the improved
performance
of Computer-Aided
Design
and Drafting
and other
automated
surveying
means,
users
are
able
to accurately
and efficiently
design
and construct
in the
virtual world
of computers.
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Most construction activities require
ome form of earth movement, whether it
be grading, clearing, cutting and/or filling.
Before, during and after these construction
activities, site urvey are performed to verify that the project area is consistent with
the engineering design. In year past, these
designs were drafted by band and interpreted by urveyors in the field as to
whether the proper qu:mtities of soil were
being excavated and/or deposited. With
the improved performance of ComputerAided Design and Drafting (CADD) and
otber automated surveying means, users are
able to accurately and efficiently design and
construct in the virtual world of computers. Until now, that automation stopped
when moved from the office computer to
the project site. In other words, earth moving equipment operators relied on experience and wooden stakes accurately placed
by sun'eyors to communicate the proper
design surface.
In April 1993, the U.S.Army Topographic
Engineering Center (TEC) and Caterpillar
Inc. signed a three-year Construction Productivity Advancement Research Program
Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CPAR-CRDA) to develop a
Global Positioning ystem (GPS) based contruction vehide positioning and navigation
system tbat could be adapted to various
con truction equipment platforms. The
final system combined the latest GPS technology with a variety of CADD tools. This
combination offers tbe equipment u er
computer-generated views to display and
continuously update the topography during
nOffilal construction activities. Tbe sy tern
also produces as-buUt drdWingS of the construction site that can be electronically
transferred back to the design engineer for
verification.
Automation of any earth moving activity
requires continuou:; tracking of the equipment's position in relation to the project
area ( ee Figure 1.). This information must
also be graphically relayed to the equipment
operator and to the field office for monitoring the machine' progre , Therefore, for
the CPAR-GRDA to be considered succes ful
and result in a marketable product, the positioning system and the CADD interface

must operate without failure and be economicalJy feasible in a con truction environment.

Positioning System
The system developed in this CPAR project provides the equipment operator with
positioning information based on GPS.
NAVSTAR GPS is an aU-weather, 24-hour,
worldwide, three-dimensional (3-D) satellitebased positioning system developed by the
Department of Defense (000). Eacll satelLite broadcaStS coded mcs ages (the P<ode
and C/A code) on two frequencies, L1 and
12. Both the carrier frequency and their
coded messages are used to obtain po itioning information. Differential GPS (OGPS)
tecbniques proce ' ignals from two GPS receivers operating simultaneou:;ly and determines the 3-D vector between them. This
technique can be used with the code pbase
information tran mined by the GPS satellites ro obtain meter accuracy or the carrier
information to obtain accuracy to a few millimeters.
In tbe past, a significant restriction to
using GPS technology has been the ability
to poSition accurately in real time. Until recently, the ability to po ition a moving platform with DGPS (to a few centimeters) required very trict operational constraints
and procedures that were not feasible in a
construction environment. In 1988, under
funding from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Dredging Researcl1 Program ,
(DRP), TEe began developing a real-time
GPS-based po itiOning system capable of delivering 3-D positions accurate to a few centimeters over a range of approximately 20
kilometers. To obtain 'centimeter" level positions in real lime, the integer anlbiguities
(whole number of integer wavelengths) between the receiver and the observed satellites must be solved while one receiver is in
motion, termed On-The-Fly (OTP), and another is located over a known control point.
For every common epoch (one measurement of GPS carrier phase data) measured
by the receivers, a 3-D vector is calculated
between them establishing the po ition of
the moving receiver relative to the reference receiver.
The OTF real-time system requires dual
frequency (LI/L2) geodetic GPS receivers
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capable of receiving full wavelength carrier
phase measurements during Anti-Spoofing
(AS). A ba e/reference receiver is placed
over a known control monument. The raw
carrier phase measurements are formatted
using a computer and broadcast over a
telemetry link to the roving unit of mOving
platform. The rover setup requires a telemetry link (to receive reference station measurement), a computer, and a GPC receiver.
The raw carrier phase measurements from
both the reference and rover receivers, combined with the OTF algorithms, are used to
compute the rover's position in real time.
The high-precision positioning is available from the OTF system once the software
resolves integer ambiguities. Before initialization can occur, both the user and reference station must be tracking five common
satellites in which the L1 and L2 carrier signals are being measured.As long as both the
reference and rover receivers remain locked
on at least four common satellites, real-time
"centimeter" level positioning in three dimensions will continue to be available at
the rover.
Under this CPAR-eRDA, the OTF syslem
was extensively tested and modified to
work with Leica R399 GPS receivers. Many
lests of the OTF system have occurred since
August 1993. The re ultS of these lests have
sbown that the OTF system can provide a
borizontal and vertical accuracy of approximately three centimeters in a robust man-

nero The OTF sy tern offers a very powerful
to position accurately in real time,
which re ultS in reduced costs of construction and eartb moving projectS for USACE
and the private sector.
1001

CADD Interface
Tbe Caterpillar Computer Aided Earth
moving System (CAES) uses high-accuracy
GPS receivers in conjunction with computers and displays mounted on earth moving
equipment to proVide machine operators
and site managers with a variety of real-time
information regarding the execution of the
earth moving task. On-board information
systems provide the machine operator the
information be needs to correctly and accurately accomplish tbe eartb moving ta k.
There are Ihree basic colors representing
earth moving operations depending on tlle
machine type. For example, a dozer operator will see areas to be cut in red, to be filled
in blue and areas on grade in green. Generally, tlle information indudes the engineering plan, the cu.rrent Slatus of the job, the
machine location, the job site, and specific
information for controlling the machine's
workiog tool, i.e., the blade, bucket, etc. As
me machine accomplishes the tasks, the onboard information system records mat accompli hment for real time or later transmission (0 site filanagement and
engineering facilities.

The
On-The-Fly
system
offers
a very powerful
tool
to position
accurately
in real time,
which results
in reduced costs
of construction
and earth moving
projects
for the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers
and the
private
sector.
Field Testing

Figure 1.
Dozer operation with the automated system.
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Several experiments tested the effectiveness and feasibility of the positioning system and CADD interface. Practical tests
were performed to test the integrated
GPS/CADD system under typical construction conditions. Repeatability test were
also performed to test the validity of the
OTF positioning system with different types
of GPS receivers.
The first practical test was performed in
December 1993 at Caterpillar's Peoria Proving Grounds in Peoria, 11. The objective of
this test was to combine TEC's posItioning
software with Caterpillar's SDP/CAES and
test its functionality on board a Track-Type
Tractor (dozer). A second objective was to
determine the best possible location on the
dozer to mount me GPS antenna, on the cab
or on the blade.
The dozer operator prepared a section of
a highway construction site without grade
stakes or a survey crew, relying only on the
geographical display On me machine. Simultaneously, the dynamic construction site
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Figure 2.

Repeatability Testing.
data was broadcast via a radio link to a remote location (in this case, a notebook
computer at the project site) to provide a
current topographic model of the site. The
cab appeared to be the optimal 10C<1tion for
the antenna, until a process can be developed to prevent modification of the as built
(terrain model) caused by raising the blade
and moving to different sites.
TI,e second practical test of the joint system was to evaluate the static and dynamic
performance of the positioning hardware
and software with the CADD interface. Acquisition, reacquisition and repeatability
were evaluated under simulated "deep open
pit mioiog" conditions where satellites were
intermittently shaded. The tractor operated
for a period of two weeks in various conditions, including areas with few obstructions
and low rnultipath environment, as well as
areas witll partial to total satellite hlockage
with high multipath environment. The pOSition computations of tlle various receivers
agreed witllio tlle constraints imposed on
the solution when each receiver system had
resolved Its ambIguities.
The repeatability tests ( ee Figure 2)
were performed at CaterpiUar Inc.Teclmical
Center, Peoria, IL, in December 1993, Marell
1994 and March 1996. The objective of this
testing was to determine the repeatability of
the OTF positioning software over known
baseline using different manufacture's GPS
receivers (Trimble 4000SSE and Leica
R399). These tests were conducted on a
known test cour e with each point repeatedty observed during different GPS satellite
constellations. During each of the three
tests, the OTF system was operated within
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two kilometers of the reference station providing positions at one-second intervals.
The initialiZation time was set to attempt a
solution after 15 epochs had been recorded
of LI and 12 data for five satellites.
The performance of the OTF system
yielded a positional (horizontal and vertical)
difference of 0.0183 rn + 0.0101 (95 percent confidence interval). The e repeatability tests demon trate tbe po ilional accuracy and precision of tlle OTF system.

Conclusions and
Recommendations
Today, most of the e.ngin.eering design
work is being done in a CADD environment.
However, sOme benefits of CADD design
work are lost when draWings are plotted
and taken to tlle field as 2-0 sheets. Extending this electronic automation (CADD) to
the field allow the equipment operator to
view and update tlle design/terrain information during normal construction activitie .
Thi aUlOmatio.n elimlnatesthe need for
grade stakes on the cOllstructlon site. Combining OTP positioning and CADD demonstrate the viability of bringing tills construction navigation and positioning sy tern
to a truiy production level system. CAES improves tlle quantity, quality and frequency of
tlle information dlat flows to and from the
office and field. This information is available, upon demand, from either the field or
the office.
Based on the test results from the OTF
positioning sy tern, combined with the
CAES, an on-machine dynamic data base
coupled witll GP provide the machine operator instantaneous feedback of his per-

formance and provides management timely
progre information during site development. in addition, site design information
can be reUably transmitted to the roac1line
and presented to tlle machine operator on a
daylight readable color screen. Also, d,e position of the machine tool can continuously
be measured and compared to the patial
coordinates of the site to generate and malotain as-built site data files. The machine,
using geodetic quality GPS equipment, continuously performs the urveying operation
while sinlUltaneou Iy shaping the -ite to
conform to the planned design.
The result achieved under this
CPAR-CRDA support tlle cootinued development of the OTF positioning software utilizing commerdal suppliers of GPS hardware
to provide enhancements for evolving commercial and military products. TIle further
development of the CAES tec1l.oology wiU
allow the mooth rrdJlsition from the curre.ntterrain to the site design. TItis scenario
create an optimal relationship between the
machine operator, tlle work site and teellnology.

JEFFREY WALKER works at the
U.S. Army Topographic Engineering Center in Alexandria, VA,
where he is responsible for maintaining and developing new software packages that will directly
support the surveying and mapping
function of the Corps of Engineers
Distl7,Ct and Division Offices. He
holds a B.S. degree in computer science from Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA, and an M.S. in
surveying engineering/rom Purdue
University, West Lafayette, IN.
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In September of 1996, the U.S.Army Reearch In titute for the Behavioral and Social

Sciences CARl) presented a demonstration
of the technology we have developed to assist in the recruitment, prescreening, selection, training, and development of Special
Forces soldiers. While technology demontrations are very common for research and
development in the arena of Defense hardware products, they are unusual for manpower and per onnel research, and presented a particular challenge. When
compared to physical hardware, personnel
researdl produces less tangible products
such as database , statistical relationships,
assessment te tS and tOols, surveys, and
b.andbooks. The challenge is to demonstrate
how the e kind of products impact the
Army.
While this re earch contributes to the
theoretical development of manpower and
personnel science and is often communicated Within the profe sional community,
the applied products and recommendations
from the research must al 0 be clearly com·
municated to our customers. Demonstrating the research products and recommendation enhances their utility to other by
encouraging the application of the research
findings and products to other relevant situations. This artide briefly reviews the development and accomplishments of Our Special Forces ( F) program of research, and
describe the demonstration we developed
to commwlicate this research to our spon·
sor' and theArmy and R&D community.

A Partnership With Special
Forces
Th collaboration between ARJ and Special FOrces began in the mid·1980s when
the U. . Army John E Kennedy SpeCial Warfare Center and chool's Commander, BG
James A. Gue t, and Deputy Commander,
COL Ridlard Potter, established a program
to assess and select soldiers who were most
suitable for Special Forces training. They en·
listed the help ofARJ in developing this program and thus, began a partnership to use
scieotific theory and methods to select and
train soldiers for SF.
In 1991, a five-year memorandum of
agreement between U.S.Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) andARJ created
a scientific coordination office at Fort
Bragg, which enabled AID to support the SF
community. ARJ conducted a needs analy is
to identify inlportant manpower and peronne! issue that could be addressed
through research, and developed a research
framework which included ix key areas of
the Special Forces "life-cycle": recruitment,
selection, assigrunent to a military occupa·
tinnal specialty, training, job performance,
and soldier retention. (See the May-June
1995 issue of Army RD&A.)
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ENHANCING
SPECIAL
FORCES
A Different Kind
Of Technology Demonstration
By Dr. Michelle M. Zazanis
The MOA was renewed this year, and ARJ
produced a technology demon tration as a
milestone to describe the scope and content of our research, and the technologies
we developed in the past five years to enhance aspects of SF asses ment, training,
and development.

lighted SF research in five pecific domains:
Recruitment and Manpower Planning; Prescreening; Assessment; Training; and On-thejob performance.

Recruitment And Manpower
Planning

which prOVided an overview of OUr research with Special Forces. They then proceeded through five display areas. At each
area, anAID researcher gave a brief present"tion, supported by various materials, including video, audiO, and graphic materials, ex·
ample handbooks and forms, and fact
sheets. The demonstration format encour·
aged attendees to ask questions and discuss
issues with re earchers. Several military
personnel assisted with the demonstrations
to provide further ,insight into the practical
use of the research in the field.

Our research in this domain has moni·
tored recruits through the Special ForcesAses ment and Selection (SFAS) and Special
Forces Qual1fication Course (SFQC) by developing a longitudinal database whielt links
background information, test scores, and
performance records from SFAS with perfor.
mance records from SFQC. At the technology demonstration, photographs and graphic depicted the steps along the" Road to
peclal Forces." Additionally, ao ARl reo
searcher discussed the inlportance of prior
experience factors in determining recruit
performance, as well as how changes in the
pool of entering students would subsequently impact attrition. Handbooks that
ARJ developed based on research in this domain were displayed-including the Physical Tralnl".g handbook, which gu.ides reo
cruits preparing for SFA , and the Career
l"jonnalfon b.andbook, whielt provides recruits with information about a career in
Special Forces. The first sergeant from the
Special Operations Recruiting Derac1lment
discussed the application of ARJ research in
recruitment.

Content Of The Presentations

Prescreening

The Technology
Demonstration
The ARl technology demonstration, En·
hancing Special Forces, was held on Sept.
19, 1996, at the Fort Bragg Officer's Club,
Fort Bragg, NC. It was attended by members
of the special operations community, induding LTG Peter). Schoomaker, Commanding
General, USASOC; and MG Kenneth R.
Bowra, Commanding General, Special
Forces Command (Airborne). Upon arrival,
anendees watched a five-minute video

The displays and presentations high-

To better select soldiers who have the
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abilities and motivation required to succeed
in SFAS,ARI developed new measures of the
physical, mental, motivational, and background characteristics nece sary for success. Using photographs and graphics to
identify the six basic domains under investigation, an ARI researcher described psycholOgical measures that have predicted performance in SFAS, such as adaptability,
autonomy, and spatial ability. One of the
higbllghted graphics illustrated an example
item from the spatial abilities test to help attendee understand how te t response
could be related to SFAS performance.
Given consistent and definitive patterns of
prediction, these new measures could p0tentially prescreen soldiers for SFAS, saving
time and money.

Assessment
ince our Original contribution to the development of SFAS, ARI has continued to
provide research and products that finetune the SFAS program. This research included development of an assessor training
program, improving the Assessor Handbook, revising peer evaluation methods, examining candidate attitude , and reviewing
historical trends in candidate performance.
The demonstration foeused on the Assessor
Training Program, and used phorograph
and graphiCS tn identify it key features. An

In the domain
of manpower
and personnel,
as with
Defense
hardware,
technology
demonstrations
stimulate
thinking
and can promote
more
wide-spread
utilization
of research
information.
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ARI researcher described the development
of the program and the rationale behind
program components, which included uaining videos, workbooks, and other manuals
and documentation. The Senior Asse sor
from the SFAS program provided an enactment of the training process, playing ex·
cerpts from the training video and sbowing
cor.responding workbook exercises.

Training
ARJ has also provided research-based recommendations that fine-tune F training, including the development of computerized
language training software, a template for
intercultural commnnication training, advanced peer evaluation forms to improve
student feedback in FQ ,and a standardized course evaluation form for SFQC. The
demon tration foeu ed on peer evaluations,
and used copies of the revised peer evaluation form to illu trate critical revi ion
made to the system. Photographs and
graphics described key dimensions of peer
assessments in SFQC, and an ARJ researcher
discussed the development and implementation of the forms.

On-The-Job
The final demonstration de cribed the
process ARJ used to identify and define the
critical dimension of succe sful performance in the SF job. By asking SF soldiers
to write detailed descriptions of incidents
they had witnessed on-the-job, ARI was able
to analyze the performance dimensions relevant to these incidents, and develop a list
of the job dimensions critical to SF An
audio tape played at the demonstration reenacted examples of the incidents used in
this process, and photographs and graphics
listed the corresponding job dimensions.
An ARI researcher described the process of
using these incident description to develop the list of performance requirements,
and explained how this could be used to ~
ses soldier performance in the field. In addition, a warrant officer from the training
company displayed the counseling handbook he had developed based on the ARI
list of job dinlen ions, and described the
process he used to translate the job dimensions into a counseling handbook for training SFQC students.

Communicating Results
Using A Multimedia
Presentation
U ing this rype of multimedia presentation to demonstrate research promotes an
emphasis on the practical utility of R&D
findings, and has greater potential than the
typical briefing to capture interest in the reearch findings. The variety of media used
in the demonstration, including audio,
video, graphics, briefings, and fact sheet,

provided both a method to match different
learning sryles in the audience, and a way ro
emphasize key points through multiple informational inputs.
Having multiple facets to the demonstrdtion can also help to match the needs of audiences who have varying depths of interest
and varying amounts of time. The demonstration can shift from formal to more informal, and from pure brOWSing and self-led ~
tours to in-depth briefings. With videos
and/or fact sheets available, the demonstration can even reach personnel who were
unable to attend.
While an initial investment is required to
purchase structural materials for graphic
displays, these materials are completely
reusable, resulting in diminished long-term
costs. In addition, the Army has in-house
suppan available through Defense Administrative Support, whidl employs an energetic
and competent staff to format written materials, develop graphic displays, produce
audio and video programs, and accomplish
the emplacement, removal, and storage of
display materials. Even with their assistance, the demonstration is a chaUenge, and
the lessons learned in Our After Action Review would be useful to those con'idering
such a demonstration.

Applying SF Research To
Other Areas
Demonstrating R&D technologies in this
manner provides an opportunity for attendees to consider applying the research to
other situation , although caution must always be exercised in applying re earch
from one setting to another. In the domain
of manpower and personnel, as with Defense hardware, tedmology demonstrations
stimulate thinklng and can promote more
wide-spread utilization of research information. Potential applications which are already arising from the SF technology
demonstration include emplOying revised
peer evaluation forms in the Ranger Train·
ing Battalion and Reserve Officer Training
Corps programs.

DR. MICHELLE M. ZAZANIS is a
research psychologist at the u.s.
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences. She
holds a B.A. in psychologyfrom the
University of Virginia, and an M.A.
in psychology and a Ph.D. in industriaVorganizational psychology,
both from George Mason University.
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COMBINED
TEST
TEAMS
STREAMLINE
TESTING
By Charles A. Block
Introduction
During the last several years, many of us
who work in the Department of Defense
have felt the impact of "right sizing.' When
it all started, the propo ed cuts generated
fear that the readiness of the Armed Forces
would be adversely impacted. This was also
true in the test community. The paradigm
that independent technical testing was the
only way to ensure fielding of the best
equipment possible had to change. That
paradigm has now changed in the Army aviation test community through the coordination and initiatives of the U.S. Army Aviation
Technical Test Center (ATTC) at Fort
Rucker,AL.

Background
Understanding the impact of what has
happened requires examination of the way
things used to be at the ATTC. Let's look at
the example of the OH-58D Kiowa development. This aircraft was developed and
tested by the prime contractor over a period of several months. By the time the
Army flew it for the first time, the aircraft
was mature and had accumulated several
hundred flight hours. The next step was a
preliminary airworthJness evaluation (PAE)
by the Army. This entailed flights by Army
experimental test pilots before non-experimental te t pilots could fly the aircraft. This
added a few more months and additional
flight time. The PAE was foUowed by a production quaJification test that added three
or four more months and another hundred
flight hours. After all of the devdopmental
testing was completed, the operational test
started. This traditional process was very
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costiy and time consuming. TIle experience
with the AH-64A and UH-60A was similar.
Budget constraints and acquisition streamlining initiatives reqUired examination of alternative methods for testing.

The Combined Test Team.
About the same time that Defense spending reductions began, funds for deVeloping
the RAH-66 Comanche helicopter were also
reduced. The original progtanl bad called for
the rwo competing contl"detor teams to have
a "fly off" with actual hardware. However,
budget cuts qUickly eliminated that option,
and the "fly off" was accomplished through
simulation (an example of virtuaJ testing by
ATTC, but that is another story). During various test-related meetings, the developmental
test community recognized a need for major
changes in the way it 'conducted business.'
Out of these deliberations, the Combined
Test Team (CIT) was born. The concept
called for one test that would answer both
contractor and government requirements.
In general, the concept appeared to have
merit and was widely accepted by the developers, but not the test community. Some of
the counter arguments were:

• The government won't cOlltrol the
flow oJ tllJormatioll when anomalies
occur that at¥! very normal Jor early test
jlfgbts. Contractors felt that there may be a
"Chicken Linle the Sky i Falling" reaction
from the government when problems are
identified.
• The govemment test community must

The
Comanche
experience
has been
so positive
that
the
Combined
Test
Team
approach
has been
extended
to other
programs.

bave its own. data cotfectton and analysis
system to ensure that tbe contractor doesn't
cbeat.
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Dollars
that would
otherwise
be spent
for testing
are
now
being
used
to procure
hardware
that
will
improve
the
warfighting
capability
of the Army
aviation
community.
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• Government and contractor personIlel have SIIdJ diverse goals /hat they wilt
hide thillgS from each otbel: Commu/l.lca/:fOil will never be open
• We'lie atways had dedicated government testing.
After much discussion, the test team developed a CIT CbMter that spelled out the
"rules of the road." The charter dearly identified respon ibilitie ,defined duties, and addressed the control and distribution of test
data. The team also bad the foresight to include the CIT Charter in contracrual documents.

Current Status
Wbere are we today? With the Comanche, the err is a uccess story. We have
an ATfC pilot permanently assigned to the
contractor flight test facility, wbo participates in test flights OD a rotational basis
with the contractor pilot . The technical
test community provides input to contractor test plans to ensure the governmentunique requirements are satisfied and participates in documentatioD and review of
test results. ATTC also bas full-time test coverag at the cODtraetor facility wbere equipmeat is being developed.
As a member of err, ATTC has developed everal CIT test plans that were preseDted to the contractor team for review
and then executed as combined tests. Initial
mistrust bas been overcome, and the contractor now welcomes our expertise and
the Army perspective that our military test
pilots bring to the table. AdditioDally, we
now have greater trust in contractor data, realizing that the CODtractor wants to field a
quality product just as much as we do.

Conclusion
It is dear that CITs will be the model for
future testing. Some of the "LeSSOllS
Learned; thus fdf, are:
• The err concept must be included in
c01ltraclllal documems, and a charter lietJeloped that clearly defines responsibilities
ami access to information The document"
should also define a process for conflict resolution.
• Government presence in the CO'I tractorfacility is mandatory early ill the delJelopment program to assist the contractor in
developing detailed test plans and procedures. Face to face contact is the only way 4
to build the trust necessary for the CIT to
be a success.
• There will be a significant inC1T!ase ill
the requirementfor extended travel by gouernmellt persollllel to contractor facilities.
This must be planned for and the required
number of personnel must be allocated in
advance of the test. If not correctly
pl3fU1ed, extended travel can have a negative impact on the morale of the test personnel and/or the lest.
" Don't be afraid to jump In alld roll tlp
your sleeves and get elbow to elbow with
contractor jJersOll1leL You won't become a
·company person." You will be able to remain objective in your evaluation.
lnummary, the initial concerns about
CIT operations have been resolved. Combined testing is resulting in millions of dollar of government co t avoidance. Dollars
that would otherwise be spent for testing
are now being u ed to procure hardware
that will improve me warfigbting capability
of the Army aviation community.

Test Above the Best.

Other Programs
The Comanche experience has been so
positive that the CIT approadl has been extended to other programs. AITC is participating in a combined rest of the OR-58D
Kiowa Warrior R-3 engine test at tbe contractor facility. This experience bas been as
positive with this contractor as it was with
the Comanche team. We are also planning a
CIT effort for the Mission Enhanced Little
Bird in concert with the fourth major helicopter manufacturer. This is stili in the early
planning stages but also appears to have potential as another success story. Finally, we
plan to apply the err approach to a non-alrcraft development. The Air Warrior suite of
aviation life support equipment, being developed by the Program Manager, Aircrew
Integrated Systems, will also use combined
testing.

CHARLES A. BLOCK is a test coordinator at the u.s. Army Aviation
Technical Test Center. Fort Rucker,
AL. He holds a B.S. in aviation
managementfrom Auburn University and an M.S. in systems engineering from the University of
Southern California. Block is a distingUished graduate of the Naval
War College and a member of the
Army AcqUisition Corps. Level IlJcertified in test and evaluation.
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From The Director~
Acquisition Career
Management Office
(AC.O)
These are exciting times in tbe Acquisition Career Management Office! We've completed the first Acquisition Workforce
Support Specialist (AWSS) training workshop and a.re conducting the first Competitive Development Group (COG) Orientation for Year Group 1997. See articles summarizing both
in thi is ue. Mr. Charles continues his briefings to update the
Army Acquisition Workforce (MW) all over the country. Consult our Army Acquisition Corps (MC) homepage under
"DACM on the Move" for future chedule information.
The new MC exhibit, featuring members of the MW and
MC, focu es on the questions and i sues raised in the field.
The display accompanies Mr. Charles on his visits to the
workforce, and will be staffed by members of the ACMO so
that you can continue to provide us with the valuable feedback you've provided in the past. Your input to the process is
crucial in helping our office develop the kinds of progr'dffi
required to make the Army's acquisition professional the best
in the business.
Congratulations to the three MC graduates of the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS). I encourage you to read the article about NPS on page 47 to find out more about the benefits
of this educational opportunity. I encourage you to consult
the article on the value of long-term training by Gail tenger.
Congratulations also to the 23 graduates of the Materiel Ac·
quisition Management (MAM) Course.
. Regarding the topic of Advanced Civil Schooling (ACS) for
officers...Recently, we met with action officers from the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel and the U.S.
Total Army Personnel Command (PERSCOM) to determine
how we might meet the educational needs of MC officers
and still be fair to the rest of the officer corps. Our solution is
three-fold. First, to reduce the time it takes to get an advanced degree needed to ftll a valid Army Educational Re·
quirements ystem (AERS) position, officers selected for the
fully funded ACS programs will be directed to enroll in credi·
ble programs of moderate duration, nominally 12·18 months
in lengtll. We will continue to work with the Naval Postgraduate School to reduce the overall length of their curriculum
and identify other schools for possible MC affiliation which
are willing to structure degree programs to meet our AER
needs. econd, the business hours required for MC member·
ship will be met in various ways (i.e., up to 24 graduate
hours, depending upon the officer's undergraduate field of
study). Officers can attend Army' and DOD-funded business
courses on a TOY and return, or TOY enroute, basis. For example, several business courses are already offered at the
J"ly-A"g"st 1997

Army Management Staff College,Army Logistics Management
College, and Defense System Man.1gement College which
might be suitable. Moreover, some of these business hours
may be obtained during resident Command and General Staff
College a part of the MC Focus Program. Finally, when it is
our only option, we will use short-course training procedures
for educational courses that are necessary to perform present
duties and/or meet MC membership requirements (i.e.,
short-course training under Section IY,AR 621-1). The MC
leadership will closely monitor this method of education to
ensure it is not u ed above the minimum required business
hours or to obtain an advanced degree. By restrucruring our
approach to ACS, using available ervice school cour es and
judiciously using short-cour e training, we believe the MC
will be able to further reduce the time necessary for our offi·
cers to meet educational requirements.
Recent Product Manager selection board results indicate
that officers who complete at least two years in a program office are competitive for PM selection. With limired positions
in the program offices,PERSCOM will rotate captains and majors at 24 mont11s to ensure a sufficient pool of experienced
branch qualified officers for future PM positions. Also, many
officers working in PM matrix support organizations are getting experience equivalent to that gained by officers assigned
and working in a PMO.
Make sure yom job description and yom rater/senior rater
comments address your duties in support of the PMO so that
your PM-related experience is clear to anyone read.ing the efficiency report. This is equally important for both military
and civilian members of the Me.
The Army and the Army Acquisition Corps bid farewell to
two of its senior leaders and staunchest advocares. Mr. Gil
Decker, the Army Acquisition Executive and Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition
(ASA(RDA», rerurns to the civilian business sector. (See article on the inside front cover of this issue.) He also intends to
pursue his lifelong goal of reducing his golf handicap. LTG
Ron Hite, the Director, Acquisition Career Management and
Military Deputy to t11e ASA(RDA), retires after 33 years of active duty. LTG Hite also intends to launch a new career in t11e
civilian sector after a long and well-deserved visir to his home
state of Tennessee. On behalf of all of the members of the
Army Acquisition Corps and workforce, I want to express our
appreciation for everything they have done for the Army, for
acquisition, and for its members. We wish them the very best
of luck in their future endeavors.
Once again, these are exciting and busy time in the Army
Acquisition Corps. Don't miss the opportunity to participate in
workforce briefings and provide feedback to our office. Also,
don't miss the article on a new education and training program
which will combine a Master's of Science degree and a TrainingWith·Industry rour for both military and civilian AAC and MW
members. Check ir out and call for more information.
COL Thomas V. Rosner

Director, Acqutsitioll Career
Marmgemenl O.ffice
Pelltagorl, 3£427
rosllerl@sardo.army.",tl
(703)697-6291 (DSN 227)
ArmyRD&A
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

Acquisition Workforce
Support Specialist Training
A training workshop for the newly established Acquisition
Workforce Support Specialists (AWSS) was beld May 12-15 in
the Washington, DC area. Acquisition Career MaruLgementAdvacates (ACMA) were present the first day to receive a briefing from Keith Charles, Deputy Director,Acquisition Career
MaruLgement, and an overview of training for the AW S. The
AWSS attendees and several other members of the personnel
community were also briefed by Charles on his vision for the
Army Acquisition Corps (AAe). They received traiiling in the
follOWing areas: Customer Support, the Defense Acquisition
Workforce Improvement Act, Organizational Overview, the
AAC, Certification, Career Development, Education andTraining, Military and Civilian Career Management, Information
Technology, Central Management, and Position Management.
The workshop concluded after case studies were conducted,
prOViding the AWSS with examples of issues they may be
confronted with in their new positions. The AWSS will supponACMAs in the field, and will interface with the personnel
community to service acquisition workforce employees.

AWSS members (left to right) Sharon Clodfelter, u.S.
Army Missile Command, and Kelly Irvin, Fort Monmouth,
NJ, discuss some issues with Tom Evans, Customer Support Assistant to the AcqUisition Career Management
Office, OASARDA.

1997 Competitive Development Group Orientation
Year Group 1997 Competitive Development Group (COG) se·
lectees participated in the first COG orientation May 19-21, 1997.
The orientation was held in the Washington, DC, area and was at·
tended by Keith Charles, Deputy Director, Acquisition Career Management (DDACM), representatives from the Acquisition Career
Management Office (ACMO), Functional Chief Representatives
<FCR), Functional Acquisition pecialists <FAS), Acquisition Career
Management Advocates (ACMA), and CDG supervisors and spon·
sors. Members of the original process action tearn-chartered to
define the strategic vision of the Army Acquisition Corps-were invited to attend a ceremonial dinner.

New Competetive Development Group selectees (left to
right), Rusty Weiger, Lenora Clark-Evans, Carlton Brewer,
Myra Gray, Wayne Bruno, Carolyn Lucas, Virginia
Thompson, Julie Hanson, Pamela Lock, Jean Matlock,
Shirley Hornaday, Susan Chiu, Ann Scotti, Robert
Szerszynski, Jennifer Chew, Scott Crosson, Alvin
Hopkins, Catherine Doolos, Kay Griffith-Boyle, Anthony
Subrizi, Mark Cope, Robert Longtain, William Pekny, Glen
Berg, and Craig Spisak.
46 ArmyRD&A

The orientation began with a workshop where COGs conducted
self-assessments of Jeadership and management competencies, and
discus ed dIe ideal competencies of furure acqui ition leaders.
Charles presented the attendees wid, a briefing which summarized
the vision, philosophy and expectations of the CDG program. Jerry
Lee,from theACMO, presented an organizational overview. Pat Mcabb, the Management and RescrveAffairs Liaison in theACMO, enlightened the CDGs on the Civilian Career Management Process.
Tom Drinl-water, from theACMO, offered a presentation on the policie and procedures of the CDG program. After the briefings, the
COGs participated in a communications workshop, which was designed to pre ent the COG with some tools to better prepare them
for their new assignments. While the COG participated in their
workshop, a roundtable discussion of the CDG program was conducted for dIe odler attendees, where expectations, roles and responsibilities were diseu sed. Finally, the CDGs, sponsors, supervi-

Competitive Development Group selectees (left to right)
Virginia Thompson, Shirley Hornaday, and Kay GriffithBoyle discuss some of the details of the COG process.
'illy-AUK/1st 1997
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COG selectees (left to right) Lenora Clark-Evans, Myra
Gray and Susan Chiu listen intently to one of the presentations at the COG orientation.
sors, ACMO proponency officers and FAS worked to formulate the
CDGs Individual Development Plans (lDPs). The lOP serves as a
roadmap of training and experience which, when executed, best facilitates a succe ful acquisition leadership career progression.
A ceremonial dinner was followed by a peech by Chatles, and
the CDGs were pre ented witb certificates and pins to honor their
achievement and selection to the program. TI,e Year Group 1997
Competitive Development Group selectees are shown in the accompanying photograph on page 46.

Charles Briefs
Acquisition Workforce
In tbe second of a series of ongoing briefmgs, Keith Charles,

Deputy Director for Army Acqui ilion Career Management, spoke
May 12, 1997, at tbe Pentagon to a gathering of members of tbe ational Capitol Region Army acquisition workforce. He addressed the
subject of "Building Acquisition Leaders for the 21st Century." PerSOMel from the AcquiSition Career Management Office were on
hand to conduct "sensing sessions' and answer questions posed by
the workforce attendees. The purpose of these briefings Is to update the Army acqui ition workforce on the status ofArmy Acquisition Corps initiatives and future stf"dtegies.
In addition to the first NCR briefing, which was held at Fort
Belvoir,VA,inApriI,Charies presented briefmgs at the U.S.Army Simulation, Training and Instrumentation Command in Orlando, FL, and
at the aru1ua1 Military Tf"dffic Management Command, PrinCipal Assistaot Responsible for Contf"deting Conference in Kissinlmee, FL.
Local Acquisition Career Management Advocates were pre ented

with certificates at all of the briefing .

3MC Members Graduate
From Naval Postgraduate School
TIU'Ce Army Acquisition Corps (AAe) civilians graduated from the
Naval Postgf"dduate School in ionterey, CA, on March 27, 1997.
David Henningsen, Christopher ewbom and Gail Stenger, all members of theAAC, completed the school's 21-montb graduate program
in systems acquisition.
The 175 graduating SUI dent were addressed by VADM Alexander
). Krekich, Commander, Naval Service Force, Pacific Fleet. Krekich
emphasized the importance of a graduate education for today's Department of Defense (DOD) Service members and civilian employees. The school superintendent, RADM Marsha Evans, also addre sed
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the student and wished them well in their upcoming assignments.
Of the approximately 1,500 students who are enrolled at tbe
school, 75 percent 'Ire in the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps, 15 percent are from other U.S. Service, and the remaining 10 percent are
from allied countries. The presence of allied students provided an
international perspective On challenges in the Defense community.
U1dents are engaged in intensive studies leading to a master's degree in one of 48 different curricula plit among 10 academic department and four academic groups. TheMC students parridpated
in the systems management curriculum which provides an M.S. in
management. All tudents are reqUired to complete a tbesis as part
of tbe graduate progmm.
The thesis researdl produced by the AAC graduates addressed a
variety of Defense-related topics. Henningsen's tilesis discussed the
dlallenges faced when DOD managers implement the co t-as-an-independent-variable concept of cost control and compared it to the
de ign-to-cost concept nsed in the past. Newborn analyzed the
Army's configuf"dtion management sy tern applicability to a commercial cataloguing system and suggests that the DOD revise its
policies to adopt commercial practices. Stenger's the i addressed
military and civilian relationships and how they affect integmted
product teams in ti,e acquisition community. A brief overview of
Gail Stenger's experience at the Naval Postgmduate School follows.
All three students will be taking new assignments in the Washington, DC, area.

Long-Term Training-Is It For You?
Gail Ste7lger's ReflectiQtlS
As Atl NPS Graduate
As a recent gf"dduate of an Army Acquisition Corp long-term
tf"dining program, I'd like to share my experience with you and encour-dge you to consider participation in long-term training to enhance your profe slonal development.
My initial consideration of long-term training partiCipation took
place during an Army Acquisition Corps workshop. One of the sessions held dnring that seminar addressed the numerous long-term
training opportunities which [ had learned about previously, but had
not considered until that conference. Professionally, it was time for
me to consider eanting my master's degree. After earning my bachelor's degree part time over a lo-year period, the program offered by
the Army Acqnisition Corps to earn an advanced degree presented a
great opportwtity.
Among the long-tenn training opportunltie offered wa the r0aster's of cience in management, witi} a concentration in sy tems acquisition management, at tbe aval Postgmduate School. The progf"dm it elf ounded challenging and srressed the integration of
business principles, management theory, operations/systems analysis and engineering applications. The program is tailored to the
management of Defense acquisition programs and the fundamentals
of acquisition.
An intetesting and unique aspect of the program is the student
population. The majority of the students at the school are U.S. Naval
officers, with a smallet percentage of Marine Corps,Am1y,Air Force
and Coast Guard offtcers and DOD civilians. In addition, a large
number of foreign defense officers and civilians anend the school.
TIlls international aspect adds an interesting mix to the student population by introducing unique viewpoints and opinions to the cla
room discussions and casework environment. The instructors at the
school also add diversity to tbe population due to their varied professional and educational backgrowlds ranging from military officers to Berkeley Ph.D.s.
A critical part of the NP progrdDl is the ti,esis preparation and
publication. Almost anyone who has written a master' thesi can at-
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test that the entire process is rigorous. From the first step of selecting a topic and research method, through numerous discussions and
rewrites, to the final step of obtaining signature for approval, it is an
experience a student will not forget.
In addition to tile aspects of the program noted above, the Army
Acquisition Corps training opporrunJties present a privilege not offered to many government or commercial employees-fuU-time participation In a unJque master's period. As mentioned, I C<lrned my
bachelor's degree while working fuU-time over a 1 {}-year time period. While l'm thankful th.at I earned my undergraduate degree, and
encourage others to do the same, acquiring any college degree on a
part-time basis pre ents unique challenges to the student. If your
job requires Ir~vel on a steady basis, those challenges are multiplied.
Now that I've completed the program with the assistance of a
upportive pouse, I Can only recommend that you consider a longterm training opportunity with the Army Acquisition Corps. I have
been afforded a privilege to panJcipate in an Army AcqUiSition
Corps advanced degree program. The experience and insight provided dUring tile program and the new career opportunities provided as a result will benefit both the Army and my professional development. [look forward 10 applying the skills gained in a
developmental assignment at tbe higher beadquarters level.
The next opportunity to apply for Army Acquisition Corps longterm traJning programs is in September. Training will be available at
the Naval Postgraduate School, University ofTexas at Austin, UniverSity of Texas at San Antonio and the School of Choice Program. Additional information can be found in the Army Acquisition
Corps/Workj01·ce Civilian Training Opportunitles for the academic
year 1997-1998. In addition, information can be found on the [nternet at hltp://dacm.sarda.army.mil/trainingl, Or by calling Jim Welsh
of theAcquisitiOn Education andTraining Office at (703)805-1046 or
DSN 655-1046.

Research and development, testing, cOnLraCling, requirements
generation, logistics and prodnctioo management are e.xamples of
the materiel acqUiSition work as ignments being offered to these
graduates.
The Distinguished Graduate award waS presented to Debra L.
Baggett,Joint Special Oper-~tions Command, Fort Bragg, NC.
The seven-week Materiel Acquisition Management Course provides a broad knowledge of the materiel acqui ition function. It
covers national policies and objectives that shape the acquisition
proces and the implementatiol1 of these policies and objectives by
the U.S. Army. Areas of covemge include acquisition concepts and
policies; research, development, test, and evaluation; financial and
cost management; integrated logistic uPPOrt; force modernization;
production management; and contract management. Emphasis is
placed on developJng mid·level managers so that they can effectively participate in the management of the acquisition process.

AMaster's Degree
And Training With Industry
In One Year
The Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) and the University of Texas
are offering a combination master's degree and Training With industry (1W1) in one year at two locations-Austin;rx, and the Washington, DC area. This pilot progranl will allow military and civilian members of the MC tbe opportunJty to attend college and work in an
industry that has direct linkage with their course work and identifiedArmy interests.

Training With Industry

23 Graduate From MAM
Twenty-three students graduated from the Materiel Acquisition
Management (MAM) Course, Class 97-003, at the U.S.Army logistics
Managemem College (ALMC), Fort Lee,VA. The graduates were:
All 0, &.ley p.

AMACHER, Stephen P.
AMERSON, An thony E. CPT
ARRINGTON,Vance R CPT
ASCURA, Michael A. CPT
nA.GGETf, Debra L.
BOVAlS,jeffreyA. CPT
FISCHER, Lawrence).
FLEMING,Jonathan C.
HAGER,jeffrey E. CPT
Joms, Michel G. CPT
MOORE, PauIJr. CPT
MURPHY,Terryne E CPT
NA, Sung Hoo LTC
PERRY, Matthew].
PESICEK,Todd P.
RASHID, Quenton T. CPT
REED, Stephen S. CPT
SANTOS, Cesar G. LTC
STEVENS,jeffrey M.
TODD,Thomas H. ill CPT
WILSON, Benita E
WITIGES, Charles E. CPT
The graduates included two foreign officers-LTC Sung Hoo Na
from South Korea, and LTC Cesar G. Santos from Philllpines.
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In the TWI Program, individuals will receive extended job
management training, as outlined in a detailed pLm or syl11bus, and
will work/train at the S3Dle level as an employee of that industry with
similar background and experience. Industry training and academic
studies wiU be linked via class reports and outside class assignments.
1WI assignments are available in a variety Of high-technology In.
dusLries. Exampl.es of business focus are electronics, semiconductors,

information teclmology, systems integration, technology assessment
and telecommunJcations. TW1 participants will work in the industry
approxlmately 20 hours per week while concurrently participating in
about 20 bours per week classroom and related activities.

Master's Of Science In Science And
Technology Commerciallzatiotl
The Masters of Science in Science and Technology Commercialization Degree Program (a speCial type of business degree), at the
IC2 Institute at the University ofTexasinAustin, is particularly wellsuited for individuals with a technical background (although the latter is not required). In addition to understanding all traditionally addressed processes and function, tudents tearll about the
accelerated transfer of research and technology from laboratories to
u e in all parts of the value chain of an enterprise. The program targets mid-level managers and team leaders in academia, industry, the
militall', and other government organizations.
Through the use of video teleconferencing, the progr-~ is cooducted simultaneously in Austin, TX, and at the Defense Systems
Management College at Port Belvoir,VA. Faculty are present at both
ites. Students learn to work on virtual teams. Extensive lise i
made of the internet.
Clas es run mid;/anuary through mid-December. Normally, students attend a one-week orkshop at the beginning of each semes-
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ter (sprin,g, summer, fall) and attend classes every other weekend.
(NOTE: In 1998, tile class schedule may change to every other
Thursday afternoon, all day Friday and Saturday morning.)
The program focuse on such key competencies as:
• Leader hip and management skills,
• Information technology proliferation and utilization;
• Interper onal and group communication skills;
• Teanling skills;
• Oral and written presentation skills;
egotiation and persuasion skills;
• Creative and critical thinking skills;
• Technology assessment; ,md
• Risk management.
Thi program will prOVide the slUdent, through the classroom
and an industry working environment, the tools necessary to:
• Perform an assessment of a technology for its use in multiple
envirorunents;
• Perform market research, develop product and service test
plans, and perform industry evaluations;
• Develop a knowledge of technology ources and apply a technology transfer model;
• Perform strategic and technology planning and incorporate
into a business strategy/plan;
• Assess and manage risk;
• Understand and utilize best business practices; and
• Understand leadership requirements for creative and innovative envirorunents and the importance of entreprenureship.
To participate in the 1998 program, individuals are encouraged to
submit applications by Sept. I, 1997. It is not necessary that the required tests (GRE or GMAT for example) be taken by that date. Additional information about the program can be obtained from Internet
site www.utexas.edu/depts/ic2/rnsdegree or by calling Dr. Barbara M.
Fossum at (SOO)687-8;32,or Dt.Jerry Davis at (;12)471-9060.

Defense Acquisition University
Training
When and where are the next Defense AcquiSition University
(DAU) training cOurses conducted? Are there any vacancies in ti,e
course ? How do I apply'There are several methods currently available for obtaining answerS to these questions. The rnO t common
one is to contact your civilian personnel operdtions center (CPOC)
training coordinator for information on cour e schedules and availability, and application procedures. Howevet, there are other information resources, which are discussed below.

Getting Information From The Web
For those individuals Witll access to the World Wide Web, the web
site address is www.sarda.army.miJ/rdaisalatrrs/aaedau.hrm).This
web site provides timely information on a broad range of topics, including class schedules, course locations, aVailabiJity of seats and
course lengths. The unique aspect of this web site is that it also provides a by name list of approved attendees for each class. If your
name appears on the class roster, you have been approved to attend
the course. The site is updated daily.

Another Source of Information
For tho e individuals who can't find a tralning coordinator or do
not have access to the World Wide Web, a Telephone Information Response ystem (TlRS) is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week
by dialing 1-800-80&6467. By accessing the TJRS, you can have a
copy of tile current tralning sclledule faxed to you. Additionally, you
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can obtain information on rental car authnriz.,tion, travel advances, a
school registrar telephone list and travel orders. This system is currently being expanded to provide additional inforrrmtion nn training, training coordinator telephone listings, policies and application
procedures. Exp,msion of this system is projected for completion
sometime in July of tllis year.

Distance Learning: Future Delivery Of
Courses
The DAU is currently reviewing selected courses for its Di tance
Learning initiative. TI,e proposed modes of delivery include classroom or video-tele-Iearning, and technology based, to include the internet or CD ROM. '111is initiative provides courses to a larger population by providing training at the worksite, reduces trdvel costs, and
reduces the wait to attend a course. When the course converts to a
technology-based mode of delivery, it will continue to be provided
in a traditional classroom format for a short period of time and then
will only be provided in a teclmology-based mode of delivery. Some
courses are expected to be available in the teclmology-based format
starting in FY 98.

The preceding al1icle was wrinen by Rallda/l Williams, an
employee development specialist and the Manager [01·
Mandatory Training in the Army AcqUisition COIP Education and Training OjJke. He can be reached at D N 6551050. commercial (703) 805-1050, or on the e-mail at
Willir@aim.belvoir.army.mil.

Acquisition
Civilian Record Brief
'Kick Off'
During an April 2;, 1997, visit to the Research, Development and
Acquisition Information System Activity (RDAlSA) in Radford ,VA, the
Army's Deputy Director for Acqui ition Career Management, Keith
Charles, launched a progrdIJl to send Acquisition Civilian Record
Briefs (ACRB) to all civilian Army Acquisition Workforce (AAW)
members. During the past year, the Acquisition Career Management
Office, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (RDA), established various new tools to maximize new competitive career enhancing programs for the AAW The ACRB is currently being used by
competitive selection boards, such as tl,e Competitive Development
Group (CDG) and Project/Product Manager (PM) boards.
The ACRB not only replaces the Defense Civilian Persormel Data
Sy tem generated Certification Record Brief, but also provides a
snap-shnt view of a civilian acquisition career, just as the Officer
Record Brief does for military officers.
TI,e ACRB is a printout of an acquisition personnel record. It can
only be generated by acquisition career management officials using
the Acquisition Data Review S)'Stem or the Army Acquisition Career
Management Information System. Through ti,e use of the ACRB, the
accutllcy of the assignment history, education, training, as well as
other personnel data for the records of the AAW will steadily improve.
During the past year, a successful pilot program ("reach-out and
touch"), spearheaded and managed by the Total Army Personnel
Command (pER COM), cODlacted approximately 800 Acqui ition
Corps members. PERSCOM's Functional Acquisition peciaJist are
expanding the program to reach all 3,OOO-plus Acqni Irion Corps
members before the end of summer 1997.
In May, all AAW personnel began receiving their ACRB during
their birth month. TIley are being asked to review, update and return their ACRBs with their correcLions and acknowledgment igna-
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AWSS POINTS OF CONTACT
Fort Monmoutb AWSS

NCR AWSS

Kelly Irvin

Thomasine Coleman

Commereial: (980)5J2-14ll6
Fax: DSN 992-1032
E-mail:
irvin@doim6.lDQnJDOuth.army.mil

Comrncn:iaI: (703)805-1094
Fax: DSN 655-4163
E-mail:
colemant@aaesa.belvoir.arm)'.mil

APGAWSS

Bruce Dahm

Polly Merlo
Commcrciol: (410)218-1041
Fax: (410)278-4611
E·mwl:
pmerlo@teel.apg.army.mil

MICOMAWSS
haron Clodfelter
Commen:ial: (205)842-8671
Fax: (205)316-1032
E·maiI:
clodfellt=r~$C@fhmntp.redstone.army.mil

SSDCAWSS
Margaret Dilworth
Commen:ia1: (205)955-5209
Fax: DSN 645·3958
E·mail:
dilwortm@ssdch.u5aS5dc.arrn'l.mil

Commcreial: (703)305-2234
Fax: DSN 655-4163
E-mail:
dahmb@aacsa.belvoir.anny.mil

AWSS Contnlctnrs
Tom Evans
Comm,n:ial: (703)805-1064
&-muil:
evanst@.aaesa.belvoir.anny.mil

Warren AWSS
Projttt.ed Summer '97

Rock Island AWSS
Projected Swnmc:r '97

Wbite Sands A WSS
Projected Sumrner '91

Picatinny A WSS
Projected Summer '97

ture. if you have not received yours, or if you are un ure that
RDAlSA has your Clll'fel1t mailing address, please send an updated
address to ACRB@lUdford-emhl.army.mil.
Explmations about the ACRB update are available on the WEB at
http://www.dac.m.sarda.army.mil/workforce/acrb. If you do
not have access to the WEB, contact one of the Acquisition Work.·
force upport peciali ts (AWSS) shown in the accompanying cllatl.
TIlis"ACRB Kick Off" will reach more tban 20,000 people, and is
ju t another giant slep in meeting the Army Acquisition Corps vision
of creating "One Integrated Corps' for the 21st century.

The preceding article was provided by Gregory Zyto, an
Anny Acquisition Corps data specialist in the Acquisition
Career Management Office.

PERSCOM Notes..
FY97 Experimental Test Pilot Board
One of tbe responsibilities of the Mililary Acqui Irion Manage·
ment Branch (MAMB) is 10 manage the Army's ExperimentaJ Test
PUot (XP) Program. Once commissioned officer' are selected for
admis ion into the program, they are automaticilly awarded the
functionaJ area 51 (FA 51) of Research, Development and Acquisition (RD&A) and are accessed into the Army Acquisition Corps
(MC). Warrant officers are aJso elected for XP training. They continue to be managed by the Warrant Officer Division. Selected offi·
cer must then attend the U.S. Naval Test PUot School (USNTPS) in
Patuxent River, MD. Officers may also anendAdvanced Civil Schooling to earn a master's degree in "eronautical engineering.
The FY97 Experimental Te t PUot Board met from March 11-13,
1997, and selected the best qualified commissioned and warrant officers. The board selected the foUowing officers: MN Keith R. Darrow; MAJ Christopher F. Smith; CW Randy L Bolding; CW3 John W
Woodyard; CW3 David W Ward; CW2 William C. FeU; and CW2
Robert A. PupaIaikis.
Profe ional development of USNTPS graduates includes an initial utilization tour as m engineering test pUot. Further utilization
will be in co05onmce with tJle officer's designated functional
specialty and the needs of the Army. NormaJ utilization in RD&A
would be as engineering test pUOIS or in po itions involving deci-
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sio05 affecting the type, design, and configuration of Army aircraft.
Commissioned officers will also anend the Materiel Acquisition
Management Course and compete fnr selection as pro<lucl/progrRm
managers. Commis ioned officers are no longer eligible for selection for battalion/brigade commmds. Experimental te t pUOts' experience and kill represent a high doURr investment and since the
number of active duty graduates i tnll1I. their utilization and professionaJ development requires close monitoring.
The FY98 XP Board is scheduled for January 1998. Officers interested in applying should contact CPT Bob Marion at commercial
(703)325-2800, DS 221·2800, Or email: marlonr@hoffmanemh I.army.mil

1997 PERSCOM Acquisiton Candidate
Accession Board
The 1997 PERSCOM Acqui ition Candidate Acce sion Board
(PACAB) was held the week of March ~7, 1997, with the board reviewing records of 253 Year Group (YG) 90 officers for accession
into the ArmyAcquisition Corps.
For the third year in a row, all records reviewed were from officers who volunteered for membership in tJle Me.
The PACAB was instructed 10 select 80 percent of requirements
for this year group, but was given the latitude to select up to 100
percent of requirements,if the files warranted accession.
The board selected 133 officers to be acce sed into theAAC with
an overall percenl<lge of 86.36 percent selection of YG 90 require·
menlS. With less than 100 percent selection, the AAC retains the
flexibility to access officers from YG 90 who will continue to gain
experience in their basic branches without being disadvmtaged for
future accession ROd assignments.
The board also reviewed the files of 33 officers from other thm YG
90 who requested accession into the AAC. TIle boRed recommended
accession of 15 officers from YG 89 to Jill requirements from this YG
and selected one officer from YG 91 10 be accessed early.
The following lli,1 represents Ihose officers wbo were acce d
into the AAC, their basic branch, and the funetionaJ area they were
awarded.
AME
RANK
FA
BABR
ADAMS, Larry
AR
CPT
97
BANKS,Thyris
Ml
CPT
97
BARRERA, Marco
CPT
IN
51
CPT
AV
BARRIE, RobertJr.
51
8ARTOS, Charles
CPT
51
QM
CPT
BORJES, Karl
AR
97
BOYD,lUymondJr,
EN
CPT
51
BRANDENB RG,John
CPT
C
51
BRANHAM, Eva
CPT
Ml
97
BRFAGY, Stephen
AV
CPT
97
BROEK, HRlOldJr
CPT
51
IN
CPT
8ROUGHTON,Johnny
AG
53
BROWN,Aaron
CPT
AV
51
CPT
BROWN, ShRlOn
51
AD
BYRN,John
CPT
51
EN
CARD,Rose
CPT
51
QM
CATIICART, Eric
CPT
OD
53
ClARK,William
CPT
AR
51
COLEMAN, Willie
CPT
IN
97
COMPTO ,Raymond
CPT
C
53
CORMIER, Robert
CPT
AD
53
CRAFf,Jason
CPT
QM
53
CRICK, Michael
CPT
OD
97
CPT
CROCKFIT,Jeffrey
51
SC
CUMMINS, Roberl Jr
CPT
AG
53
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DANIELS, Mark
D :vIS, MersbeIle
DAVIS, Rodney
DELANEY,James
DION! 10, Robert
DONOVAN, barlene
DRONEN, Darrin
DYKES,james IV
EGGERT,John
FALCO, Cynthia
FARMER, Michael
FlGUEROAMERCADO,Johnny
FlOREllA, Salvatore
FLOWERS,Thomas
GAARE, Dennis
GALINDO,Jason
GARFlEW, Gwendolyn
GIESE,Joseph
GlLUGAN,Thomas
GLOOR,Thomas
GOULD, Robert
GREEN, Gregory
GRESHAM, Shawn
GROSENHEIDER, Craig
GROVER,Jeffrey
HALL, Rlchard
HAMlLTO ,Andrew
HARGER, Daryl
HENDERSON, Kevin
HERRES, Roger
HINTZ,James ill
HORST,Kelsojr.
HO ACK,TllllOthy
HOWARD, Paul
HUNTER,Thomas
JACKSON, Alfred
JACKSON,Tonie
JAMES, Dannie Sr.
JOHNSO ,Eddle
JOHNSTON, Vincent
KETCHUM, Robert
KEIFER, ScOtt
KLEESE, Bryan
KOUJ-lOFF,joy
KRAUSE, Karl
KROS,Todd
lANCASTER, O<lis Jr.
LANE,Jeffrey
UM,Ho
UI'PERT,Thomas
LONARDO, Rlchard
LOPEZ, Harold
LOVER,james
LUDDEN, Frederick
MANNS,Terrence
MAST, jack Jr.
MCNAIR, Ronald
MCNAMARA, Paul
MEEHAN, Scott
MEYER, Stuart
MILLER, Susan
MJNNERS, Bradford
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CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
PT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

;1
;1
97
51
53
51
53
;1
;1
97
;3
;1
;1
;3
;1
51
;1
;1
;1
5\
97
97
53
51
97
51
51
97
97
53
97
51
51
;1
97
51
97

;[

97
51
;\
51
;3
97
97
;1
;\
;3
;3
97
;1
51
51
53
97
53
51
;1
53
97
53
53

FA

00
AV
AV
IN
AV
CM
SC
AD
Mi
AR
FA
AR
Mi
Mi
AV
AG
AR
AR
Mi
AV
MI
MI
Mi

00
FA
AV
TC
FA
TC
Mi
FA
FA
AV
AG
IN
IN
TC
SC
CM
Mi
IN
SC
QM
FA
AV
IN
IN
Mi
AV
OD
EN
FA
AR

IN

FA
TC
AD
Mi
IN
Fl
AG

MORTLOCK, Robert
MURPHY, Brian
MURPHY II, Kennard
NEAL, Mark
NICHOLS,Walter Jr.
NORRIS, Michael
OBRIEN, Mark
PARDEW; Paul
PARKER, Keich
PARODI, Michael
PASSAPERA, Maninez
PERRY, Robert
PERRY, Sbarlene
PERRYMAN,111eodore
PHll..UI'S,joel
PHILUPS, Mark
PIATT,Eric
PINTER, David
POUND. Michael
REDFlEW, Daniel Jr.
REfM,john Jr.
REIMAN,Joel
ROBERTSON, Walter
ROGERS, Stephen
ROSS,james
SANCHEZ, Anthony
SANTIAGO, Derek
CHUETZ, Douglas
SCOTT, Gregory
SHORT, Daniel
SMiTH, Herbert
STEIN, Charles
STEIN, Cynthia
S11KKERS, Richard
STOCKER,Adrian
STOVER, Howard
STRAYER, KelUleth
STREJ,IER, Crystal
STRICKLAND, Raymond
STROYAN, Richard
STUCKER, Chris
TERRELL,Vaneada
THOMSO ,Mark
11CE, Midlael
TUFTS, SCOtt
TYSON, Rodney
VANYO, Kevin
VOG ELHUT,Jon3S
WAllO, Matthew
WALL, teven
WASHINGTON, David
WATl11,Tom
WATKlNS,1l10lllaS
WHEELER, Brian
WHEELER, Suzanne
WILLIAMS,Andrea
WiLUAMS, Rlchard
WlLSO , Eddie
WOOD,Diane
ZIMMERMAN, Ronald Jr.
ZURMUEHLEN, Kevin
ZUVANlCH,Midlael

CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT
CPT

;1
53
97
53
51
53
97
97
;3
53
51
97
51
5\
;1
97
53
97
;1
5\
51
5\
51
5\
97
53
97
97
53
51
97
51
97
;3
;1
97
51
97
53
;3
5\
97
;3
51
53
51
;1
51
;3
51
;3
51
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53
53
53
51
;1
97
97
51
;3

CM
AG
EN
AV
TC

MI
AV
Ml
FA
SC
C
AR

00
MP
MI
QM
SC
AV
AV
SF
QM
SF

00
Mi
FA
Mi
TC
QM
SC
AV
EN
QM
C

EN
AD
QM
AR
SC
IN
AV
Mi
SC
AV
AR

AR
QM
AR
CM
SC
SC
AV
SC
AD
C
AV
QM
AV
Mi
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AV
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FY 98 LTC/COL PM, And Acquisition
Command Board Results
The Military Acquisition Management Brandl, U.S.Total Army Personnel Command, recently compLeted an analy is of me FY 98
PM/Acquisition Command Board results and overaU Command opportunity for Acquisition Corps officers. The follOWing paragraphs
summarize these results and indicate possible trends.

FY 98 LTC PM!Acquisition Command
Board Results
Overall LTC Results
Board members reviewed the files of 313 Acquisition Corps officers in year groups 1977 through 1980. From thl population, the
board selected 37 prlndpals for Product Manager and Acquisition
Command. Acquisition Corps result by functional area and year
group are as follows:

FA
51
53

1980
19

1979

1978

3

1

I

o

97

7

3

1

o

1977
1

o
1

PM/AcqulstH01I Comma"d Board Procedures
The board recommended those officers be t quaJified to serve a
lieutenant colonel LTC PM (23) and Acquisition Command (14).
PERSCOM slated each of these officers to PM/Command poSitions
after con iderlng DA slating guidance, position criteria, experience,
training, and personal preferences.
Who Got Selected?
'n'irty-four of the 37 officer selected have master's degrees and
one has a Ph. D. Only three of the selectee had not previoo Iy been
selected for resident Command and Staff College. Of the 23 officers
selected to become PMs, 17 have at least two years of experience in
a program office or in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Research, Development and Acquisition) (OASARDA). Ten of
the 14 officers selecled 10 be Acquisition Commanders have at least
four years of contracting experience in either the Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA), U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC), or OASARDA.
A1Ia9'sis
Based on the analysis applied to ti,e above informalion, it i apparent that officers who complete at least two years in a program
office are competitive for PM selection. Officers competing for Contracting Command require at least three years of "hands on" contracting experience (preferably in DLA or AMC) to be competitive.
The inflation of our current OER system requires a "top block above
center of mass' performance in these key deveiopmental positions.
GelleralObservaHolls
TI,e me quallty of officers selected for PM/Command continues
to lnlprove. Competition is tough for the e key position . Generally, officers are selected for Command the first or second time considered. For the FY 98 board, over 70 percent of those officers selected were elected on their first look. To be competitive for
PM/Command, one must seek out and do well in those positions
whicll will branch qualify an officer as a major. For Product Manager ,previous progran> office experience is rno t lnlportant. However, there is no evidence that consecutive or repetitive program office tours better qUalify an officer for PM selection. On the contrary,
a successful program office tour, coupled with successful performance in other qualifying positions (e.g. test, combat development,
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DNjoint staff) is a common formula for PM selection. Contracting
officer require extensive contracting t("dining and experience in
pre-award and po t-award contracting. Succes in other acquisition
poSitions enhances overall file strength toward selection.

C0111l1Ullld 0ppQrhl1lily
TIle Army Acquisition Corps continues to afford officers, in aU •
three functional areas, a healthy opportunity to command. Army AcquiSition Corps opportunity to command has compared fuvorably
with theArmy average of 10-14 percent for the past three years.
Since eacll year group is considered fuur times for Command, total
opportunity to command for a particular year group cannot be determined until that year group receives Its fourth "look~
Summary
As future PM/Command boards convene, it is inlperative that officers take the time to personally "scrub" their Officer Record Brief
(ORB) and microficbe to ensure accurate information is conveyed
to the board members. The Military Acquisition Management
Branch will send pre-board scrub packets to officers in the zone of
consideration 90 days prior to the convene date of the board. TI,e
pre-board scrub packet will con ist of an ORB, a fiche, and a checklist. Use this packet to prepare your me fur the board. Although not
a part of the pre-board scrub packet, the photo is an lnlpOrtant part
of the board file. It i recommended that If a photo is more than
three years Old, then it is time for a new one. Prior to taking a new
photo, check your awards, brancll and U.S. insignia, etc. Attention to
detail does make a difference_
Finally, as a captalnlmajor, seek career broadening e.xperiences 10
become competitive for early selection as a PM/Commander. With
limited positi ns in the program offices, PER COM will continue to
rotate captains and major at 24-30 months to ensure a sufficient
pool of experienced branch qualified officers for future PM and
Command positions. Officers wanting to be competitive for Contr3cting Commands should seek warranted contracting officer poSitions in both pre-award and post-award environments.
FY98 LTC PM/AcquisiHoll Command Selectees

Product Man.ager
Name
Cbase, Debora!>
Coppola, Alfred
Crosby, William
Davis, Darrell
Dellarocco, Genaro
Eisele, Kent
Fritz, Gregory
Fuller, Peter
Gr ller, Robert
Gutknecht, Donald
Hogan,Thomas
Hrdy, Russeli
Kreider, Stephen
Ostrom, Peter
Pallotta, Ralph
Price, Nancy
Riker, William
Serino, Robert

Smith, Michael
Smith, Michael J.
Souder, Mich.,el
Tensfeldt,Jeffrey
Valent, Oscar

Brancb

AV
FA

AV
MI

QM
IN

FA
AR
AR
FA
FA
AR
FA
FA

AV
SC
AR
CM
AD

00
FA
FA

00

Career Field

51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
53
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Command Opportunity

Acquisition Command
Name
Bianco, Stephen
BU s,Gary
Breitenbach, Barry
Coker, David
Conley,Joe
Diego-Allard,Victoria
Maughn,William
McQuain, Paul
Patterson, Wtlliam
Polczynskl, Kennith
Samson, Bryan
Stautz,Thomas
Waller, Henry
WilIey,Jeffrey

Branch

Career Field

FA
AD
IN
QM
QM

97
97
97
51
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
51
97

OD
TC

AV
QM
AD

QM
SF

AV
00

Stmunary
As in aU other branches and functional areas, selection for promotion to colonel and colonel Command in the Acquisition Corps is
highly competitive. Because most officer elected for colonel have
been successful as a Lieutenant colonel PM or Commander, consistently high performance in a range of career broadening assignments is still the overriding factor in selection for colonel PM or Acquisition Command.

FY 98 COL PM/Acquisition Command
Board Results
Overall COL Results
Board members reviewed the files of 42 Acquisition Corps
colonels and promotable Lieutenant colonels and 26 civilians in the
grade of GS-15 or eligible for promotion to GS-15. The board selected 17 officers and two civilians. Results for military selectees by
functional area and year group are as follows:
FA
51
53
97

1972
I

1973

1974

3

1975
8

1976
I

4

PM/Acquisition Command Board Procedures
The board membership consisted of six senior military and two
senior civilian members. All were members of the Army Acquisition
Corps. The board selected officers in twO categories: Project Manager and AcqUisition Command. This was the second DA centralized
selection board to select the best qualified individual among senior
civilian applicants and eligible colonels for selected positions in the
Project Manager category. Three ACAT I programs were designated
by the Acquisition Gener.l.1 Officer Steering Committee to be filled by
the best qu:iliJied candidate, either civilian or military. All other PM
and AC Command positions were open to military only. Like last
year, officers currently serving as, or witll previous colonel PM or
command experience, were not eligible for consideration.
The board selected two civilians and seven officers to be Project
Managers and to officers to be Acquisition Commanders. The board
Iated selectees for the three ACAT I programs de ignated to be filled
by the beSl Qualified candicL'lte. PER5COM bted aU other officers in
accordance with slating guidance from the Chief of Staff,Army.

Who Got Seier-ted?
Three officers nave baccalaureate degrees and 14 have master's
degrees. Sixteen h"",e been selected for Or have completed senior
service college (14 "i 16 resident). All of the 17 officers selected
served as LTC Commanders or Product Managers.

Anarysis
Of the 42 officers who competed, 38 have been LTC Commanders or Product Managers. In general, officers were selected at a
higher rate as PMs or R&D Commanders if they served on the Army
staff and had two tours in a program office, including LTC PM. Five
of eight officers selected for Contracting Commands were FA 51.
This trend is expected to continue. FA 97s selected as Contracting
Commanders generally served three or more years in contracting
po itions with DLA and another Army MACOM.
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This year's Command selection rate (43 percent) is somewhat
higher than last year's rate (39 percent). This is primarily because
the eligible pool of officers is somewhat smaller than in past years,
which i a direct result of a lower selection rate for promotion to
colonel in FY 96. The overall Army colonel Command selection rate
(15 percent) is much lower than the Command selection rate for AC
colonels. This year, 77 percent of the officers selected were being
considered for the first time. Second time selectees made up 17 percent of the slate. As the numbers inwcate, chances for selection are
greatest dUring the first two years of eligibility.

FY98 COL PM/Acquisition Commalld Selectees
Project Manager
Name
Cartwright, Charles
Ellis, Bernard
lzzo,Paui
Monks, Stephen
Patrick, Dennis
Taylor,James
Ward,Barry
Kenyon, Richard
Perrapaw,)ohn

Branch
FA
FA
AR
C

AV
FA
FA
Civilian
Civilian

Career Field
97
51
51
51
51
51
51

Acquisition Command
Name
DiUard,)ohn
Ellis,Andrew
Fast, William
Aom,Ronald
Frye, Jan
Hoffman,John
Lmghorst, Richard
Lewis, Milton
Perrin, Michael
Thomas, Laurence

Branch

Career Field

IN
FA

51
51
51
97
97
51
51
97
51
51

00
QM

00
OD

AV
00
AD

AV

Caton Named Army Reserve
Acquisition Career Management
Advocate
MG Douglas A. Caton, Assistant Military Deputy to the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition,
has been appointed tlle Acquisition Career Management Advocate
(ACMA) for tlle U.S. Army Reserve (USAR). As the ACMA, Caton will
establi h a Customer Support Office at the Army Reserve Personnel
Center to proVide a direct communication and information link between the Director of the Acquisition Career Management and U.S.
Army Reserve members of the Army Acquisition workforce. The
ACMA will work to ensure a seamless integration of the USAR into
the Army Acqui ition Corps, in compUance with the requirements of
the congressionally mandated Defense Acquisition Workforce 1mprovementAct (DAWlA).
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ASA (RDA) Gilbert F. Decker Retires

Shown left to right at ASA(RDA) Gilbert F. Decker's retirement reception are Decker, LTG Ronald II Hite, Military Deputy to the
ASA(RDA), and GEN Johnnie E. Wilson, Commanding General, U.S.
Army Materiel Command.

LTG Otto J. Guenther, (left) Director of Information Systems for Command,
Control, Communications and Computers, and MG William H. Campbell, PEO,
Command, Control, and Communications Systems, were among the numerous
guests at ASA(RDA) Gilbert F. Decker's retirement reception.

Numerous
memorabilia
from ASA(RDA)
Gilbert F. Decker's
distinguished
career
were on display
at his retirement
reception.
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A reception in honor of retiring Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition) (ASA(RDA))
Gilbert F. Decker was held May 2, 1997, at
Fort Myer, VA. Hosted by the Military
Deputy to the A A(RDA) LTG Ronald V.
Hite and Mrs. Millie Hile, the reception
was attended by more than 200 individu- '
als, including the Decker family, members
of the Army and DOD acquisition communities, and congressional staff.
Remarks attesting to Decker's outstand·
ing acWevements during ]:lis tenure as the
ASA(RDA) were provided by LTG Otto ].
Guenther, Director of Information Sys·
tems for Command, Control, Communications and Computers; MG William H.
Campbell, Program Executive Officer
(PEO) for COlJlIDand, Control, and Com'
munications System ; and LTG Hite. Mrs.
Sandy Decker provided a humorous preentation, and gag gift t-shirrs spoofing
her hu band as tough taskmaster.
Guenther commended Decker for his
instrumental role in acquisition reform,
adding tbat be was a successful team
builder because of the great trust he put
in his staff. "Decker is capable, smart, intuitive, honest, open and sincere. He is
frank and up-front. He chose the right
road' on every .issue no matter how hard
the cOllise; concluded Guenther.
Campbell, representing the PEO community, said that Decker came to the ASA
position with a vision, and created funda·
mental change that made the job of supporting oldiers easier. He told Decker,
"You have done a service to the nation
that is a lasting legacy to live 00 through
generations of PEOs and PMs to come."
Said Hite, "The accolades you have
heard for Gil Decker are all true. He is a
10 plus 011 any scale. The true test of the
success of an individual in tlus job is tbe
respect that soldier in the field have for
that individual. You will never find another Army Acquisition Executive with
more visibility and respect from the soldiers on the ground."
In closing comments, Decker noted
that the breadth and dimt;nsions of the
ASA(RDA) position were exhilarating,
challenging and mentally stimulating, but
attributed his greatest pleasure to tbe numerous outstanrliog people he worked
with during his tenure. Said be: "One
need not be a rocket scientist to be a
good manager or even know as much as
tbo e who work for you. What is important is to trust your taff. In so doing, yOll
elinIinate barriers and people perform
magnificently."
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PERSONNEL
Kern Takes Over As
ASA(RDA) Military Deputy
And Director, Army Acquisition Corps
LTG Paul j. Kern has assumed the position of Military
Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition) (ASA(RDA» and Director, Army
Acquisition Corps (AAC). He succeeds LTG Ronald V. l-lite,
who has retired, foUowing more than 33 years of active mili·
tary service.
With more than 30 years of military service, Kern has
served in a broad range of assignments. As the former Commanding General, 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized), the
Army's Experimental Force, Fort Hood, TX, Kern will be able
to bring the AAC closer to the warfighter and strengthen the
AAe's credibility with the user. As the Military Assistant to
former Se retary of Defense William Perry, Kern worked
closely with the Defense AcqUisition Executive in acquisition
reform, thus ensuring the Army remains committed to reforming acquisition policies and practices. Other acquisition
assignments include serving as a special assistant to the
Deputy Director, Defense Research and Engineering for Test
and Evaluation, Office of the Secretary of Defense; as the
Bradley Tank Team Chief in the Office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for RDA; and as Chief of Plans in the Bradley Project

Management Office, Warren, MJ. Kern has also served as the
Senior Military Assistant to the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
OSD; Assistant Division Commander,24th Infantry Division
(Mechanized), Fort Stewart, GA; and Director of Requirement (Support Systems), Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Operations and Plans,Washington, De.
Kern is a member of the AAe. He holds a bachelor' degree
from the U.S. Military Academy and M.S. degtees in mechanical engineering and civil engineering from the Univer ity of
Midtigan. In addition, Kern has completed the Army Officer
Basic Course, the Infantry Officer Advanced Course, the U.S.
Army Command and General Staff College, the Program Management Course at the Defense Systems Management College, and the Harvard University Senior Service CoUege Fellowship.
Having served in Vietnam and in Operation Desert
Shield/Desert Storm, Kern is a recipient of numerous awards
including the Defense Distinguished Service Medal, the ilver
Star, the Defense Superior Service Medal, the Legion of Merit
with Oak Leaf Cluster, two Bronze Star Medals for valor, three
Bronze Star Medals for meritorious service, and three Purple
Hearts.
Kern will be a tremendous advocate for the AAC in the
Army and OSD. His diverse backgtound in acquisition and the
operational Army will forge the partnership between the AAC
and the user community.
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AWARDS

Army R&D Organizations Recognized
The 1996 Army Research and Development Organization (ROO)
Award were presented to three Army organizations by Hon. Gilbert
F. Decker, then Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition) and Army Acqui ition Executive. The annual
RDO of the Year Award was established in 1975 to bonor the
Army Research and Development (R&D) laboratory conducting the
best program during the preceding fiscal year. Annual RDO Excellence Awards honor R&D laboratories having particularly noteworthy programs. The selection criterion for both awards is the degree to which each laboratory realizes its full potential impact in
enhancing the capability of Army operational forces. The selection
is made by considering demonstrated achievement in the following
areas: accomplishments and mi ion impact; vision; trategy and
plans; resource input; and continuous improvement.
The U..Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station
(WES) received ti,e 1996 RDO of the Year Award.
• WES wa recognized for its research to produce results with
high potential for significant co t savings-not only to tileArmy but
for commercial applications as well. For example, in FY 95 the Department of Defense (DOD) Groundwater Modeling System (GMS)
was transitioned to 70 Tri-Service users within DOD, 13 EnvirOLlmental Protection Agency users, and 32 Department of Energy
(DOE) users. The system is being used actively on multiple DOD
and DOE cleanup sites. A single use of tbe GMS by DOD at
Schofield Barracks, HI, resulted in a reduction of $7. - to 10 million
in anticipated remediation costs while achieving regulatory compliance. Also in FY 95, the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
presented WES with tile first GovemmentAgency Employer Recognition Award, honoring tile government agency which best supports tileASCE in the IS-state southeastern region.
The .. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC), and the U.S. Army Communications-Electron-

ASA(RDA) Gilbert F. Decker (left) (now retired) presents
the 1996 Army Research and Development Organization
of the Year Award to Dr. Robert Whalin, Director of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment
Station.
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ics, Research, Oevelopment and Engineering Center (CERDEC) received 1996 RDO Excellence Awards•
• ARDEC was recognized for its accomplishments in inserting advanced tedlOologies into development programs culminating in 24
type classified items and 14 items that were released to the field for
tile fir t time. These items will provide greater urvivability to our
soldiers; put mortar systems back into the battle with new advanced
capabilities; deny enemy acces to Our lanes of passage witil high ,
performance mine systems; provide artillery wilhunique break·
through hit and .kill power against hard targets; and provide ti,e men
and women of our armed force with greatly enllanced battlefield
survivability.
• CERDEC was recognized for tile succes ful completion of five
advanced technology demonstrations: Common Ground tation,
Survivable Adaptive y tern ,Radar Deception and Jamming, Multisensor Aided Targeting-Air, and Close-In Manportable Mine Detector.
These critical Scien e and Technology demonstrations are focused
on accelerating the insertion of emerging technologies into operational systems. They provide tile linkage among the materiel developer, program executive office and the u er_ CERDEC also expanded the operations of its Digital lntegrated Laboratory to meet
tile challenges of digital technology insertion iuto Army warfighting
experiments including Force XXI Joint Venture and Battle Lab
Warllghting Experiments.

ASA (RDA)
Gilbert F. Decker
(left)
(now retired)
presents a
1996 Army ROO
Excellence Award
to Carmine Spinelli,
Technical Director
of the U.S. Army
Armament
ROE Center.

ASA(RDA)
Gilbert F. Decker
(left) (now retired)
presents a
1996 Army ROO
Excellence Award
to Dr. Louis Marquet,
Director of CECOM's
Night Vision
and Electronic
Sensors Directorate,
who accepted the
award on behalf of
CERDEG.
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Task Force XXI
Advanced Warfighting Experiment
It was called Brigade '96 and began in 1994 as an outgrowth of a
controversial National Training Center (NTC) rotation 9+07; gained
momentum in 1995 with Advanced WarFightlng Experiments
(AWEs) such as Focused Dispatch and Warrior Focus; experienced
reality in 1996 with the arrival of hardware and software at Fort
Hood, TX; and culminated with the MMch 1977 National Training
CenLer rotation 97-06 for the Experimental Force (EXFOR) of the
4th Infantry Division.
Early rerurns from Task Force XXI AWE made front page headlines. Analysis of the data collecLed during the experiment, a . well
as post-AWE modeling and simulation is continuing. However, there
are many lessons learned from the AWE that apply to the research,
development, and acquisition communities. This NTC rotation was
the culmination of over a year's investment by the soldiers of the
EXFOR, allowing the Army to experiment with a new division design and to gain insights into the interoperability and synergism of
over 50 different pieces of hardware that involved all battlefield operdting systems.
The NTC rotation was not aoom winning or losing the individual
battle witb the highly skilled OPFOR in the desert at Fort Irwin. It
was much bigger than that; it was about Anny XXI-how Our soldiers will be organized, trained, and equipped in the next century.
The Army T.raining and Doctrine Command was responsible for
planning, hosting, and focu ing the Army's effort that began ar Fort
Hood and conduded with the TC rotation. All congression:l1, Department of Defense, and ervice leaders who visited the exercise
expre 'sed their support of the Force XXI process as a model for
benchmarking and validating change. Look for a subsequent article
in Army RD&A magazine that will detail critical digitization results
from tbeAWE and the implications of the Force XXI process on the
RD&A community.

Aberdeen Test Center
Becomes First In DOD
To Use New Gigabit Ethernet
Imagine a be'dvUy trdfficked higbway with people lined up on the
ramp waiting to merge and join the flow, Typically, it means sitting
there until there's a break in traffic. But what if you could just add a
few lanes? That's exactly what Aberdeen Te t Center (ATC) has done
with its new Gigabit Ethemet, a way to handle communications at
1,000 megabits per second. The plan is to provide top service as
AT ' customers drive in for testing.
It's like going from a four-lane higbway to a 4o-Iane highway, according to John RuhI,ATC's Information Management Chief. The Gigabit switdles prOVide the bandwidth and speed ATC needs to en·
able its customers to participate in their test programs. "Gigabit
Ethernet allowsATC to provide Army decision makers with information on demand. We'll soon be proViding audio and video data to our
customers at mudl higher speeds a they can actually watcb testing
from afar without interference over the network; says RuhI.
Ruhl is designing a Gigabit Ethernet backbone La collect and distribute military equipment test data around the country, uch as bat·
tie tank performance and weapons accuracy. The backbone will be
compatible with existing Ethernet and fiber optic components
wbim will speed-up the test result .
RullI notes that tbe Ethernet upgrade is part of theATC vision for
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the 21 t century. "Data and information are constantly needed
throughout tile Army and DOD for sound decisions in today' fastpaced environment. By creating a Versatile Information System lote·
grated On-line Nationwide (VlSION) and linking the te ting and
training communitie ,we can provide a single data stream from concept to combat; says RuW.
ATC is the first organization in the United States to insmll the Gigabit Ethernet switches, delivered by Mark). Bohs, southeast representative for the NBASE Communications Company of Chatsworth,
CA. TIle units were the first shipped in the United States. Shipments
of production Gigabit Ethernet module began earlier this year.
RuhI said ATC bas the infrastructure and dam requirements for
tI,ese high·bandwidth products. By using the Gigabit modules at
ATC, NBASE is able to give the future speeds reqUired by ATC today.
According to Bohs, the Gigabit Ethernet will be in high demand thi
year, with more than 250,000 installations projected in 1998. He
added that ATC is an ideal organization to use Ethernet because of
its applications and technology focu as the organization prepares
for the 21st century.
According to Ruhl, the Army Test Incident Reponing System
(ATIRS), which provides quick test dam to customers, is the vehicle
tllat's going to turn ATC's informaLion management vision into are·
ality, "ATIRS was selected as a single-entry point for equipment data
using the Gigabit Ethernet upgrade because of its existing nationwide network which links all test and evaluation centers and many
of the operational test sites together. The system has over 550 users
which indudes project managers, equipment evaluators, technical
and operational testers, and numerous contract personnel," according to RuhI.
With 1,500 distributed data bases,ATIRS not only provides infor·
ma~ion for decision makers, but also has an easy·ta-use portable
computer interface. "The virtual library, using the ATIRS network
and distributed data bases, provides information to any authorized
user anytime anywhere; said RuhI.
By adding tile Ethernet upgrade to me system, RuW explained,
"customers can enter the system by using standard program such
as Nelscape or Internet Explorer and point·and-click technology to
step through the system and acquire any information tbey need."
EnI1ancing existing sy terns with technology insertions like Gigabit Etllernet, and direct voice data entry will cre.~te a virtual library
that prOVides equipment history, fast information exchanges, and
the move to wireless connections with local area networks.
"We C"dl1 lead the way in new developments because ATC is the
perfect place to test technology. By creating an information system
on line nationwide and linking the testing and training communities, we can provide a single data stream from concept to combat.
This is trategic support the test and evaluation community can give
today's warfigl1ter; notes RuhI. That warfighter is the final stop on
ATC' te ting higbway!

77Je preceding article was written by Lena Goodman, Public Affairs Officer at the US. Army's Aberdeen Test Center.

NEW E-MAIL ADDRESS
FOR ARMYRD&A MAGAZINE
A1'my RD&A magazine has a new e-rnall address.
It is:

bleicheh@aaesa.belvoir.army.mil
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From The
Acquisition
Reform Oltice..•
Acquisition Reform: An Army Top Priority
The ecretary of the Army announced March 10,1997, that
acquisition reform is now and will continue to be one of the
Army's top priorities. Speaking at a press conference at the
U. .Army Tank-automotive andArmaments Command in Warren, MJ, ecretaryTogo D. We tJr. highlighted the importance
of srreanllining acquisition procedures to beef up modernization efforts.
"Acquisition reform emphasizes the elements of procurement that are smart, rather than just traditional; said West. "It
is a priority to tlle American taxpayer, who wants to know
we are investing hi or her tax dollars wisely and are getting
re ults.Acqui ition reform will also give us all the best 'bang
for the buck.' Thi makes it the number one priority for
America's Army."
The press conference heralded the "Department of Defense Acquisition Reform Week." On March 17, Secretary of
Defense William S. Cohen kicked off a week-long observance
that focused on conferences, training, and odler activities designed to sustain acquisition reform momentum.
tarting in fiscal years 1995 and 1996, the Army demonstrated approximately $10.4 billion in savings that will occur
over the five-year Defense program period and beyond.
ear-term savings were used to accelerate programs,generating more out-year aving. About $2 billion in savings were
used to pay operations and maintenance bills; the rest remained in modernization. The e avings resulted from aggressive reforms that cut through red tape, shortened buying
cycles, and leveraged new technology in innovative ways.
One recent acquisition success story was the Air Defense
Bradley tinger Fighting Vehicle-Enhanced, nicknamed "Linebacker." In a fraction of the time norma.lly needed for
weapon systems, Linebacker was fielded in 12 rather than 36
months, contract award time dropped from 18 to three
months, and te ting was cut in half, to one month. Those
changes streamlined production to eight months, and the
unit cost for 56 Unebackers dropped from a potential high
of $2.4 million to about $290,000 per system.

AAE Comments
On Acquisition Reform Week 2
The Army' Acquisition Reform (AR) Week 2 was very succes fiJl. Our acquisition community participated fully and
with much enthusiasm-more than 25,000 civilian and military per onnel in 49 different Army organizations worldwide. It i clear that the culture has changed. There had
been re istance to reform, but thi Acquisition Reform Week
demonstrated that our people are empowered and that new
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and creative ideas are bubbling up from the bottom. They
know that we, at Headquarters, depend on those who most
understand the risks to manage them. Teamwork is the key.
"Working together we can make a difference." In all of our
major programs, we know that teaming with industry is critical to success. During AR Week 2, the inclusion of industry
representatives in the activities proved to be beneficial at'
each Army command. We had a very healthy exchange of information and ideas. A few are highlighted below:
• Small business firms perform some type of work in every
single major procurement program we have.At the U.S.Army
Tank-automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM) in
Warren, MJ, more than 50 small business firms participated in
workshops and eminars geared toward enhancing their ability to contribute to acquisition reform and get the best product to the solelier at the best price.
• Twenty-six industry and government personnel from
three of the Army's most experienced Integrated Process
Team (IPT) presented the pros and cons of joint JPTs to tbe
acquisition workforce and industry representatives at the
U.S. Army Simulation, Training and Instrumentation Command (STlUCOM) in Orlando, FL.
• At the U.S. Army olelier Systems Command (SSCOM) at
Fort Belvoir,VA, the topic was empowerment. The group developed an action plan to resolve barriers to fully implement
the empowerm nt concept within the command.
• At Fort Bragg, NC, the Directorate of Contracting (DOC)
joined forces with the local Chamber of Commerce to organize a trade fair for credit card holders and local vendors and
thereby enhance communications. Fort Bragg has approximately 1,600 credit card holders of which 1,000 or 62.5 per·
cent attended the event throughout the day along with 80
local vendors.
• We all remember the Defense acquisition process that
existed before these reforms were initiated-paperwork-intensive, overly managed, and costly. At Fort Stewart, GA, the
DOC developed a game called "Acquisition Jeopardy" where
the participants of Acquisition Reform Day 2 discussed what
used to be versus what i now. Acquisition reform is fun at
Fort Stewart!
• The Remote Electronic Contract Administration Program
(RECAP), a fully automated contractor overSight system that
will provide near real-time digital monitoring and recording
of project progress and performance from anywhere in the
world using a phone line and the lntemet.lnelividuals will no
longer need to be present to witness a task, record observations, or see a problem associated with a project.
• AtVirginia Beach,VA, the U.S.ArmyTraining and Doctrine
Comm.and (TRADOC) teamed with the Navy, Commander,
Mid-Atlantic Region, and the Hampton Roads acquisition
community for a eminar/workshop dedicated toward continued improvements in acquisition reform. More than 1,000
acquisition personnel attended.
• At Fort BIiss,TX, the DOC hosted a day of events for both
customers and contractor . The Small Busine Administration Procurement and El Paso Community CoUege Contract
Outreach Center provided staff member to assist with the
event. The Greater EI Paso Chamber of Commerce, EI Paso
Black Chamber, and El Paso Hispanic Chamber helped to
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contact contractors to attend. One of the highlights of the
day, as recorded on evaluation sheets, was that the custometS
and contractors had an opportunity to interface one-on-one.
A qui ition reform is a continuing priority for America's
Army. It is absolutely critical to our modernization program
and tlle future readiness of me force. We have made great
progress as a team. Our success is real and visible. We are acquiring weapon systems and equipment, supplies, and services
far more efficiently man in the past. These efficiencies witllin
our own operation have enabled us to reinvest savings, in
some cases sub tantial savings, in our modernization program.
While Acquisition Reform Week 2 demonstrated mat me
culture is changing, we must not relax our Vigil. To remain efficient and ensure mat we continue to improve our operation
and adopt new ways to do business, requires continuou
process improvement. J urge member of me Army acquisition community to take meir good ideas and ways to improve
their operations to their teams for implementation. J want
you to let us know about your successes so we can trade the
good ideas around. "Success is a journey, not a destination."
We have to continue to work daily to get the goals tighter and
better.

What's New With The New PMAP?
The Army's new Procurement Management Assistance Program (pMAP), designed to provide management consultanttype ervices to enhance and assist the procurement process,
completed test assessments of the PMA concept at two volunteer test sites-U.S. Army Communications-Electronics
Command and me U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel
Command. As a result of me tests, me PMA Team refmed me
PMA concept and included the lessons learned in procedures
for future assi tance visits.
One of the missions of the PMAP is to communicate
throughout the Army the results of assessments, and to identify and communicate good news stories, best practices,
Ie sons learned, methods of overcoming barriers to efficiency
and change, acquisition reform initiatives and policy changes.
This will be accomplished using the newly establi hed PMAP
ewsletter on the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Procurement) Homepage at http;//www.acqnet.sarda.
army.miL

Dual Use Applications Program
The Army is actively working to reduce operational and
support (O&S) cost. One of the ways it is doing thi is
through the Commercial Operations and Support Savings Initiative (COSSI) of the Dual Use Applications Program (DUAP).
COSSI's mission is to develop and test a method for reducing
0&5 costs by inserting commercial products and processes
into fielded military systems. The insertion of commercial
products and processes is expected to reduce 0&5 costs of
parts and maintenance, reducing the need for specialized
eqUipment, increa ing reliability, and increasing the efficiency of subsystems.
Proposals have been solicited for this effort through me use
of a competitive Broad Agency Announcement by me Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, and are currently under
evaluation. Selected proposers will develop, manufacture, and
deliver prototype "kits" for installation into a fielded system.
Proposers may offer maintenance service agreements for meir
"kits" to ensure their performance and reliability. In Stage I of
each selected project, DUAP and the chosen proposer will
share the costs of developing and testing tlle "kit." In Stage II,
provided Stage I has been successful, the military customer
may purc1lase reasonable production quantities of me kit and
pay for their insertion into the fielded system.
To reduce the traditional administrative burden and oversight of a procurement contract, an innovative type of agreement-one not generally subject to the normal federal procurement laws and regulations-known as an ·other
transaction" will be used for Stage 1. This type of agreement
allows a great deal more flexibility and has far fewer regulatory requirements t1lan a typical federal acquisition regulation contract. 10 particular, thi instmment will not generally
require government cost accounting standards nor government audits. Furtllermore, intellectual property provisions
may be negotiated mat differ from those u ually found in procurement contracts.
Proposals selected for Phase I were announced by the
DUAP Office in May 1997, with awards of the "omer transactions" for Stage I to be made no later than ept. 30,1997. The
Army point of contact, Stephen Lake, may be contacted at
DSN 227-9982.
For additional infonnation on this article, contact LTC L.
Hooks 0/1 (703)681-9479 ore-mail: hooksl@Sarda.anny.mil.

CONFERENCES

Army Operations Research Symposium
The 36th arUlUa! U.S. Army Operations Research Symposium (AORS XXXVI) will be held Nov. 13-14, 1997, at Fort Lee,
VA, with registration Nov. 12. Three hundred government,
academic, and industrial leaders are expected to participate.
The U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency will sponsor AORS
XXXVI. Co-hosts are me U.. Army Combined Arms Support
Command, and the U.. Army Logistics Management College,
bomlocated at Fort Lee, VA. Attendance is by invitation only.
The meme of tllis year's sympo iurn is "Building an Analytical Bridge to the 21st Century." Concurrent special sessions
July-A1lgust 1997

will address force development; modernization and requirements analyses; information systems for command, control,
communications and computers and information warfare; 10gi tics systems analyses; personnel systems analyses; Army
and joint operational analyses; advances in modeling and simulation; and test and evaluation support to Army warfighting
experiments and Force XXI.
For additional information, write Director, U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency ATI : CSCA-EN, 8120 Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814-2797,calI Bob Barrett at (301)2951655, DSN 295-1655, or e-mail aors36@caa.army.mil.
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RD&A community.

Subject Matter
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Clearance

All articles must be cleared by the author's security/OPSEC office and public affairs office prior to submission. The cover leller accompanying the article must state that these clearances have been obtained and that
the article has command approval for open publication.
Offices and individuals submitting arlicles that report Anny cost savings must be prepared to qUickly provide
detailed documentation upon request that (1) verifies the cost savings; and (2) shows where the savings were
reinvested. Organizations should be prepared to defend these monies in the event higher headquarters have a
higher priority use for these savings. All Anny RD&A articles are cleared through SARD-ZAC. SARD-ZAC will
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SARD-ZAC, Acquisition Career Management Office, (703)695-6533, DSN 255-6533.
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as well as a typed, self·adhesive label containing their correct mailing address. In addition to providing a
printed copy, authors should submit articles on a 3 1f2-inch disk in MS Word, or ASCII format. Articles may also
be sent via e-mail to:bleicheh@aaesa.belvoir.arrny.mil
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Dr. Kaminski's Farewell l'Iessage to the
Acquisition Workforce
eople are our most important asset. Our defense
acquisition workforce is blessed with some of the
very best and brightest people in the world. During the past two and one-half years, I have
observed on many occasions that our workforce is
highly dedicated, motivated, and becoming more empowered with each passing day.
Our acquisition workforce is the envy of my counterparts
around the world. A couple of months ago, my Russian
counterpart asked me how many members of our workforce
actually had the authority to sign contracts on behaLf of the
United States Government. In Russia, decisions are highly
controlled-very few people have this authority. My counterpart was Ooored by my response: a coupLe of thousand contracting officers can sign contracts. At that moment, it
became apparent to my Russian colleague that the strength
of our system was our people
Quite often, 1 hear the prevailing view expressed in Washington, D.c., that the defense acquisition workforce is too
Large. Very little thought is given to the fact that the workforce must first become better before it can become smaller. l
have worked with very small teams that were extremely
effective in managing highly classified programs A key factor was the quality of the people-we were able to select the
very best for our team, Our workforce is qualitatively better
today than it was four years ago, but we still have a long way
to go to create a culture of continuous education and
training

tern, and has expanded 'vith the Army's Force XXI experiment, the Navy's "Sman Ship" project, and the stand-up of
the Air Force's Battle Labs.
I take tI1e most pride in seeing our people wilLing to think
"out-of-me-box," pushing hard to be better. It means our
incentives and rewards are beginning to work. Our program
managers are not afraid to take prudent risks to do what is
best. There is a much greater sense that we are all on me
same team and are all working tow<lrd a common goal.

It has been a pleasure to work wim you-the finest acquisiOne of the most Significant accomplishments made over the
past two and one-half years has been the wholesale reengineering of the way we support the warfighter, using teams
working together in parallel ratller than our past sequential,
seriaL approach. Integrated Product Teams~omposed of
warfighters, testers, trainers, doctrine writers, acquirers, and
their industry contractors-have dramatically inlproved the
way we do business and have Significantly shortened our
acquisition cycle times. This process reengineering initiative
began with OSD-led Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstrations (ACm), continued with the fielding of a
Bosnia Command and Control AUgTI1entation (BC2A) sys-
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tion professionals in the world. I wish you all the best in
your future endeavors.

Paul G. Kaminski
Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition &: Technology)
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